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introduction: 1

Preface and acknowledgements

Erik Wegraeus
Director-General, National Heritage Board

Even as times are changing, so is industrialism - the very 
industrialism that laid the foundations for modern Europe 
and provided such rich opportunities for its people. We 
chose to hold our conference, Industrial Heritage as a Force 
in the Democratic Society, in Bergslagen, where Swedish 
industry once put down roots and grew in strength, but is 
now withering on the vine. For many years now, industry 
in this region has almost been synonymous with factories 
closing down. But the plants, the people and the memories 
remain, conveying messages of our history besides giving us 
a perspective on our future.

Buildings are not monoliths in splendid isolation. They 
represent a rich set of values, both material and immaterial. 
Our aim with the conference was to identify paths towards 
the future of our industrial heritage, viewed from the 
perspective of cultural history in a European dimension. 
Industrialism was born and raised here, and it is an essential 
part of our common identity. This time we wanted to try 
new angles and lower our guard a little by inviting experts 
to exchange their views on the concepts of democracy, 
identity and force. We believed that, observed from these 
angles, the cultural heritage would reveal new dimensions 
of our industrial heritage. During the three days of the 
conference, we were able to prove our point.

In the progress of organising the conference, we have made 
many new friends in the region. This in itself has fulfilled 
our hopes that the conference would increase regional and 
local interest in industrial history. The support we have 
received has been splendid, especially from all the people 
who worked hard to ensure that the arrangement would 
stick to the initial holistic concept. A brief tally of all those 
who deserve thanks for their individual efforts resulted in 
some 80 names. Thanking each and every one was an almost 
impossible task, therefore I want to use this opportunity to

extend a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to all of you. Having said 
this, two people nevertheless merit special mention: Rune 
Johansson, General Manager for Quality, Avesta Polarit, 
and Gerhard Jansson, Manager of Degerfors Municipality. 
Without your talent for turning problems into oppor
tunities, the day we spent in Degerfors would have been a 
‘Mission Impossible’. Thank you!

I also would like to thank the Committee on the Cultural 
Heritage of the Industrial Era in Sweden for initiating the 
conference and for providing the financial support that 
made it all possible. We have also received financial contri
butions from the County Administrative Board of Örebro, 
the County Council of Örebro and the Municipality of 
Örebro. Other organisations that have contributed both 
financially and in other significant ways are the Rural Eco
nomy and Agricultural Society of Örebro County, the 
municipalities of Nora and Degerfors, Avesta Polarit and 
Nora Bergslag Veteran Railway. Once again, thank you!

Just as we were winding up the production of this book, 
the town of Degerfors was dealt a severe blow. A large part 
of operations at the iron works will soon be closed down 
and 300 people will lose their jobs. Times are changing 
indeed, and they do it fast. During our dinner at the plant, 
we joined Avesta Polarit in celebrating a very large order 
that came in on the very same day. In this ever-changing 
world the pace quickens all the time. Changes affect many 
people directly, and many more by indirect means. Still, all 
of you remain in our thoughts.
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I introduction:

Industrial heritage as force in the democratic society

Christina von Arbin, Birgitta Johansen, Helena Westin 
National Heritage Board, Sweden

Introduction

Our main purpose in holding this conference was to try and 
to start a new discussion related to industrial heritage. 
Efforts in this direction have been made before, but discus
sions in this field have so far been dominated by questions 
of mere preservation and restoration and have not touched 
on the implications industrial heritage may have for the 
development of society.

The title and themes we had chosen for the conference 
were seen by several of the participants as being both proble
matical and too political. Our aim in choosing this title and 
these themes was to invite the participants into taking an 
active interest in the discussions, not simply presenting a 
smooth, polite faęade, as we often tend to do at conferen
ces. At the same time, our aim was not just to provoke, but 
to start a serious discussion concerning these issues and 
themes. We think that we achieved what we set out to, but 
from time to time we were worried that we had been over- 
ambitious. However, in this respect our moderator’s ability 
to ask the right questions and come to sensible conclusions 
served as a stabilising factor.

Now, after having read all the contributions, our main 
impression of the conference is that the themes and questions 
are relevant and useable for a continued future discussion. 
We can no longer maintain the fiction that political and 
academic discussions on industrial heritage can be con
ducted separate from each other.

In the following pages, we present the impressions and 
statements from the discussions that took place during the 
conference. We have chosen to structure the presentation 
around the three keywords identity, democracy and force. 
The participants have examined these key aspects in the 
light of their personal experiences and reflections. Thus the

discussions have had the effect of stimulating us all to take 
new approaches from new perspectives - which is and should 
be the main purpose of this kind of gathering.

Identity - a common topic in today's society

In today’s society we are highly engaged in questions of 
identity, our own as well as that of others. Today, identity 
in itself is usually seen as something positive, but it has also 
been, and can be, used to sort people out into separate 
groups, groups they may not necessarily want to belong to.

The industrial society in transition, rapid changes in 
economical structures and the implementation of other kinds 
of production than before, changes in the way we value 
‘work’ etc., also change the material reality in which we 
live. We have entered another society and we need to reflect 
on its distinguishing features and how they affect our lives. 
Today, fragmentation and transformation are the dominant 
themes in the fundamental metamorphosis of Western 
society.

In this society, many ideas compete. Moreover, each 
individual has his own idea of identity, in addition to his 
own unique personal experiences. This implies that identity 
in itself should not be approached in the singular but rather 
in the plural: ‘identities’.

The remaining problem is not the way identity is handled 
or interpreted. Although we may be aware that all of us 
have different notions of integrity, at the same time we need 
to be open to specific ideas around personal heritage, as well 
as to the fact that personal heritage is sometimes at odds 
with the heritage of society. The ways in which identity and 
memory are constructed can be problematical, as can the 
construction of heritage as it relates to memory and identity.



The notions of identity politics or identity morals are very 
common today. That provokes an important question though: 
the question of the relation between the individual and 
society. Where can a collective identity find space in which 
to assert itself, considering that each individual is special, 
has a specific heritage and a specific identity?

There are dimensions that identity shares, in an abstract 
sense, with heritage: both are something that can be 
inherited, or obtained. Heritage, as well as identity, can also 
be ascribed to someone or something.

It is therefore important to depict, to listen to, to write 
down - as well as to preserve - the stories of different 
lifestyles. It is necessary that heritage relate to individuals

so that people can navigate their own journey through life. 
But there is also the necessity of interpreting collective 
memories - not in a totalitarian sense - but to promote the 
very idea of existing together.

Democracy - heritage as a means 
of understanding and influencing society

Democracy is not something that we can take for granted, 
neither is it a static condition at which we have arrived. 
Democracy has to be reviewed and re-created continuously 
in relation to society. The relation between the democratic
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movement and the industrial revolution is obvious in 
Sweden, but there are also relations of another, and maybe 
deeper, kind. We need metaphors and similes to help us 
understand the abstract society of today.

The factory and the machine are images that have very 
strongly influenced our views of how society and politics 
work. The industrial heritage is essential, in this sense, as 
a tool for helping people see the constructions through 
which they perceive and understand themselves and the rest 
of the world. This could perhaps be the industrial heritage’s 
most important contribution to the development of today’s 
society.

Democracy is facing a new development phase, where the 
citizens’ real possibilities to have an impact on the future of 
society are in focus. The heritage institutions and the 
professionals in the heritage sector have to re-create their 
ways of working and their attitudes. Experts will still be 
needed, but their task is not to conduct, but to support. 
Thus, the relation between amateurs and professionals will 
be different from today.

The relation between amateurs and professionals cannot be 
reduced to a question of ‘amateurising’ the professionals or 
‘professionalising’ the amateurs. Instead we need to realise 
that experts and professionals today have different roles to 
play than before. This may give rise to problems in that when 
the amateurs’ interest becomes a subject for the professio
nals, the amateurs lose their enthusiasm. But if we instead 
use the word ‘amateur’ in its original French interpretation, 
amateurs can be seen as people who love what they are 
doing. In that sense, the professionals in the heritage sector 
can be looked on as amateurs as well.

The expert will thus be a communicator - a good listener 
and a good ‘guide’ willing to share his or her experiences 
and knowledge on an equal basis, rather than as a benign 
director of heritage considerations. A certain sensitivity to 
what people want the experts to do is imperative. The 
experts’ role should be to support the amateurs, not vice 
versa. The actual process involves communication with 
individuals or groups. It requires that we reach people, 
basically as individuals, but also as groups. Therefore, one 
question for the heritage professionals is how to invite 
people in the processes and how we ask the right questions. 
There is no easy way to show how it should be done, but 
there is a lot of experience to be shared. Setting these pro
cesses in motion will certainly take time, and will depend 
on our using words such as interaction, involvement and 
interactivity for its success. Our task is to promote people’s

perception of heritage as their own, not to protect heritage 
from its inheritors.

The question is not whether to find the right definition of 
what democracy is, but to see what democracy can do. In the 
sense that it enables people to be masters of their own lives, 
heritage could and should be part of that democratic force.

Heritage as a force - a powerful tool

Any force in itself is neither good nor bad, but heritage as 
a force can be used in good or bad ways. Heritage has been 
used as a malevolent force, most recently in the former 
Yugoslavia, as well as by the Talibans in Afghanistan. But 
today’s society has also seen that people with a strong sense 
of heritage have been able to lead democratic movements, 
for instance in Estonia. The question is how this force can 
be harnessed as an impetus to democratic development.
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One of the important arguments for industrial heritage is 
its role as a strategy for local and social development. This 
strategy has to be developed through communication and 
cannot be successful if people are not involved in the pro
cesses. Industrial heritage has an advantage compared with 
other kinds of heritage. It is contemporary, and many people 
still have personal experience of it and relations to it. 
Industrial heritage has contemporary uses, for instance by 
reflecting contemporary visions of good and bad sides of 
society and stimulating as well as provoking discussions 
about the past. Industrial heritage can thus also serve as an 
interface to the past.

The recent past exercises the constructive part of 
preservation by creating an action, not for the past, but for 
the future. This emphasises that what we are discussing is 
the use, and the potential use, of heritage in the society of 
the future. We are all aware of the fact that when we 
preserve something we also create something; we create

/ A
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images, we create meaning etc. Heritage in a broad sense 
can thus serve as an interface to the future and how we 
accept it.

Industrial heritage is of course part of our history, but 
most importantly, it concerns most people in a democratic 
society, and those people still have a personal relationship 
to it. This gives them direct access to their heritage, and a 
more obvious right to use it to benefit their future. Thus, 
preservation/heritage and development cannot be seen as 
contradictions. In this sense, industrial heritage has a special 
role to play as it relates to democracy.

The outcome of the conference

In conclusion, we think that we achieved what we set out 
to do: we started a discussion that was unsettling, that did 
not give us straight answers on how to work with industrial 
heritage, and did not lead us to draw glib conclusions. 
Instead, what we engaged in was a discussion that made us 
think, and evoked questions that are too important to be 
perfunctorily handled.

This experience shows that industrial heritage works as a 
vehicle for discussing issues relating to its use and meaning 
for us. Industrial heritage has the potential to affect all cul
tural heritage preservation and use. Our ambition is that this 
discussion will henceforth be resumed and further developed.
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I introduction:

The Power of the past

Göran Rosenberg
Writer and journalist, conference moderator

At ‘Industrial Heritage as Force in the Democratic Society’, a 
conference that was held in the city of Degerfors, parti
cipants were served lunch in black Unica boxes. The stiff 
shoebox-sized container sealed with an adjustable leather 
strap (which also serves as a handle) contained a small ther
mos with coffee or tea, a tea cake with the Swedish sausage 
‘falukorv’ and a fried egg on it, and a slice of crispbread 
with yellow cheese and sliced cucumber. The sight of it 
brought tears to my eyes.

The Unica box is my childhood’s ‘remembrance of things 
past’. I grew up in the 1950s in Södertälje, an industrial 
town that produced large trucks, advanced dairy machinery 
and - increasingly in those days - pharmaceuticals. The 
Unica box, with its unvarying content of falukorv on a tea
cake and yellow cheese on crispbread, was firmly strapped to 
the fender of each and every bicycle that joined the caravan 
of workers who pedaled every morning from their rapidly 
developing housing areas to rapidly expanding industrial 
sites.

The Unica box would eventually disappear, as would the 
bicycle caravans, as would the social setting to which they 
belonged, as would many of the dreams and hopes that the 
mere sight of a Unica box still may revive in me.

Preserving something from the past always involves 
saying something about the present. Almost everything that 
exists in the present has had a past, even though many 
disaffiliated futurists would prefer to forget that fact. Not 
long ago the Swedish present was inexorably rooted in a 
past that had seen the rise of the mass social movements of 
the late 19th Century, of the trade unions, of the Social 
Democratic Party, and of all the other institutions on which 
folkhemmet (the People’s Home) was built. It is almost 
impossible to discuss the present without feeling the weight 
of this particular past.

As the Swedish present has become more ambiguous, so 
has its past. Nowadays when we argue about what kind of 
society Sweden is or ought to be, we often end up arguing 
about what we ought to remember and preserve from the 
past. Those who believe that Sweden ought to become more 
liberal and market-oriented are pursuing a ‘new’ past that 
can be used to legitimize such a future. Those who believe 
that Sweden ought to remain pretty much as it used to be 
are fighting hard to preserve the past as they are used to 
remembering it. Disputes about the nature and future of 
Swedish society often become disputes about history, and 
historical findings are increasingly being used to support 
political arguments.

This is of course what makes the preservation of in
dustrial structures and social settings from the recent past 
such a delicate matter. Obsolete mills and factories are also 
the settings for not so obsolete human lives and memories. 
What you choose to preserve from a particular ‘industrial 
heritage’ - and how you choose to preserve it - will most 
likely influence how you value things in present-day society. 
The recent past is a powerful tool, but it can be used in 
many different ways by many different forces in society.

In the present period of rapid change (and a rapidly 
increasing number of obsolete sites and objects), the recent 
past might all too easily become a factor for encouraging 
nostalgia and political reaction. Rapid change evokes a 
longing for continuity and stability. The preservation of 
now-defunct sites might very well be used to make a 
political statement against the very forces that made them 
obsolete in the first place. On the other hand, preserving sym
bols of the past might also foster a much-needed sense of 
cohesion and continuity in communities that have undergone 
rapid change. Thus, how the recent past will be recalled 
and used is a matter of some importance in the here and now.
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Declaring industrial heritage to be a force for democracy 
- as the conference title so boldly does - implies making 
conscious choices and facing demanding challenges. There 
is no automatic link between heritage and democracy. In 
fact, heritage can even be antithetical to democracy, as 
Gregory Ashworth so provocatively but thoughtfully argued 
at the conference. Consciously choosing to use heritage as 
a force for democracy demands that we scrutinize and 
discuss the nature and role of heritage, as well as the nature 
and role of democracy.

Perhaps one way of understanding heritage as a force for 
democracy involves perceiving it as an ongoing re-evalu- 
ation and representation of our collective experiences and 
memories, an open-ended process rather than a collection 
of immutable artifacts. In such a process, those who strive 
to present the past anew will have to engage with the 
present in a continuous dialogue about the future. Similarly, 
democracy can perhaps be seen as a system, or rather a 
culture premised on the peaceful resolution of human con
flicts; in other words, an open-ended process rather than a 
set of rules and institutions.

Attempting to understand heritage and democracy in this 
way is no mean challenge since it involves affirming human 
conflict as an inherent feature of both the past and the 
present. It also involves admitting that many of the choices 
involved in the business of preserving the past are in fact 
choices between the conflicting values of the present, and 
thus to a large extent choices that are democratic, i.e. non
professional, in nature. Ultimately, this will call for us to 
deal with the challenge of making human conflicts in terms 
of values (and not technical disputes about facts) the core 
of the democratic process.

If industrial heritage is consciously perceived as an ele
ment of an ongoing discussion about the present, it might

very well become a force for democracy. But it is as much 
up to the designers of democracy as to the designers of 
industrial pasts to make this ongoing discussion a reality 
for more than a few.

In this respect, the conference in Örebro, Degerfors and 
Nora provided us with much-needed insights and per
spectives.
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I lecture:

The entrepreneur - the missing link 
in Swedish industrial heritage

Anders Johnson, writer

Let us go back one day - and 104 years.
It is the 15th of May, 1897, and we are taking part in the 

opening of the Public Exhibition of Art and Industry at 
Djurgården.

Music Maestro, please (music plays and the following text 
is sung):

To its mighty halls,
Listen, work calls,
Offering miracles 
In shining steel.
Hear steam engines whistling - 
Boiling and hissing,
Machinery groaning 
With thunderous zeal.

See how Power is taking 
Short cuts to her goals,
Casting bright, new tools 
In strong, supple steel!
Ingenious, she fashions 
All things to life’s service 
Now that she’s uncovered 
All that earth might yield.

What you have heard is some of the music composed for 
the Exhibition’s inauguration: a cantata for soloists, chorus 
and orchestra.

The choice of a poet for the occasion - Count Carl Snoilsky 
- and a composer - Wilhelm Stenhammar - was symbolic. 
At that time, Count Snoilsky was one of the doyens of 
poetry in Sweden.

Stenhammar was only 26 years old and represented the 
hope of a bright future for Swedish music.

The Public Exhibition was a magnificent attempt to show 
what Sweden could offer in the industrial field, and it was 
a big success.

This was a time when industrialism was certainly not 
considered part of a heritage, but a hope for the future. In 
Sweden, the second industrial revolution had just been 
launched.

New enterprises were started. Three of them are still im
portant today:

• LM Ericsson, the telephone company founded by Lars 
Magnus Ericsson in 1876

• Separator, a manufacturer of cream separators, foun
ded in 1883 by Gustaf de Laval. Today the company is 
called Alfa Laval.

• ASEA, an electrical engineering company, also founded 
in 1883 by Ludvig Fredholm. Today, it is an affiliate of ABB.

Ericsson and de Laval were both entrepreneurs and in
ventors. The inventions that made ASEA successful were the 
creations of Jonas Wenström.

The first meeting between Fredholm and Wenström took 
place in 1882 here in Örebro at the Hindersmässan, a big 
annual market that had been arranged here since the 
Middle Ages.

Fredholm visited Örebro to demonstrate electric light in 
Örebro’s theatre. Wenström, who was born in Hällefors, 
lived in Örebro and had made some electrical inventions 
that Fredholm considered better than the British equip
ment he had originally planned to sell in Sweden.

Sweden has a long industrial tradition in iron and steel pro
duction. The heartland of this production is the Bergslagen 
region, in which Örebro has been an important centre for 
at least 800 years.

For centuries Sweden was the leading producer of high-
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quality steel, especially for the British market, where the 
brand name ‘Oregrund Iron’ stood for the best steel money 
could buy.

But seen from the European perspective, the upswing in 
the Swedish economy - the point at which the country’s 
industrial growth took off in earnest - came rather late.

You can say that the first industrial revolution started 
around 1850, when the first steam-powered sawmills were 
built along the coast of northern Sweden. This had an 
enormous effect on the Swedish economical geography, as 
it created a kind of Klondike, especially around the town of 
Sundsvall.

Every year 45 million logs were floated to the 43 saw
mills in the Sundsvall area. In 1872 Elias Sehlstedt looked 
out over the bay at the many sawmills and wrote:

‘Saw alongside saw I saw, wherever I saw.’
Another important factor in the first industrial revo

lution was the expansion of the railways. The building of 
railways started rather late in Sweden.

The first Swedish train, pulled by a locomotive and 
open for public transportation, set off at ten minutes to 11 
a.m. on the 5th of March 1856 from Örebro station to 
Nora.

The railways also had a huge impact on the economic 
geography of Sweden. The speed and capacity of trans
portation increased, causing a shift from water to land 
transportation.

The railways transformed the Swedish landscape, per
haps more than in many other countries. A famous Swedish 
economist, Eli Heckscher, noted that the railway network 
of Sweden seems to have been designed by someone who 
was afraid of water and big cities.

The man who plotted the routes of the most important 
lines, Nils Ericson, certainly avoided many big cities be
cause he wanted to use the railways to open new land, thus 
creating a number of new villages and towns with railway 
stations as their hubs.

But the most important feature of the first industrial 
revolution may have been the thousands of new enterprises 
that sprang up all over Sweden.

This sudden flowering of enterprise was a by-product of 
the breakthrough of liberalism that characterised this period 
in Sweden. In 1846 the obligation to belong to a guild was 
abolished, and in 1864 full freedom of enterprise was 
established. Now men and women, in the cities as well as 
the countryside, could start almost any business they chose 
to pursue, using any means of production at their disposal.

Moreover, they were free to set the prices they considered 
reasonable.

In the 1860s, Sweden was one of the least developed countries 
in Europe. Towards the end of that decade, people in many 
hard-hit rural areas starved to death as a result of crop failure.

But the liberalisation of the economy, and public support 
for the railways and public schooling, gave rise to the Swe
dish Economic Miracle. Between 1870 and 1970 Sweden's 
economic growth was second only to Japan's, which placed 
Sweden among the world’s wealthiest nations.

The Public Exhibition of 1897 was held, as I said, at the 
beginning of the second industrial revolution. That revo
lution started around 1890.

• The first industrial revolution was steam-powered. The 
second was powered by electricity and the combustion 
engine.

• To a great extent, the first revolution had its strongest 
effects on the countryside. The second revolution was 
urban.

• The first revolution was largely based on the export of 
agricultural products and raw materials. In the second revo
lution, Sweden began developing more advanced engineering 
techniques that influenced industries such as pulp and 
paper production, steel technology, and the production of 
various mechanical and electrical consumer goods.

Örebro and Kumla, for example, became centres of the 
Swedish shoe industry.

• As a rule, the enterprises of the first industrial revo
lution were limited in scope; small workshops were com
mon. In the second revolution, large plants were built and 
manned. New methods of management were introduced, 
inspired by developments in the USA and associated with 
names such as Frederick Winslow Taylor and Henry Ford.

One of the most important inventors to see the potential 
of Taylorism and Fordism was Carl Edvard Johansson, 
who worked in Eskilstuna.

He designed the Joe-blocks, a measurement system that 
made it possible to increase precision in the production of 
standardised components. The system was patented 1904. 
During the First World War, all suppliers of war materials 
to the US Army had to use Joe-blocks. In 1923 Johansson 
started working for Henry Ford, and it’s said that 
Johansson was the only one who was allowed to enter 
Ford’s office without knocking.

Johansson worked in the weapon factory in Eskilstuna, 
which today is an industrial museum. The company he
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started still exists, and it still produces advanced measure
ment systems.

There are obvious similarities between the situation in 
1897 and today:

• Both turns-of-the-century ushered in increased glo
balisation. More and more goods, capital and people 
crossed national borders. Structural changes were rapid, 
and so was economic growth.

• By 1900, one million Swedes had emigrated to the USA.

Örebro
Garphyttan
Kumla
Hallsberg
Zinkgruvan
Eskilstuna
Stockholm
Katrineholm
Ljungsbro
Åtvidaberg
Kungshamn
Surte
Borås
Jönköping
Huskvarna
Gnosjö
Helsingborg
Eslöv
Svängsta

Bergslagen

being asked about

Today one million people born in 
other countries have immigrated to 
Sweden.

• Already in 1897, Sweden was on 
the threshold of the second indust
rial revolution. Today, we are at the 
beginning of the third industrial 
revolution, a revolution powered by 
the rapid development of telecommu
nications and computer technology.

• A hundred years ago, some 
people began asking ‘What shall we 
do about our agricultural heritage?’ 
They felt they had to assess the cul
tural, social and political implications 
of employing different strategies to 
preserve that heritage.

And, as a matter of fact, one of the 
most important manifestations of 
the preservation of the agricultural 
heritage - the folk museum in Stock
holm, known as Skansen - is located 
at the site of the Exhibition in 1897.

• Today, we ask the same ques
tions about the industrial heritage: 
‘What shall we do about it?’ What 
are the cultural, social and political 
implications of employing different 
strategies to preserve that heritage?

• A century ago, people began to 
ask questions about the prospects of 
the industrial society: ‘What effect 
will all this have on me and my fa
mily? Will progress pose a threat to 
us? How can we take advantage of 
the opportunities without our way 
of life being threatened?’

Today, the same questions are 
the information society.

We cannot live in the past, but we can learn from it.
This conference focuses on three key concepts, all of 

which are related to the industrial heritage:
• Democracy
• Driving forces
• Identity
I will use them to make three propositions:
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The industrial heritage can:
1. Help us identify and understand the patterns of long

term economic development. This will provide us with better 
grounds for discussing its relationship to democracy.

2. Help us identify and understand the driving forces 
behind the transformation of society.

3. Help us understand how local identity can be an 
advantage (or, perhaps even a disadvantage) with respect to 
development.

My first question, then, is: How can industrial heritage 
promote discussion on democracy by helping us to identify 
and understand the patterns of long-term economic 
development?

Political discussion is often said to deal with differences 
of values.

‘We are good and our opponents are bad. We want 
people to be happy and they want people to be unhappy’, 
might be a good way of summarising the average political 
message. I speak from my personal experience as a former 
member of parliament.

But in reality, political disagreement is often more closely 
related to different opinions of the facts, as well as different 
opinions as regards cause and effect.

Modern society is so complex, changes are so rapid, that 
it is difficult to understand how it works, and what long
term effects different regulations and policies will have on 
it. The consequences over time are hard to foretell.

But what is history, if not a series of long-term effects?
I think there are similarities of pattern in the ways new 

basic technologies transform societies - for example in the 
way electricity transformed people’s lives during the second 
industrial revolution, and the way telecommunications 
have affected us at the start of the third industrial revo
lution.

Much of the stupid blather that we have heard in the past 
few years about ‘the new economy’ would never have been 
said at all if the blatherers had had a firmer grasp of history.

If we compare today’s Sweden with the Sweden of 1897, we 
might summarise the state of things as follows:

• Per capita production is 10 times higher.
• Normal working hours have been reduced by almost 

50 percent.
• The mortality rate for the first year of life has been 

reduced by 95 percent.
• We live 25 years longer, we are better educated and 

healthier, and we have more opportunities to travel, to

enjoy culture, to shape our lives according to our own will.
This kind of economic development is usually defined as 

‘growth’.
I think this word is misleading. ‘Growth’ implies an 

organic process in which some living thing gets bigger. But 
only the size of it changes; it remains the same organism.

This is not what economic development is about. Develop
ment means that we consume things that we did not have - 
or could not have had - access to in the past; new things, 
produced in new ways in un-traditional places.

In the course of this process, people’s entire way of living 
is changed, public administration and services are changed; 
even politics are changed.

Thus, in identifying this process, the word ‘transformation’ 
is probably preferable to ’growth’.

This is an important point for two reasons:
1. Transformation is dangerous to the establishment.
2. Transformation often exacts a high price that must be 

paid by the individual employee over the short term.
Transformation is dangerous to the structures on which 

the establishment is built because these structures are 
threatened by anyone who tries to build new ones: new 
companies, new products, new technology, new networks.

Otto von Bismarck once remarked that he heard the 
stairs of history echo with the sound of wooden shoes going 
up and patent-leather pumps coming down.

And in 1513 Niccolö Machiavelli pointed out in The 
Prince that there is nothing so difficult as trying to change 
the existing order. Those who benefit from the order of the 
day will fight you tooth-and-nail, while those who might 
benefit from a new order are only lukewarm supporters of 
your fight.

The reason for this is obvious:
In the short run, the cost of transformation is often 

greater than the benefits. People lose their jobs. People have 
to move.

And it is easier to identify those who will pay the price by 
losing their jobs than it is to identify those who stand to 
gain in the future, when new jobs and new opportunities 
present themselves.

Here in Örebro, and in the city just south of it, Kumla, a 
great many people have experienced first-hand the high 
cost of transformation.

As I said, Örebro and Kumla were the centres of the 
Swedish shoe industry. Fifty years ago, about half of Sweden’s 
252 shoe manufacturers were located in this region. Today,
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only five small manufacturers are still producing in Kumla.
In the last decades, Ericsson has been the most important 

employer by far in Kumia. Just recently, however, they 
announced substantial cutbacks in staff as a result of the 
company’s financial woes.

But if we don’t accept the cost of transformation over the 
short term, we will not reap the long-term benefits, and the 
kind of thriving development Sweden enjoyed during most 
of the 20th century will come to a standstill.

Let me give you an example that illustrates this. In the 
1950s and ’60s, two Swedish companies were international 
leaders in the electromechanical industry - Ericsson in 
telecommunications and Facit in typewriters, calculators 
and other types of office equipment.

Ericsson succeeded - not without considerable difficulty 
- in making the transition from electromechanical to elec
tronic technology. Facit didn’t. Ericsson became the world’s 
leading company in its field; Facit went bankrupt.

Of course Facit’s management must have seen the writing 
on the wall; they must have suspected where electronic 
development was headed, and realised what they ought to 
do. But they didn’t have the courage to make the hard de
cisions that transformation demanded. And because they 
didn’t want to absorb the short-term costs, they ended up 
paying the ultimate price: complete financial collapse.

Transformation is necessary in a dynamic world. There
fore, it is crucial that the political establishment construct 
mechanisms - labour market policy, social insurance etc. - 
that distribute the cost of transformation throughout society, 
not only to those who must pay for it by losing their jobs.

One fascinating thing about industrial heritage is that it can 
be viewed from so many perspectives:

• Technology
• Architecture
• Working conditions
• Class relations and relations between men and women
• Effects on environment, on politics, on culture etc.
There is a particular perspective that concerns me, and

I want to examine it here. It is certainly not the only 
perspective, and hardly the most important, but it bears 
mentioning.

What I’m concerned about is the entrepreneurial per
spective. My point is that:

1. This perspective is important
2. In Sweden, it is often neglected
Its importance stems from the fact that the entrepreneur

plays a key role in economic transformation. He or she is a 
person who sees opportunities that no one else sees. Further
more, he or she is someone who ventures to try things that 
no one else dares try.

As the economist Joseph Schumpeter pointed out, the 
role of the entrepreneur is creative destruction. As new 
enterprises are built up, the positions of the old ones are 
threatened.

My second point is that the entrepreneur’s role is often 
ignored in the Swedish debate.

Last week an American writer and journalist, Jerry 
Hagström, presented a new book about Swedish economic 
history. The book, entitled ‘To be, not to be seen - The 
mystery of Swedish business’, is published by George 
Washington University.

Hagström was struck by the anonymity of the Swedish 
entrepreneurs. When he started researching Swedish 
history, he found a lot of production figures and read the 
names of many famous companies. But he seldom saw any 
information about who started the companies, who made 
the inventions, what ethnic groups they belonged to, etc.

He didn’t see the major television series about Sweden in 
the 20th century that was broadcast on public television in 
the autumn of 1999, but I did. And I noticed that in the two 
hours of showings that dealt with Sweden’s economic 
history, only a single entrepreneur was presented.

That person was, predictably enough, Ivar Kreuger - the 
arch-crook of Swedish business life in the last century.

As we all know, this conference was initiated by the 
Committee on The Cultural Heritage of the Industrial Era 
in Sweden. However, before the present committee was 
appointed, an earlier committee was given the task of for
mulating a mission for it.

The first committee issued a report entitled ‘Questions 
for the Industrial Society’ that contained many thought- 
provoking and pertinent suggestions. One proposal states 
that industrial heritage ought to be studied from many dif
ferent perspectives, several of which were named.

But one perspective is missing. Nothing is said about the 
entrepreneur. Who were the entrepreneurs? Where did they 
come from? Were they rich or poor, old or young, men or 
women, educated or uneducated, Lutherans, Jews, Catholics 
or Baptists?

Why did they start companies? Because they were poor 
and unemployed or because they had a lot of time and 
money? Where did their talents lie - in technology, 
commerce, management, the humanities or the sciences?
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What motivated them? Social revenge? A lust for pros
perity? Obligation to God or country?

What did they aspire to accomplish? Did they strive to 
grow as big as possible or simply to make a living for their 
families?

Why did some of them succeed while others failed? What 
differences are evident between entrepreneurs in different 
regions? And why? Between different branches of industry? 
Why? Between different periods in history? Why?

I don’t think it’s at all out of order to pose questions of 
this type regarding the industrial society.

There is a paradox latent in economic development. Over 
time, transformation is inevitable. Nevertheless, there are 
also many places and regions in which a certain economic 
profile maintains a strong, almost seamless continuity.

In the earlier stages of industrial development, this 
continuity could often be explained by the location of 
natural resources and natural communications facilities. 
But today, when the importance of having local access to 
natural resources is diminishing, when distance and borders 
no longer mean very much, are local traditions and local 
identity important?

The answer is yes.
In many regions around the world you can see examples 

of dynamic clusters - that is, companies grouped together 
geographically and working in the same field, thereby sup
plying the region in question with a strong impetus towards 
development.

The classic examples include Hollywood (films), London 
(finance), Northern Italy (design) and Silicon Valley (com
puter technology).

This phenomenon has attracted increasing scrutiny in 
economic discussions, and economists such as Michael E. 
Porter and Paul Krugman have noted this very trend.

In settings that are hospitable to enterprise, clusters can 
arise consisting of numerous large and small companies 
doing business within a limited geographic area. Sometimes 
they are competitors; sometimes they work together. Tough 
local competition and demanding customers stimulate the 
development of expertise and technology.

Research and education resources are available in these 
clusters. Vital international contacts can be made there, and 
people with specialised qualifications are drawn to the 
challenges the clusters offer. Subcontractors can specialise 
in narrow niches and still achieve economies of scale.

Companies often spring up in the same or a comple

mentary branch of business - as spin-offs from large com
panies, for example - to solve problems and take ad
vantage of the business opportunities that the cluster creates. 
Just as importantly, geographically focused clusters allow 
for the informal spread of information and the establish
ment of contacts; in other words, business gossip and net
working.

The competitive advantages that a region gains from a 
cluster are difficult for other regions to imitate, and they do 
not depend entirely on the success of a single company. That 
is why cluster regions are considerably more robust and 
resilient in a rapidly changing economy than, say, factory 
towns where a single powerful company reigns supreme.

One of the problems here in Bergslagen is that many towns 
and districts have been dependent on a single company. 
Not only have these companies dominated the economy of 
the town, but every other aspect of life in and around it. 
Working people’s attitude towards the company owner was 
often hostile, which is somehow understandable. When a 
dominant company fell on hard times, so did the whole 
society it supported.

I might add that one of Sweden’s main problems today is 
that we have relied so steadfastly for so long on a single 
company, Ericsson.

There are, however, many examples of Swedish cluster 
regions with deep roots in history. One is the Gnosjö region 
in western Småland, in southern Sweden. A strong business 
tradition is prevalent here.

In Gnosjö, doing business is the accepted way of life, and 
the entire social structure is geared towards creating a 
healthy climate for business. The Gnosjö spirit has its his
torical roots in the 1600s, when the unproductive farm
lands of the region forced people to find other means of 
subsistence.

Many found work at the rifle factory in Jönköping and 
the Husqvarna arms factory, where they learned metal
working. This gave rise to the wire- and metalworking 
industries found near the waterways of western Småland.

You can feel that entrepreneurial spirit when you visit the 
two industrial museums in Gnosjö.

The town of Borås was founded in 1621, when the 
government decided to turn the area’s enterprising peddlers 
into townspeople. This tradition lives on in the strong 
retailing and mail-order companies based in Borås, such as 
Ellos, H&M Rowells and Halléns.

A third example is Svängsta in western Blekinge, which 
has been a centre of Swedish precision-tool making for over
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100 years. This industry was started in 1887 when the 
inventor Henning Hammarlund founded a watch factory in 
Halda (Halda Fickurfabrik). In 1893 the factory began 
producing typewriters, and in 1902 taximeters, which were 
soon recognised as the best in the world. For many years 
Halda taximeters were the only ones approved for use in 
London taxicabs.

Despite at least two serious crises, the region has been 
able to build on its precision-tool expertise. One Svängsta 
manufacturer, ABU Garcia, now produces spinning reels 
that are among the most sought-after worldwide.

And of course there is also a museum that displays 
Svängsta’s fascinating industrial history.

Companies that survive decade after decade - or regions 
that can maintain a vital cluster - depend on the efforts of 
dynamically oriented people who are constantly experimen
ting, thinking in new ways, setting up and shutting down 
operations, transforming and developing.

Reality is rarely as one expects, but by being open to 
change and constantly adapting to new signals it is possible 
to survive and develop.

Yet the establishment of a cluster in a region is no guaran
tee for perpetual success, as the example of the shoe industry 
in Örebro and Kumla shows.

But there is a very charming and interesting museum in 
Kumla that tells the story of the shoe industry in this 
region.

I must add one thing about local identity: It isn’t always all 
that local.

Let me give you some examples by discussing a few well- 
known - at least in Sweden - products and brands:

• Abba is a fish-processing company in Kungshamn. 
Their main product, ’Kalles kaviar’, spiced and salted fish 
roe, is considered to be the most Swedish thing you can put 
in your mouth. But the company is named after its Nor
wegian founders, the Ameln brothers.

• Zoéga is a well-known coffee brand made in Hel
singborg. The company is named after an Italian, Carlos 
Zoéga, who learned the secrets of coffee production in 
Brazil before he came to Sweden.

• Cloetta is a chocolate-manufacturing company in 
Ljungsbro. Nutin Cloetta, its founder, came from Switzer
land.

• Felix is a food processing company in Eslöv, mainly 
known for its preserved cucumbers. It was founded by a 
Jewish refugee from Czechoslovakia in 1939.

• The adjustable spanner is indeed a Swedish invention, 
and there is a museum in Enköping that honours its in
ventor, J P Johansson. The town’s biggest manufacturer, 
Bahco, has been producing the Johansson’s spanner since it 
came off the drawing board. However, the company is 
named after Bror Anders Hjort from Finland, who com
mercialised the invention.

Two points should be made:
• There are always people, i.e. individuals, behind pro

ducts and companies
• The accomplishments of foreign-born entrepreneurs 

conveys a message to those who see immigration as a 
burden, not a benefit to society

This, of course, works in both directions:
The famous Coca Cola bottle was designed in 1915 by a 

Swedish emigrant to the US, Alexander Samuelsson, who 
honed his skills in the glass factory in Surte.

Thus Surte is to Coke what Bethlehem is to Christianity. 
And there are museums in both places.

Also in this region there are a lot of examples of the 
importance of immigration:

• Founded in the 13th century, Örebro is a merchant city 
in which the Hanseatic League played an important role. 
The League founded and expanded a number of Swedish 
coastal cities, and many Swedish words related to urban 
administration and commercial life come from German 
words like handeln (handla = to do business), kaufen (köpa 
= to buy), bezahlen (betala = to pay), Biirgmeister (borg
mästare = mayor) and Rathaus (rådhus = city hall).

• In Garphyttan, a little bit west of Örebro, iron manu
facturing has been a key industry for 500 years. Today 
Haldex Garphyttan Wire is a major supplier to the auto 
industry. The word hytta means ‘blast furnace’ and garp is 
a not-very-polite nickname for ‘German’.

• Zinkgruvan is a village in the southern part of the 
county. The name means ‘zink mine’. Here, Belgian im
migrants began mining in 1857.

In both Garphyttan and Zinkgruvan there are industrial 
museums.

So my conclusion is that industrial heritage has a lot to 
offer. This heritage, which is spread all around the country, 
can tell us about our history as well as our prospects for 
the future; about the conditions of transformation and the 
promise it holds; about local identity and many other things.

But if we want heritage to tell us its story, there are some 
conditions that must be fulfilled:
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• Do we really want to study industrial heritage? Not all 
Swedes are that interested. One historian has said that only 
if its history is boring can a nation be considered happy, and 
Swedish history is boring in the sense that the country has 
not seen war or civil war for the past few centuries.

• Do we have the time to study our industrial heritage?
We travel more and more over longer and longer distances.

But what do we see when we travel? Most of us travel as 
fast as possible from one point (usually our office or home) 
to another point (often a conference room or a beachside 
hotel), thus seeing as little as possible of heritage of any 
kind.

• Are there people who are prepared to help us to dis
cover and understand the industrial heritage?

We need all kinds of people in this effort:
• We need the professional expertise.
• We need amateurs and entrepreneurs as well as experts.
It’s worth mentioning that a unique archaeological dis

covery - and the establishment of a museum to house it - 
was the result of the efforts of one man, an entrepreneur 
and outsider named Anders Franzén, who discovered and 
salvaged the 17th century man-of-war Vasa that sank in 
Stockholm’s harbour on her maiden voyage.

• We need politicians at the national as well as the local 
levels.

As the last example in my presentation, there is a Swedish 
industrial museum located in Katrineholm, a railway-stop 
town between Örebro and Stockholm.

Katrineholm boasts one of Europe’s best museums on the 
theme of water, heating and sanitary installations. We must 
not underestimate the importance of the water closet to the 
industrial revolution!

A local politician in Katrineholm played an important role 
in the establishment of the museum: His name is Göran 
Persson, and today he is Sweden’s prime minister.

So, there is no limit to your career if you lend a hand to 
preserve the industrial heritage.

• We need artists.
Artists will play an important role in this conference, as 

they did in 1897 at the Public Exhibition of Art and Industry.
You might have noticed that the music in the Stenhammar 

cantata was inspired by steam, not electricity. I suppose 
electricity made life harder for composers since its sound is 
not very impressive. Hence there is a lot of music devoted 
to steam engines by composers such as Strauss, Hon- 
neger and Lumbye, whereas music inspired by electric 
engines is pretty scarce.

The information society makes it still harder: How can 
you compose music that expresses the dynamics of the 
computer age when the only audible indication of its mo
mentum is the abrupt click-whoosh sound you hear when a 
web designer opens another can of Coke?
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■ KEYNOTE LECTURE: DEMOCRACY

Thoughts on the political uses of the past

Professor Gregory Ashworth 
University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract:
The paper will propose 
and examine certain pro
positions relevant to the 
conference. Heritage is a 
contemporary not an his
toric phenomenon. Its 
task therefore is to satisfy 
certain modern needs, 
not to attempt to under
stand or reconstruct the 
past, which is a task for 
historians and archivists 
who do not create heri
tage. This being so, the 

questions that need to be posed and answered include: 'What 
do industrial monuments mean to contemporary societies and 
individuals? Why do we need them and what contemporary 
function do they fulfil?'. This paper confines itself to the political 
functions.

The answers will be multiple because societies and individuals 
are not homogeneous. This raises the well-known practical 
problems of multi-use, multi-interpretation and multi-selling. 
Much industrial heritage is also likely to be dissonant to many for 
many reasons, which means that the option of destruction or 
concealment in the service of a collective amnesia is also rele
vant. The role of heritage in furthering democracy or democracy 
in furthering the cause of heritage is complex. It can be argued 
that since the late nineteenth century the heritage movement 
has been intrinsically anti-democratic. It was a movement of an 
elite, focused upon the heritage of an elite; thus it represents the 
transmission of the values of an elite for the consumption of an 
elite. The furtherance of democratic values was never an explicit 
goal. If this is now introduced, what different answers must be 
given to the practical questions, 'what, by whom and for whom?'

What are we talking about?
The commission

The title of the conference, ‘Industrial heritage as a force in 
democratic societies’ seems to combine a quite straight
forward classification of artefact with a far from straight
forward consideration of social and political change. On 
the one hand, the heritage of industry has been for many 
years a well-recognised category of artefacts, structures and 
buildings deserving of preservation and presentation. How
ever, on the other hand, the use of this heritage as an agent 
of change in societies with a specific political structure raises 
numerous issues about the nature of planning intervention in 
western societies that are well beyond the space or expertise 
available to me. Within this general topic three themes have 
been identified and given, namely identity, democracy and 
cultural change. My remit concerns the second of these. 
However the three are so strongly related in various ways 
that they may be just three perspectives on the same pheno
menon. Heritage is a major contributor to identity, par
ticularly - but not exclusively - place identities, and is a 
major vehicle for the transmission of such identities. The 
reasons why this is deliberately done and the methods 
available for doing it are explainable in terms of political 
systems and ideologies. Insofar as any change will be both 
reflected in, and effectively caused by, ‘culture’, however 
defined, then the third theme overarches and encompasses 
the first two.

A tension almost implicit in the title and development of 
the themes is immediately apparent, i.e. between static and 
dynamic approaches. Preservation seeks stability and the 
prevention of change or at least the control and management 
of the trends inducing change. It is essentially reactionary, 
in that it reacts to changes regarded as unwelcome and it is 
conservative in its desire to conserve what is or what has



been into the future. This contrasts diametrically with the 
idea of heritage as a force for creating or strengthening 
identities, supporting or countering democracy and societal 
change, whether deliberately and consciously or incidentally 
and unconsciously. This raises an initial question under
lying the philosophy of this conference. Can heritage be 
simultaneously both initiator and reactor in the furtherance 
of, and resistance to, change for revolutionary or counter
revolutionary goals?

Definition of terms

A consideration of heritage and democracy requires an 
initial working definition of each.

Heritage is simply the contemporary uses of the past. The 
time dimension is best expressed in a ‘Janus’ model with 
both viewpoints focused on the present. In one direction 
heritage views the past from the present. There is a relation
ship of inheritance through the legacy which the present 
believes it has inherited, or accepts as an inheritance, from 
the past.

In the other direction, the present views the future through 
the legacy it believes should be passed on as an inheritance 
to future heirs. Both these time linkages emanate from a 
standpoint in the present. Now is the only certainty, the rest 
is imagined dimensions. The relationship between the past 
(i.e. all that has happened before now), its transmission 
through the vehicles of physical survival, memory and his
tory (i.e. contemporary attempts at description and expla
nation of the past) and heritage (i.e. contemporary uses of 
the past) should be clear. To this simple relationship must 
be added the process of selection and, related to and largely 
governing this, the purpose of heritage creation. That all 
heritage is selective and all-purpose, is self-evident; never
theless the nature of this selection as a way of furthering 
quite specific contemporary goals is the central theme of 
this conference.

I take democracy to be a political ideology within which 
power is vested and legitimised in the imagined entity 
‘demos’. This power is then exercised in the name of the 
people through mechanisms and structures that, however 
indirectly, somehow result in decisions emanating from 
majorities rather than minorities. Such a definition does not 
explicitly include the other two parts of the triad that 
composes the ‘idea of the west’, namely liberalism and 
rationalism. However, it is difficult to envisage democracy

operating as a decision-making process without the accom
panying liberal values of individualism and the rule of law, 
as well as a belief in the efficacy of rationality. As I shall 
argue later, an absolute tyranny of the majority over the 
minority would have precluded not only the creation of 
heritage but also of the historical resources that are intrinsic 
to its endeavours.

The political dimensions of heritage

There are many people working in fields strongly related to 
heritage who would vehemently deny its having any 
intrinsic political dimension. Individuals and organisations, 
both in government and private associations, frequently 
base their selections upon what they would regard as the 
politically neutral criteria of beauty, antiquity or historical 
significance. These they hold to be intrinsic to the artefacts 
and structures themselves, visible to all who care to observe 
them, and not ascribed extrinsically to them from without. 
They regard the social goals of the heritage process as being 
cultural, aesthetic and educational. These people and orga
nisations, who play the major role in discovering, preser
ving and collecting the resources from which heritage is 
constructed, will find the rest of this paper unacceptable and 
quite probably distasteful.

The selection and interpretation of heritage have always 
been political acts, whether this was the ostensible intention 
or not. A review of our history of concern for the relict 
structures, memories and associations of the past leads to 
the unavoidable conclusion that our concern has always 
been principally motivated by political considerations. Not 
only has the interpretation of heritage always had a politi
cal dimension; this was the main reason for its creation in 
the first place. The growth of an interest in national 
heritage was synchronous with the rise of nationalism and 
the idea of the nation-state in a mutually dependent sym
biosis. Other motives, including economic considerations, 
have nearly always played incidental and marginal roles.

I, and others (see Meriman, 1991, or Tunbridge & 
Ashworth, 1996), have many criticisms of all too simplistic 
application of the ideas of political and ideological 
legitimisation (Habermas, 1973), of the struggle to control 
‘culture capital’ (Bourdieu, 1990), or the ‘dominant ideo
logy thesis’ (Abercrombie, 1981). Although these are omni
present elements in all heritage, neither western societies 
nor their governments are so homogeneous or so all per
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vading as to support one-dimensional explanations. Pluralist, 
decentralised political systems operating in multicultural 
and increasingly individualistic societies will result in a multi
plicity of diverse and often contradictory political messages. 
However, even if this is the case, ideological legitimisation, 
identification with political spatial entities, social cohesion 
and the socialisation of individuals into the norms and 
values of the prevailing consensus, will all be central roles 
of heritage and form the justification for the major role that 
governments now play in this field.

If we accept, therefore, that heritage has a strong political 
dimension, then the specific questions posed in this paper 
could be phrased as either, ‘is democracy necessary or useful 
to heritage?’ and to reverse cause and effect, ‘does heritage 
reinforce, or indeed conceivably undermine, democracy?’. 
It is of course entirely possible that neither question receives 
a definitively positive or negative answer. It could be that 
democracy and heritage have either no particular relation
ship and simply share a coexistence that is largely incidental 
and accidental. This must now be examined by arguing the 
propositions.

• Heritage is essentially anti-democratic
• Heritage has always been elitist
It is assumed that democracy requires that ‘the people’ 

play a predominant role in selecting, presenting and consu
ming heritage so that the ‘popular’, ‘everyday’ heritage of 
the ‘common people’ is the main narrative. Then the opposite 
case must be argued, namely that heritage is significantly 
of, by and for the elite.

Heritage is the legacy of the elite

A glance through the lists of designated monuments in almost 
all countries quickly confirms that the buildings of the 
political and economic elite are heavily over-represented. 
This bias becomes even more pronounced if interest and 
importance is measured by observing the streams of either 
official subsidies or visitors. Palaces, ‘stately homes’, 
chateaux, castles and cathedrals are the crowning glories of 
most national heritage collections, accumulating the most 
‘Michelin’ or ‘Baedeker’ stars. These were the first buil
dings to be preserved and it is true that once this was 
assured, the monument lists expanded to include buildings 
of less spectacular and obvious merit. In the Netherlands, 
for example, there are now more than 60,000 nationally 
designated state monuments (Rijksmonumenten), of which

more than 40,000 are modest domestic houses and only a 
few thousand are palaces, castles and cathedrals. However 
it is still this small group of elite buildings that accounts for 
most national expenditure on maintenance and attracts most 
visitors’ attention.

None of this is perhaps especially surprising let alone 
shocking. If the principal criterion for selection is age, then 
it is obvious that the aristocracy built using more robust 
materials and better technology. Palaces are more likely to 
have survived than the huts of peasants. One related aspect 
of this is the survival, in particular, of military architecture. 
The reason why the monument lists of almost all countries 
have a heavy over-representation of military structures, 
from Neolithic forts to air raid shelters, is simply that these 
were designed specifically to be robust and to survive. 
However, not only did the elite classes have better, stronger 
buildings, they also had more developed aesthetic taste, or 
easier access to such taste. Thus if artistic beauty is the 
criterion, then they are likely again to score highly. The 
third usual criterion for inclusion on national lists is his
torical significance. Again it is hardly surprising that the 
buildings and places associated with those who exercised 
power will be more highly charged with historical signifi
cance than the buildings of the powerless. Finally, even apart 
from these intrinsic qualities, visitors, whether tourists or 
locals, will find the unique, the spectacular and the memo
rable more interesting than the commonplace, the mundane 
and the forgettable.

Heritage is created by the elite

It can further be argued that not only is heritage the 
property of an elite, it has been largely created by an elite.

The brief history of concern for the structures and 
artefacts of the past in Europe is the story of a small group 
of enthusiastic, dedicated, passionate activists who gal
vanised an indifferent and often hostile government and 
public opinion into legislative action. The prophets of the 
nineteenth century, Ruskin, Morris, Pugin, Viollet-le-Duc, 
Cuypers, de Steurs, and others, were an eccentric minority 
whose influence was out of all proportion to their numbers. 
Examine the relationship between the three main parties 
involved, the prophets, the governments and the people 
over the past 150 years. It was the prophets that at every 
stage set the heritage agenda and the governments that 
followed, reluctantly and with an appropriate time lapse.
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The third party, public opinion, was even more tardy, and 
a supportive climate of general opinion usually post-dated 
not pre-dated protective legislation. It is true that there is 
evidence that in most western societies today there exists a 
broad consensus in favour of building conservation and, 
more broadly, heritage. There are a few national studies 
(e.g. Belgica Nostra, 1990; RDMZ, 1990) that demonstrate 
solid majority support for protecting and maintaining 
‘historic buildings’ as an idea. However the popular defi
nition of ‘historic building’ is still something that looks 
‘medieval’.

The battle for the Georgian/Palladian is far from won, 
the Victorian is still routinely demolished, Art Nouveau/ 
Jugendstil is a minority taste, and Bauhaus/Amsterdamse 
School let alone the modernist interests of D0C0M0M0 

receive more popular derision than echoes of popular sup
port. Government agencies are still running ahead of public 
opinion while the passionate minority is still ahead of 
governments. People are just aesthetically conservative, and 
democratically responsive governments cannot afford to be 
out of synch with their constituencies.

The prophets and their supporters are now most likely to 
be found in the national and local pressure groups. That 
they are a minority is clear. The Dutch National Monument 
protection society has just over 10,000 members, out of a 
population of 16 million. British local civic trust societies in 
cities from 200,000 to a million inhabitants generally have 
between 200 and 500 members. The objection here might 
be that this ‘passionate minority’ is not necessarily the 
economic or political elite whose heritage is to be saved, but 
more likely groups within the educated middle class: the 
‘lumpen-bourgeosie’ that is the bedrock of support for 
heritage organisations and pressure groups. The archetype 
is perhaps the English National Trust that over more than 
a century has become one of the largest landowners in Britain. 
Interestingly enough, members of these organisations tend 
to be the same people who lend support to countless other 
voluntary social and cultural organisations. Heritage is a 
minority interest, but then so are many other cultural, 
sporting, charitable and even political activities. A powerful 
counter-argument to the idea that heritage is undemocratic 
because it is the interest of, and undertaken by, a minority 
is that so is democratic politics. Interestingly, it is the same 
minority that sustains both. If support for democracy is 
measured by participation in its processes at elections but 
also within political parties, then, using the same argument 
above, clearly democracy itself is undemocratic.

Heritage interpretation is the prerogative of the elite

A slightly more subtle argument is that heritage is not 
buildings and artefacts, it is interpretation. Interpretation 
involves the selection and binding together of experiences 
into a narrative for presentation and sales to a consumer. If 
the interpretation is literally the heritage product, then it is 
not only the preservation of the buildings and objects of an 
elite that forms heritage but the way these are interpreted. 
The consumer is sold a narrative of the actions and activi
ties of the elite and more importantly the values and norms 
that underlie them.

There may be three main explanations for this. First, 
because the artefacts have been the property of the elite, it 
is simply easier to relate them to the interpretation of that 
elite. Second, heritage, like history, is written by the win
ners. (It might be added that folk museums, like anthro
pology, are produced by the losers). The heritage that is 
presented in museums and buildings is thus obviously the 
heritage of those who seized and maintained power and 
thus established the very museums and buildings that present 
their narrative. It is not only (to return to the previous point 
about legitimisation) that dominant groups need to legiti
mise themselves to subordinate groups: they are exercising 
intergenerational power. If socialisation is a primary 
purpose of heritage - or if the term is too prescriptive, 
substitute ‘education’ - then future generations must be 
instructed in the nature and values of the existing power 
structures. Third, the powerful have more exciting, more 
interesting, and historically more important, narratives 
than the common people. The activities and personalities of 
the powerful make more compelling stories than the 
commonplace, mundane doings of ordinary people through 
the ages. If you doubt this, follow a tourist through the 
itinerary of castles and palaces, or note who is represented in 
Madame Tussaud’s or in National Portrait Galleries.

Heritage is consumed by the elite

Finally, there is the argument that not only is heritage of and 
by an elite it is actually for an elite as well. The proposition 
here is that heritage, like culture in general, is consumed by 
a minority. This may seem to be immediately contradicted 
by the conventional wisdom that points to the very sub
stantial increases in many forms of cultural activity in the 
past 30 years or so. In the field of heritage alone, museums
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are increasingly popular (‘museums attract more visitors 
than football matches’), their major exhibitions attract a 
media hype (‘the recent Monet exhibition at London’s 
National Gallery made more money in a year than the Spice 
Girls’) and according to Hewison (1987) a new museum is 
opened in Britain every two weeks (’heritage tourism has 
overtaken the manufacturing industry in economic impor
tance in a country like the UK’). Such statements are generally 
unverifiable but the point is that they are made and 
accepted as self-evident.

However, a number of counter-arguments can be advanced. 
First, the expansion of interest in heritage and culture in 
general is highly selective. For example, the number of mu
seum visitors has increased but music concert audiences have 
dropped dramatically. Major art galleries have increased 
revenues but many smaller provincial galleries have not.

Second, heritage consumption is part of a wider cultural 
package that is generally consumed as part of a specific life
style. We know for example that those who visit historic sites 
also tend to visit nature reserves (Prentice, 1993); therefore, 
heritage consumption is being included in recreational 
packages, whether for day excursions or even complete 
holidays. This still relates strongly to specific social groups 
with certain demographic, educational, financial and social 
(class) characteristics. The figures for increased heritage 
consumption may only demonstrate that this definable and 
limited consumer group is getting larger. This may be for 
demographic reasons (they are disproportionately drawn 
from older age groups), educational reasons (the rise in 
proportion of university graduates) or economic reasons 
(more people have disposable income from which culture is 
purchased).

Third, it may also be just that the same minority who 
always consumed culture now consume more of it. In other 
words, visits may have increased but not visitors, and few 
heritage facilities have the means by which to tell the diffe
rence. Conversely, a very large proportion of most European 
populations do not consume heritage at all, or at least not 
in the forms discussed here. There are few statistics on this, 
for the obvious reason that the underrepresented are not 
countable at the heritage sites. However it must not be 
forgotten that the majority of citizens in most West 
European countries never visit museums, monuments, 
heritage centres and the like. At least - it should be added 
- they never voluntarily do so, because compulsory educa
tional trips are often imposed by the minority, i.e. culture
consuming teachers, upon the majority, non-culture

consuming children. The barriers to access for many people, 
whether of knowledge, status, money, transport or any 
other factors, are still far too high, leaving heritage con
sumption to remain the pastime of a minority.

Heritage is intrinsically authoritarian 
and associated with totalitarian regimes

A similar but significantly different proposition is that 
democracy assumes that decision-making is dispersed and 
widely based, with power emanating from below, rather 
than concentrated in a few individuals and emanating from 
above. The counter-argument is that heritage is strongly 
associated with authoritarian regimes and totalitarian 
governments.

Although all heritage is, in essence, goods for individual 
consumption in the sense that each individual creates his 
own personal heritage from individual memories and relics, 
much of the production of heritage is collective. In the built 
environment in particular, collective decisions are by 
necessity awarded a paramount position over individual 
decisions. Effective heritage planning as a public benefit 
requires the imposition of collective over individual rights. 
The collective determines in its own interest and imposes 
answers to the questions about what, how much and where 
on individual owners and users. This is anti-libertarian rather 
than anti-democratic.

But this explains why there was, in the European histo
rical experience, such a lapse in time - as much as a century 
in some countries - between the mobilising of popular 
opinion in favour of the preservation of historic buildings 
and the enactment of legislation to enforce it. In legal terms 
it was a question of conflicting rights of property owner
ship. The liberal position of absolute individual freedom to 
use or misuse had to be modified. In practice this was done 
at different times in most Western European countries by 
modifying previously absolute and indivisible property rights, 
creating the concept of joint, or more accurately, multiple 
ownership. Individual rights to use, change, acquire and 
dispose of heritage were limited by a parallel series of 
collective rights. In practice, the individual was compen
sated for this compulsorily collective confiscation by public 
subsidies or fiscal advantages.

Viewed in economic terms, what occurred was that costs 
and benefits were divided into their internal and external 
components. The use of a building was for the owner: the
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beauty was for us all. Two markets were created, one for 
internal user, the other for the external users, whether 
positive or negative.

These are quite fundamental modifications of some basic 
principles of western liberal society and it is thus not 
surprising that they needed a number of generations, and 
the major social and political disruption of the Second 
World War, to be widely accepted. They remain of course 
unacceptable in most North American jurisdictions where 
collective rights can only be exercised through persuasion 
and public opinion. Even after the ‘Penn Central’ legal 
judgement of 1999, the United States’ ideas of democracy 
are constitutionally linked to the exercise of individual free
dom over property and the collective can only really impose 
its rights by becoming itself the individual owner of property.

It is sometimes argued that these authoritarian, or at least 
anti-liberal characteristics of heritage creation and manage
ment can be mitigated by various forms of local consul
tation or participation. The word empowerment may well 
be used to express the idea that control over heritage and 
its interpretation should somehow and to some extent be 
returned from distant collective entities to more local or 
representative owners.

Apart from the obvious problems of identifying owner
ship, this idea of local empowerment does not necessarily 
increase the democratic element in management. Local elites 
are unlikely to be any more democratically representative 
than national or international ones. Local empowerment in 
many parts of the world would hand over heritage manage
ment to the local Mafia equivalents. Equally unacceptable 
is the situation where local empowerment is representative 
of local communities. Answering the famous ‘whose heri
tage?’ question with ‘the local people’ leads ultimately but 
- given the long history of popular iconoclasm - inexorably 
to a ‘bamiyanisation’ as local requirements and values take 
precedence over the non-local. The more popular partici
pation is allowed in heritage decision-making, the more 
exclusionary it becomes.

The argument that heritage developed, and could 
probably only have developed, in opposition to liberal 
individualism and thus is easier to implement in authori
tarian systems can be reversed. Authoritarian systems seem 
to have had a special affinity with heritage and thus have 
given special attention to it. Not only, as argued above, can 
authoritarian regimes impose a collective interest more 
easily than democracies, it may also be that they need to do 
so. The need to legitimise their rule may be more obvious,

especially if they have come to power through the recent 
overthrow of a previous regime. Democracies can base their 
legitimacy upon the will and demonstrable mandate of ‘the 
people’. Autocracies may have to appeal to destiny mani
fested through history. The Eranco dictatorship in Spain 
was active in the preservation of at least those civil and 
ecclesiastical monuments that it felt represented its version 
of a Spanish past. The Italian Fascist regime of Mussolini 
laid the foundation for effective national legislation 
regarding the protection of monumental buildings in the so- 
called ‘Bottai reforms’ and the subsequent heritage pro
tection Act of 1939, which still forms the basis of Italian 
national policy (Ashworth and Howard, 2000).

Heritage is intrinsically conservative 
rather than progressive

No mention has been made so far of a different but related 
speculation, namely the relation of heritage to the spectrum 
of left-right ideology. The terms ‘left’ and ‘right’ are vaguely 
defined and haphazardly applied; then too, they do not 
correspond with a democratic vs autocratic spectrum. 
However, if the political right is associated with conser
vatism and the maintenance of the status quo, then it is 
surely more likely to appeal to the past as a guide to the 
policies and values of the present and thus more likely to be 
heritage-minded. The left, if defined as progressive and 
reformist, is similarly more likely to look to an imagined 
desirable future. In its extreme form of revolution, reform
ists may not only ignore the past and its relics but also 
actively reject them. The idea of a ‘year zero’, when the new 
world begins, was integral to revolutions from the French 
to the Russian and was accompanied by the physical 
destruction of heritage, the abandonment of tradition and 
not so much the rewriting as the abolition of history, all in 
the name of freedom from a past viewed as an encumbrance 
on the journey to the future.

In practice, of course, the political history of Europe has 
operated within more than this simple left vs right dimen
sion. Nationalism, and other spatial scale political identities, 
such as localism, regionalism, continentalism. and even 
internationalism, may be associated with either the left or 
the right. The revolutionary regimes mentioned above 
quickly abandoned their exclusively future-oriented position 
and attempted to harness the past in the cause of national 
unity. In any event, since the 1980s left/right no longer
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equates easily with radical/conservative and the parties of 
the left find themselves evoking the past defensively in the 
face of a radical assault from the right.

Is 'industrial heritage' 
an especially exceptional case?

The general arguments above may be rejected or accepted 
and yet industrial heritage may be regarded as a special 
category to which the above arguments do not apply or 
only apply incompletely. The proposition here will be that 
industrial heritage is exceptional and that its difference 
renders it more democratic.

This proposition rests upon a simple assertion. Industrial 
heritage is the heritage of work that was a mundane and 
widespread human activity since the curse was laid upon 
Adam and he and Eve were expelled from the Garden of 
Eden. Unlike many other heritages it thus relates to 
activities familiar to most of humanity because most people 
have participated in them. In that sense, it is an intrinsically 
popular heritage. This is reflected in words used in the titles 
of exhibitions and sites such as ‘everyday life’ or ‘common 
people’. One corollary of this is that it is assumed to be 
more accessible to more potential consumers in that it 
raises fewer barriers of understanding than other more elite 
heritages, which require specialist knowledge or expe
rience. It can also be assumed that the present is linked with 
the past directly through the experiences of the heritage 
consumer. Empathy already exists because the visitor has 
done or used the activity or artefact displayed: it does not 
have to be invoked by interpretation. Unsurprisingly, there
fore, the emphasis in most such exhibitions has been upon 
the people performing the activities rather than the activities 
themselves. Industrial heritage is to an extent a misnomer 
because technological and economic historical interpre
tations have been supplemented and supplanted from the 
outset by social and political themes. The emphasis moved 
from the work to the working man, later to the working 
woman and even later in some places to the working man’s 
wife and family. ‘The role and relics of the oppressed 
industrial proletariat are placed at centre stage. Many 
northern British industrial towns have refocused their 
heritage interpretations from the march of technological 
progress to the tribulations of the working man and the 
poor living conditions of his wife and family’ (Tunbridge 
and Ashworth, 1996:78).

Take the case of Lowell, Massachusetts, the first US 
national urban historic park and a pioneer in industrial heri
tage preservation, restoration and presentation (Fleming, 
1981; Ashworth Sc Tunbridge, 1990). It initially focused 
upon technology, with the underlying political message of 
the pre-eminence of American technical progress and, by 
implication, the political system that produced it. Fairly 
rapidly, it diversified into displaying the living conditions 
and ways of life of mainly young female textile workers, in 
a way that challenged aspects of the system (Ryan, 1989). 
The political agenda of sites such as New Lanark (namely 
the necessity and effectiveness of social reform) is obvious.

The democratic credentials of industrial heritage rest not 
just on the subject matter considered but also on the origins 
of the interest in them. The beginning of this interest in the 
relict artefacts of industry can be traced back at least to the 
1950s (Hudson, 1981), when it was viewed as ‘very much 
a popular movement outside the mainstream of conven
tional and well established archaeology’ (Rix, 1955: 42). It 
was not until the 1960s that what was then, in the UK, 
called somewhat misleadingly ‘industrial archaeology’ 
achieved much academic respectability, and it remained 
largely an interest of amateur societies and enthusiasts. It 
spread to the European continent in the 1970s (Nijhof, 
1978; Soyez, 1986). It was thus something of a subversive 
counter-culture opposed to, and sometimes also by, the 
conventional professional archaeological and historical 
establishment (Cossons, 1993).

The refutation:
Industrial heritage is not particularly democratic

The technological trap

The argument above that industrial heritage evokes a more 
popular response because it is about the mundane and 
universal activity, work, and is thus the heritage experience 
of ordinary people, is often in conflict with the reality of 
heritage interpretation.

Most of the interest of the pioneers in this field was in 
technology, not in social conditions. The industrial processes 
were the core interest and these were seen as being per
formed by machines rather than people. This was of course 
only one expression of a wider and dominant school of 
historical writing that viewed the past as being determined 
largely by technical invention. History was a linear series of
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‘inventions’ from flint tools, fire, the wheel, agriculture 
and ultimately the silicon chip.

This technological determinism (perhaps best labelled the 
‘Arthur C. Clark approach’ after its dramatic exposition in 
his book and in Stanley Kubrick’s film, 2001: A Space Odys
sey) was especially evident in the history of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, which was related through a series 
of metallurgical, transport and mechanisation inventions. 
Industrial archaeology and later industrial heritage, whose 
focus was precisely concentrated upon this period, were 
just one symptom of this view of a technologically driven 
society.

The early obsessions of industrial heritage were the sites 
and physical relics of mining, the iron industry, railways 
and canals, and textile machinery. These still dominate most 
writing and most exhibitions in the field.

This approach ignored people - whether they were the 
operators of the machinery or those affected by its use. 
These were caricatured as automatons if they operated the 
system, ‘Luddites’ if they opposed it, and just backward 
historical irrelevancies if it had passed them by.

However, the charge against technological determinism is 
not only that it misreads the role of society and thus ignores 
people, nor is it that it claims a moral neutrality so that 
changes cannot be judged to be good or bad, just inevitable. 
Rather, it has a more subtle and insidious political agenda 
that can be summarised as the ‘progress thesis’. Techno
logy is presented not only as the main motor of social and 
economic change and as a desirable end in itself but also as 
a progressive sequence. Each ‘advance’ leads inevitably to 
the next as mankind ‘progresses’ from barbaric darkness to 
civilised enlightenment. This implies that the present is the 
highest point so far attained. This legitimises both heritage 
producer and consumer. Clearly the political and social 
systems and ideologies that produced this pinnacle of per
fection must be correct and must have always been correct. 
Similarly the observer can congratulate himself as being the 
ultimate product of enlightenment, living in the best of all 
possible worlds at the best of all possible moments in time. 
An even better future is assured so long as such progress 
continues along its clearly demarcated path. Such a ‘pro
gress thesis’ dominated almost all museum presentations 
until recently, although not always in the easily recognisable 
crude caricature used above. Although it is now strongly 
criticised within the museum world and has thus become 
less common there, it is nevertheless all too often dominant 
in industrial exhibitions.

The 'Skansen' trap

The creation of folk museums at the end of the nineteenth 
century is usually explained as a reaction to much of the 
line of argumentation advanced above, and indeed as a 
reaction to the industrialisation that swept across the North 
Atlantic world at that time (Cossons, 1993). It is worth 
examining in more detail because of its strong if ambivalent 
links with industrial heritage.

Hazelius’ founding in 1891 of Skansen, an outdoor folk 
museum in Stockholm, was in part a defensive reaction to 
technical and economic change. It attempted to preserve 
not only redundant buildings, structures and artefacts but 
also the redundant activities with which they were 
associated. These ‘crafts’ were then imbued with moral value 
and seen as producing ethical goods as much as physical 
ones. Thatching, spinning, ploughing with the aid of a 
horse and the like were seen as more worthy activities than 
simply minding and manoeuvring industrial machinery. 
Thus Skansen’s role was to preserve from a hostile and 
threatening society not objects or technologies but values.

This proved to be a powerful idea that has echoed 
throughout the industrialising world and in various 
reincarnations down to the present. Early imitators were 
Budapest/Szentendre (with its heavy stress on ‘ethnic’ craft 
varieties), Jutland’s Hjerl Hede and Arnhem’s Open- 
luchtmuseum. North America followed with Sturbridge, 
Massachusetts and Upper Canada Village, Morriston, 
Canada. Given its early industrialisation, Britain was 
strangely slow to follow but perhaps thus had less to pre
serve (Singelton’s Downland Museum is as late as 1974). 
Both Cardiff’s St Fagan’s (1948) and the ‘Ulster Folk 
Museum’ have obvious ethnic political agendas. However, 
despite a late start, the British folk museums shifted and 
expanded the idea from its rural, pre-industrial origins to 
urban and proto-industrial exhibitions. The Ironbridge Gorge 
Museum and Blist Hill, (1967) were followed by Beamish, 
County Durham and, by the 1980s, these projects had 
numerous imitations in almost every European nineteenth 
century coal and metallurgical region. All of them focused 
upon industrial technology and the working communities it 
produced. If the first ‘folk wave’ from the 1880s was rural/ 
craft and the second from the 1960s was urban/industrial, 
then a third wave is noticeable in the ’eco-museum’ move
ment. This is generally credited to de Varine in 1974 but 
spread rapidly in the 1980s and ’90s, particularly in France, 
Italy, Portugal and Spain. The eco-museum movement
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echoes the Skansen movement of a century earlier in that 
it is an attempt to preserve rural activities, artefacts, field 
patterns and ways of life at a time when they are seen to be 
threatened in Mediterranean Europe, as they had been 
earlier in Northern Europe.

This brief history of the folk museum and its offspring 
seems to offer a quite different justification for, and inter
pretation of, industrial heritage than the technological 
approach described earlier. However, the folk museum move
ment is not without its dangers. These museums did not in 
fact preserve; they created or re-created what had already 
vanished if indeed it had ever existed. Thus the interesting 
question is what was created and why. Certainly the folk 
museums were not democratic in the sense that they were 
created by or for the ‘folk’, the common people. They were 
of course the product of a small group of intellectuals who 
idealised and romanticised a ‘folk’ which had long since 
vanished or had only populated their imaginations. 
Interestingly enough, the museums of the working class in 
Britain (but also Copenhagen and no doubt many other 
places more recently) were not created until that class had 
ceased to exist. If preservation in itself could never have 
been the goal, then the question remains: ‘What was the 
goal?’

Actually the conventional historical account given above 
is not the only possible explanation. Certainly in Britain, 
and more recently also in Europe, the preservation of in
dustrial structures owes more to trends in property 
development and town planning than the philosophies of 
idealists such as Hazelius. The recycling of large redundant 
industrial and commercial buildings, as an alternative to 
their demolition, can be traced to the archetypes of, for 
example, Ghirardelli Square, San Francisco (1964-8), Pike 
Place Market Seattle (1968) or Faneuil Hall/Quincy Mar
ket, Boston (1974). Individual buildings became historic 
sites, such as Lowell, Massachusetts, described above, and 
in particular industrial and commercial waterfronts. The 
pioneering Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco led to historic 
waterfront development in Boston, Baltimore, Seattle, and 
Vancouver’s Gastown, and was exported to London’s St 
Catherine’s and Tobacco Docks; Liverpool’s Albert Dock; 
Rotterdam’s Kop van Zuid; Cape Town’s Victoria and 
Alfred; Sydney’s The Rocks; and countless more. Unlike the 
folk museums, these open-air ‘museums’ are inhabited and 
used, and are certainly more democratic in the sense that 
they attract a large and varied segment of society.

These developments were a response to changes in pro

perty markets as well as to a society that was becoming 
increasingly rich in leisure time, aware of environmental 
quality and keen on consuming heritage.

However, economic and market changes do not provide 
the only answers to the question ‘why?’ and ‘why just 
then?’. The folk movement that created Skansen also 
spawned, at much the same time, folk music, dancing, per
formance art, costumes, design and the like. The concept of 
the ‘vernacular’ was created in opposition to mass-pro
duced industrial products. In architecture the ‘vernacular’ 
was offered - in contrast to professional, expert-driven 
building - ‘ “just folks” building’ (Hupka, 1993). All of this 
was part of a political agenda to create national, regional or 
ethnic identification, thus the folk movement was variously 
linked to nineteenth century nationalism and ethnic 
separatism. If a single letter is changed, the English word 
‘folk’ becomes the German ‘Volk’. The first has old- 
fashioned, quaint and picturesque but essentially harmless 
connotations from Morris Dancing to Laura Ashley textile 
designs; the second has a quite different resonance. The 
‘Volk’ is defined as an exclusive, mythical and mystical 
tribal entity, linked by race and destiny, by Blut und Boden. 
This is exemplified not just by post-WWI fascism in Spain 
and Italy and National Socialism in Germany, but also by 
the post-WWII racism of the Afrikaaner Volk in South 
Africa, and the exclusionary nationalism of, for example, 
the current Vlaams Volksunie in Belgium.

All this may seem far from the topic of industrial heritage 
or indeed from the utopianism of people like Hazelius, but 
a search for the answers to the questions of motivation and 
appeal lead all too easily into the Skansen trap.

The working class trap

Although much industrial heritage is the legacy of the 
working class, there is little evidence that it is for the 
working class, if such a socioeconomic group can be said to 
exist now in the same sense as it did when labour- 
intensive industry was active. As argued earlier, heritage 
consumption is a minority interest and that minority is un
likely to have a direct historical experience of the industrial 
working class. Even more important is the question of 
whether people with such experience really wish to preserve 
and remember industrial heritage. The argument from 
‘dissonant heritage’ (Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996) is that 
they would not. Heritage consumption only becomes an 
enjoyable pastime when it does not invoke distressing or
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painful memories. Much industrial heritage is probably 
highly dissonant to those who were part of it. The survivors 
therefore, like the survivors of war, genocide and much of 
the human suffering that comprises our history, will have 
little interest in preserving its relics. They are more likely to 
favour the option of collective amnesia than stimulate a 
collective memory through theme parks. The people that 
find the heritage of factories, mines, trains and public utilities 
fascinating, quaint and temporarily re-liveable are those 
long distanced from the realities of these industries, not ex
coal miners, stokers or sewer workers.

Heritage and democracy

Having pursued a long series of thoughts, arguments and 
propositions, however incomplete, tendentious and often 
contradictory, this paper must now return to the original 
statement, that ‘industrial heritage is a force in democratic 
societies’, with some broad and bold conclusions.

First, art is not and need not be democratic, however 
either of these terms is defined. Insofar as heritage is the 
preservation of past cultural productivity, then it also will 
be of, by and for a minority, and this minority will 
inevitably be representative of an economic, political and 
cultural elite. Majorities do not produce or conserve, 
minorities do. Often they do so in the name of the majority, 
but as a rule they have their own agenda. Whether egali
tarian societies have ever produced, or could in the future 
ever produce, art and hence heritage that can be preserved 
is a philosophical question of little current interest and 
of no particular contemporary relevance to the practical 
concerns of identifying, conserving and presenting heritage.

Second, the consumption of the Past as a commodity is 
also a minority pursuit. Culture, in which the heritage 
industry can be included, may be increasingly and de
monstrably ‘big business’ but it is still a business that caters 
for a minority. Attempts to make it anything else either 
impose - usually and fortunately unsuccessfully - alien 
values upon the majority (with for example the school trip) 
or remove most of the values of culture in outreach 
approaches to the uninterested (in, for example, ‘culture for 
all’ programmes).

Third, all heritage creation involves the imposition of 
collective values upon the individual. It is thus inevitably 
anti-liberal. The tensions this causes are exacerbated by the 
reality that most people are conservative in their aesthetic

predilections. What becomes heritage is thus the result of 
the actions of radical minorities, pressuring reluctant govern
ments to override majority opinion.

Such conclusions relate to heritage in general, of which 
industrial heritage is just one manifestation. In many 
respects of course, the planning and management of heritage 
in the public interest is hardly different from any other pub
lic benefit. Historically, heritage preservation has developed 
in synch with, and as part of, wider public planning systems. 
Most social, educational and political changes - even those 
that few people today would doubt were beneficial in the 
long run - were achieved in the same way, by the same 
minorities and generating the same tensions. Democracy 
itself was the creation of a minority in the face of majority 
opposition or indifference; even today, at the global level, it 
remains a minority interest. Heritage therefore is not unique 
in these characteristics. All that is unique is our concern 
about it.
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KEYNOTE LECTURE: FORCE

Is industrial heritage a force?

Professor Henry Cleere, ICOMOS

Abstract
In this paper, the 
potential of industrial 
heritage will be critic
ally analysed against 
a series of questions: 
Can the industrial he
ritage be a force for 
social change? Will a 
renewed and revita
lised cultural heritage 
release an increased 
force? In what ways 
can heritage be an 

asset for sustainable development? In what situations can the 
force of the cultural heritage become restrictive and repressive 
with respect to work? Only in the case of industrial plants and 
communities that have recently lost their raison d'etre is it 
believed that industrial heritage can become a valid force in 
contemporary society.

Four questions were put to me by the organisers of this Con
ference:

• Can the industrial heritage be a force for social change?
• Will a renewed and revitalised cultural heritage release in

creased force?
• In what ways can heritage be an asset for sustainable 

development?
• In what situations can the force of the cultural heritage 

become restrictive and repressive in terms of work?
These are very broad questions and I would not have the 

temerity to attempt to provide comprehensive and convincing 
answers to them. Instead, I should prefer to draw upon my ex
perience with the 1972 UNESCO World Heritage Convention to 
provide examples and to raise issues that will, I hope, contribute 
to the debates that will follow in the coming two days.

Can the industrial heritage be a force 
for social change?
From the outset when pondering this question it is neces
sary to remind oneself that the mere existence of industrial 
heritage implies that economic, and hence social, change has 
already taken place. Before becoming a full-time archaeolo
gist I worked for many years for the (now defunct) Iron 
and Steel Institute, an international learned society based in 
London. During that time I visited iron- and steelworks in 
many parts of the world. I travelled often to the ‘Black 
Country’ of the West Midlands of England. The train 
journey between Birmingham and Wolverhampton led past 
two large steelworks and an integrated iron- and steel
works, all in full production. Some fifteen years ago I 
travelled once again on that train, to find three vast empty 
areas with no buildings standing - no blast furnaces, no 
melting shops, no rolling mills, no smoke, no fire, no noise. 
The same desolation is now to be found elsewhere in 
Britain - at Corby in Northamptonshire, at Consett in 
County Durham, and around Motherwell in the Scottish 
lowlands. The iron and steel industry is notoriously un
sentimental about its heritage (with the admirable excep
tion of Sweden) and much has been demolished and sold as 
scrap within days of works closing. The same picture can 
be seen in many traditional steelmaking areas, such as the 
Ruhrgebiet in Germany, Lorraine in France, and around Pitts
burgh and Chicago in the USA. There has been, of necessity, 
social change in these areas, with the introduction of light 
and service industries, but those changes have owed nothing 
to industrial heritage as such.

The UNESCO World Heritage List does, however, 
include at least two sites where industrial heritage is being 
used as a component of campaigns for social rehabilitation. 
The Völklingerhütte in the Saar Basin in Germany wit
nessed some of the most significant innovations in iron and



steel technology in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Having failed to preserve several other historic sites in the 
region, the Landeskonservator (National Conservator) for 
the Saarland negotiated the purchase of the Völklingen site 
before its closure. Since being included on the World Heri
tage List in 1994 the site has become a major tourist 
attraction, and is used for concerts and other cultural events 
besides serving as an industrial monument. Furthermore, it 
has provided employment for many redundant workers, as 
well as providing the focus for attracting other forms of 
service industry.

Even more striking is the plan for the Blaenavon area of 
South Wales. This was the greatest iron-producing area of 
the world during much of the 19th century, and its rich 
resources of coal and iron ore were heavily exploited. 
However, iron and steel production began to move 
elsewhere in the earlier part of the 20th century, and the 
decline of the British coal industry since the end of World 
War II has seen the closure of all the region’s many 
collieries. What remains is an industrial landscape of out
standing quality. Around the ruined Blaenavon ironworks 
(now a protected Ancient Monument) and the Big Pit 
mining museum lie many square kilometres that are rich in 
traces of the industrial heritage of the region: opencast 
mines and quarries, tramways, canals, and much more 
besides, while its heart is the little town of Blaenavon with 
its workers’ housing and impressive public buildings. The 
ambitious plans for development and presentation of this 
truly outstanding heritage, which have been drawn up with 
the full consent and enthusiastic approval of the local 
community, will undoubtedly put new heart into what had 
become in every sense a depressed area. On the day that the 
World Heritage Committee added Blaenavon to its List, at 
its meeting in Cairns (Australia) last December I was able 
to listen by telephone to the celebrations - with fireworks 
and all! - that were taking place on the other side of the 
world.

Will a renewed and revitalised cultural heritage 
release increased force?

Looking at this question in the terms in which it is phrased, 
i.e. with regard to general cultural heritage and not merely 
the industrial heritage, the answer must be a qualified 
affirmative. During my ten years’ association with World 
Heritage I have observed two distinct reactions to listing.

There are many sites and monuments on the List that have 
long been recognised to be outstanding examples of cul
tural heritage. It is highly unlikely that Athenians benefited 
from the listing of the Acropolis or the citizens of Agra 
from the listing of the Taj Mahal. Listing had no discernible 
effect on the numbers of tourists visiting their towns or on 
the way of life of the cities. On the other hand, there are less 
famous areas that have been recognised by the World Heri
tage Committee as conforming to its fundamental criterion 
for inscription on the List, namely ‘outstanding universal 
value’. Two weeks ago I was in the beautiful Vail de Boi in 
the southern foothills of the Pyrenees, inscribed on the List 
last year because of the superb series of Romanesque 
churches in its villages. The whole area was en fete to 
celebrate the event. More than four hundred of the local 
people sat down to a magnificent lunch that they had been 
working on themselves until 4:00 a.m. under a vast mar
quee. There were speeches from the mayor, from the president 
of the region, and from no less a personality than Jordi Pujol, 
the charismatic President of the Generalität of Cataluna. 
They had no doubt that they would benefit from this new 
distinction, although the valley is already well known in 
tourist circles largely for its mountain scenery and the ski 
resorts in its upper reaches. Now there would be even more 
new visitors to stop in the charming villages, admiring the 
churches. The local people had participated in the entire 
nomination process, led by their popular and highly 
approachable mayor. However, their support was not moti
vated by the prospect of financial reward but rather by an 
intense pride in their heritage.

Many similar examples of this new-found sense of 
cultural identity and pride in local heritage could be cited 
from all over the world. However, it is arguable whether it 
applies with equal force in respect of the industrial heritage. 
There are only just over twenty industrial monuments (out 
of a total of nearly seven hundred cultural and natural) on 
the World Heritage List. Of these the overwhelming majo
rity are historic industrial towns and monuments from 
earlier centuries - Fotosi in Bolivia, Kutna Hora in the Czech 
Republic, Rammelsberg in Germany, Guanajuato and 
Zacatecas in Mexico, Røros in Norway, and Banska 
Stiavnica in Slovakia, or what are in effect industrial mu
seums, such as Engelsbergs Bruk in Sweden or Ironbridge in 
the United Kingdom. A few are still in use, such as the 
remarkable boat lifts on the Canal du Centre in Belgium, 
the Canal du Midi in France, the model late 19th century 
textile complex of Crespi d’Adda in Italy, or the Wielicka
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salt mine in Poland. Only the Völklingerhütte and Blaenavon 
represent industrial heritage in towns or areas where 
industry has ceased abruptly (and often brutally in social 
terms) during the lifetimes of the present inhabitants, and 
where there is a strong remembrance of traditional working 
practices and ways of life. It may be argued with justification 
that only in such cases can the renewal and rehabilitation 
of the industrial heritage act as an increased impetus to 
social change and development.

It is relevant at this point to comment on the vital role 
played by voluntary bodies in the protection and presen
tation of the heritage. Volunteer commitment is virtually de 
rigueur in the USA outdoor sites and landscapes that are in 
Federal or State ownership and management, and is 
common in many European countries. Two outstanding 
examples of the successful intervention of voluntary bodies 
in preserving important industrial monuments have been 
nominated this year (2001) by the United Kingdom for the 
World Heritage List. New Lanark in Scotland, Robert Owen’s 
visionary socialist textile community, and the mills along 
the Derwent Valley in Derbyshire, where Richard Arkwright 
created the first modern factories, both owe their preser
vation and conservation to dedicated amateur groups who 
have banded together to achieve protected status for the 
important monuments and to ensure their successful con
servation and adaptive re-use.

In what ways can heritage be 
an asset for sustainable development?

Here it is not necessary to make a special case for the 
industrial heritage, but the same observations pertain as in 
the case of the previous question. The extreme case is that 
of iron-making towns like Consett or the many mining 
villages in Britain and other traditional industrial countries, 
where virtually overnight the economic raison d’etre of the 
community has been swept away. Despite well-meaning - 
though often ineffective - programmes for rehabilitation, 
many of these communities have become economic and social 
disaster areas, with disturbingly high levels of unemploy
ment and deterioration of both the urban fabric and the 
social cohesion of the communities.

The development of an aggressive policy for preservation 
and promotion of the industrial heritage cannot be expec
ted to entirely replace what has gone before. Nonetheless, 
it can make a significant contribution to rehabilitation

programmes, alongside the introduction of other industries. 
However, if this is to be successful there are a number of 
steps that must be taken. Above all, it is important to 
ensure that the abandoned plant and its equipment be 
preserved, either in their entirety or at least in sufficient 
portions. This has been achieved at Völklingen, and also at 
Falun in Sweden (nominated for the World Heritage List in 
2002). In such cases there is another essential element that 
needs to be maintained, namely the professional skills and 
know-how of the former workers at the plants. One of the 
most impressive examples of this is to be found at the Big 
Pit Museum at Blaenavon, where visits to the works are 
guided by former coal miners who paint a vivid picture of 
what it was like to toil 12-hour workdays underground.

The proper preservation and presentation of industrial 
heritage can make a significant contribution to sustainable 
development in that it acts as a focus for tourism, which, 
besides being the largest industry in the world, has many 
ramifications. Dependent activities such as those providing 
accommodation and food can be encouraged, along with 
crafts associated with the now-defunct industries, such as 
metalworking, ceramics, textiles, etc. Exploitation of the 
industrial heritage also endows declining industrial com
munities with a new sense of purpose associated with their 
industrial traditions, which is a potent factor in encoura
ging communal pride, and from it a new dynamism directed 
at the continued existence of the community itself. The 
social adversity that usually accompanies industrial decline 
all too often results in a loss of community spirit. It is 
important therefore to preserve the tangible memories of a 
prosperous industrial past alongside the new industries and 
other activities that may be introduced as a result of 
external initiatives.

In what situations can the force
of the cultural heritage become restrictive
and repressive in terms of work?

The Heritage Industry was the somewhat ironical title of an 
entertaining book written some years ago. With consider
able justification the author attacked the way in which 
heritage theme parks and ‘experiences’ had sprung up all 
over Britain, offering a packaged and sanitised version of 
history that was often misleading and commercially tainted. 
This was witty polemic but it highlighted a real problem. In 
the name of heritage important historic features have
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undergone treatment that has seriously reduced their true 
historical value, making them parodies of themselves.

A case in point is the little town of Alberobello in southern 
Italy. In the centre of the town there is a concentration of 
remarkable vernacular buildings know as trulli. These are 
simple stone structures with extraordinary conical roofs 
made of stone slabs, for which no parallels have yet been 
found anywhere else in the Mediterranean world. When I 
first visited Alberobello in the early 1960s this was a living 
area, occupied as dwellings, workshops, storehouses. When 
I went back in the 1990s I was horrified to see that they had 
all been over-restored and most seemed to have been con
verted into souvenir shops or soft-drink stands. Despite this 
total loss of quality as a true human community, Albero
bello was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1996 
because of the undeniable value of its unique architecture.

Alberobello is an extreme example of a dangerous trend, 
where societal value is sacrificed in the name of heritage. 
Furthermore, heritage can be a magnet for gentrification: 
one has only to visit small towns such as Saint-Paul-de- 
Vence in southern France or Old Jaffa in Israel to see how 
the exploitation of ‘heritage’ values can result in the loss of 
real values.

This approach may bring financial prosperity, but that 
same prosperity is usually won at the expense of the 
original community, which is driven out by entrepreneurs 
or affluent seasonal residents.

Conclusions

My basic remit was to consider ‘Industrial heritage as a force 
in the democratic society.’ It can indeed play an influential 
role in contemporary society, but only in limited, judicious 
applications. In the eyes of the general public, and also of 
the tourist industry, ‘heritage’ is the past, and most often a 
relatively remote past. It is something to which a finite 
closing date can be assigned and its links with present-day 
society and landscape are all too often only dimly perceived 
(and sometimes deliberately suppressed).

Industrial heritage is similarly afflicted, as witnessed by 
the current World Heritage List. Its value is that of a curio
sity, tenuously linked with its contemporary setting. Its only 
relevance to today’s social and economic structures tends to 
be financial, measured in terms of the numbers of tourist 
buses visiting the monuments and the amounts spent in the 
neighbouring shops, restaurants, and bars.

However, there is another form of industrial heritage, the 
worth of which has only recently begun to be appreciated. 
Worldwide patterns of industry, and especially of the 
traditional heavy industries, are changing radically and the 
impact on the communities that served them has been 
severe. Before it is too late and the monuments of those 
industries are swept away the opportunity should be taken 
to preserve and interpret them sympathetically. It should be 
remembered that there are many parts of central and Eastern 
Europe that have only recently undergone the experiences 
that transformed the face of much of Western Europe in the 
1970s and 1980s. In these regions, sympathetic use of the 
industrial heritage can act as a potent force for the support 
of the democratic society.
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KEYNOTE LECTURE! IDENTITY

Identities

Professor Gösta Arvastson 
University of Uppsala, Sweden

Abstract
Cultural, historical and so
cial sciences examine the 
readiness of human nature 
to create cultural models 
of realities and to live in 
them. Culture comprises se
veral connotations, social 
and philosophical, but the 
fabric of meaning, some
times called world views 

or realities, mirrors the subjects' experience of the world, and the 
context where human sciences usually work. The impact of being 
somebody and the development of new cultures are increasing.

Analysing culture might be described as an investigation of 
meaning and form. The specific notion of culture analysis, com
monly used in anthropology and ethnology, represents a critical 
perspective on communication, narrative elements, language 
and rituals. Another important question is the way individuals 
refer to a collective ethos when conceptualising their own strivings 
and the difference between them and the Other.

We are once again entering a phase of development that we 
explore in terms of movement, and experience the same feeling 
of a rapidly changing society that affected the intellectuals in the 
first part of the 19th Century. The invention of computer techno
logies could be used for democratic forces and totalitarian, like 
the production of cultural heritages. We know that heritage will 
serve the struggle for a better future, as well as being misused in 
wrong hands, and promote ethnic cleansing and violence.

Therefore it is more important than ever before to stress the 
necessity of combining ideas of local industrial heritages with the 
profound ideas of human rights. This means a deep respect for 
the Other, not only in terms of internationally anchored scripts, 
like the right to an identity, but a shared experience of living 
together in a global community, among diverse heritages.

During the first part of 19th century, in the early decades of 
industrialisation, many intellectuals in Europe feared what 
they called mouvement, the coming displacement of popu
lations and the disjointing of hitherto temporal stability. The 
settlement of a new working class in the big cities indicated 
disorder: poor living conditions, migration, flux. Human 
beings were redefined in terms of national characteristics 
and racial designations; thus the French and British could 
be considered different races of humanity.

Science was in the air. But when a young student named 
Karl Genberg, later to be Bishop of Kalmar, came to Berlin 
in the 1840s to follow lectures in philosophy, he found 
uniformed policemen everywhere in the streets. The new 
order could be summed up in three words, vigorously pro
nounced by these uniformed men in the streets and the 
parks: Man darf nicht!

The need to focus on identity in daily life arose in a world 
where everything was in flux, where names and origins had 
to be kept in registers.

From the beginning, a man’s identity was a question of 
convincing other people, especially the authorities, that he 
was who he said he was. Personal identity was required as 
a means by which to keep society’s registers in order, much 
as the fingerprint records used in the criminal justice system. 
It is far from the energy of the individual turn in a late 
modern sense, that the individual must handle universal 
themes and make them her own.

Imagined homes

The relation between the individual and community has 
been one of the most interesting areas of European thought 
since the early development of the cultural sciences. Interest 
in this subject was fostered by the rapid changes in society, 
and grew under under pressure as cities rapidly expanded



in the late 19th century. When new groups, most of them 
poor, invaded the big cities of Europe, people increasingly 
became involved in non-personal social relations. Techno
logy left social problems in its wake, and the relationship 
between the individual and the societal structure also 
became problematical, having a strong impact on the con
cept of modernity itself.

As a result, intellectuals of this era began recognising the 
need to collect folk traditions, sagas, remnants of material 
culture.

Gradually, all over Europe, national origins - identities - 
were created from each nation’s real or imagined stockpile 
of language, literature and art. These, the raw material of 
‘heritage’, became tools that were energetically used to 
establish national museums in the late 19th century. Most 
of these museums focused on society’s development from 
peasant villages to modern industrial societies. The con
cepts and forms that distinguish, say, the History Museum 
of the former Socialist Republic of Romania in Bucharest 
do not differ appreciably from those of the Nordic Museum 
in Stockholm.

Socially, the notion of ‘home’ became enlarged to mean 
a political domicile of sorts, providing any ethnically or 
otherwise ‘qualified’ individual with a locus for his or her 
existence. The word ‘nation’ comes from the Latin nasci, 
which means, ‘to be born’. Home, birthplace, closeness to 
the soil, became the characteristic logotypes of identity.

The Chicago school

Especially among sociologists in the Chicago school of the 
20s - including Malinowski, Mead, Bateson, Dewey, Wirth 
- the functional model of modern living could be explained 
by viewing the individual as an actor, creating his world in 
interaction with others.

Europeans were more likely to adapt ideas from symbols 
and myths. Among Europeans, the idea prevailed that a 
’folk spirit’ or Volksgeist could be defined by combining 
personal characteristics with identity. In America on the 
other hand, national feelings were not anchored in any 
social theory and there were no theorists like Dürkheim or 
Weber in the field. In Europe, there was a readiness to 
accept nationalistic mass-mysticism and totalitarian political 
movements; to identify individuals and groups as the source 
of evil powers; to register and control individuals by name; 
to summarily hang criminals; and to use torture as a politi

cal tool. As any revolutionary handbook can tell you, the 
first step towards the substantiation of power is the control 
of identities and names.

The European tradition, stretching from Nietzsche and 
Freud to Dürkheim, Simmel and Benjamin, examined the 
difficulties of ‘being somebody’ in a society where mass 
production raised barriers against the freedom of will and 
hindered the individual from creating a life for himself in 
the world.

In Freud’s view, identity had dual aspects. Behind the 
social element of identity and the ways in which we com
municate our sense of self in our daily lives, Freud spoke of 
inner identities. He, for example, shared his own inner 
identity with the traditions of Judaism; it was still at the core 
of his personality. It gave him the capacity to differentiate 
between an outer and inner self, the inner identity per
mitting him to live and think in isolation from the ‘compact 
majority’. The conflict inherent in attempting to ’be 
somebody’ becomes evident when the subject relates to this 
dual reality.

The individual under mass production

Henry Ford repeatedly stressed that his River Rouge factory 
in Detroit, the largest in the world, was not primarily meant 
to produce cars, but to shape the character of human beings 
so that they might meet the standards of a higher civilisation, 
dimly present beyond the horizon. Parts of the personnel 
archives at Ford from the period 1917-47 have recently 
been opened for research, showing that all kinds of people 
went to Detroit applying for job.

People were identified only by their names and former 
professions, such as carpenter, soldier, fisherman. One fellow 
was listed simply as ‘a football player’. The idea was that 
they should shed their origins and - relieved of the baggage 
of their backgrounds and actively goaded on by Ford - 
prepare themselves to enter the new society of collective 
anonymity.

On the other hand, the moulding of the free individual 
was rooted in another set of moral values, and this conflict 
became evident after World War II. Swedish public debate 
in the late ’40s criticised the traditional views of the ’30s 
that had subordinated the individual and fostered obedient 
collectives like the Nazis in Germany. A profound idea had 
taken root: free will and identity should be harnessed to 
secure the values of democracy.
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The shaping of identity in the late modern era

As far as the nature of identity in the late modern age is 
concerned, we are not always fully aware of the power of 
the policies that encourage identity-making and heritage, 
nor do we clearly understand how the notion of local and 
regional identities will always be an object for critical 
scrutiny. It means that we have to accept the power of the 
past in the present.

As I carried out field work at Ford in Dagenham in East 
London and VW-Skoda in Mlada Boleslav in the ’90s I 
could not avoid hearing about the new production concepts. 
Words like re-skill, re-cycle, re-generate were frequently in 
use at the management level. I asked the union official at 
Skoda what he thought about labour policies and goals. He 
thought for a while and convincingly answered the 
question: ‘I think the most important thing,’ he said, ‘is to 
reinstate the dignity of the worker. Second, there is the 
question of higher wages. Third, we need to establish 
democratic councils in which workers could talk things 
over with managers - something like what they have in 
Germany, the “Betriebsrat”...’

The reinstatement of pride was more important than 
higher wages. To the worker who longed for the ideals and 
goals of the past, and especially the respect that he would 
have enjoyed in a bygone age, Skoda’s industrial history 
was a gold mine. On the union official’s list, pride ranked 
highest despite the fact that Skoda workers suffered under 
low wages. The average car worker’s salary was only one 
tenth that of a German VW employee.

That was the union leader’s view. Did he realise that a 
conflict was emerging between industrial traditions, Czech 
and German, or was he envisioning a growing market for 
culture in the future, one in which values would be placed 
on diverse industrial heritages?

Internal conflicts between the workers at the Ford factory 
in Dagenham gradually put an end to what had been called 
in the beginning ‘the red factory’ thanks to its strong union 
leadership. In contrast to this early reputation, by the ’90s 
the factory had become infamous in the media as ’the racist 
factory’ after several spectacular incidents of ethnic vio
lence. Confusing identity with class, groups of car workers 
only seemed interested in being either British or black. The 
question of heritage became simplified and translated into 
a perceived right to be there. Ford’s Chief Executive Office, 
Jac Nasser, took personal control of the crisis in Dagenham, 
flying in from Detroit to sign a comprehensive agreement

with the unions to stamp out discrimination and harass
ment.

Like car factories, cities are fragmented into many rooms 
and memories. Redundancies and de-industrialization have 
opened up for a situation when conflicts between groups 
often turn into a question of ‘who owns the turf’: People 
are exploring their identities, places, signs and symbols, in 
a competitive market for insiders and outsiders.

When yuppies in London began buying houses in the 
1980s, many went to poor areas in the East End to find 
what they were looking for. These areas, such as the Isle of 
Dogs, were often notorious for their perceived criminality. 
Thus the yuppies who moved in became identified as being 
‘tough’ too; in other words, as being people with strong 
identities. Transformation of strong identities from one group 
to another seems likely to occur more often than before.

That was also the shape of a late modern culture. It has 
been argued that almost anything could verify the late 
modern or postmodern turn in the’ 90s. We might consider 
the aesthetic style and the dominance of universal values, 
given via architecture but also the cultural interpretation of 
a great industrial past. The flow of narratives from the past 
gave birth to an accelerating flow of optional stories from 
a society ‘such as it was’. It opened up for the individual 
history-making and the emotional feelings of material 
objects from an industrial past, the joy of riding an old BSA 
motorbike, or the sensation of flying a Tiger Moth from 
1933.

The evidence of life worlds, built upon objects from 
yesterday, might tell us that identity-making has been more 
crucial. Identities are not only a way of talking about 
difference, it is difference that matters. Identities are the 
visible and concrete embodiment of diverse life worlds.

Identity market

Some argue that the rationality of industrial production 
changed and turned into a rationality of games among 
shareholders on the stock market. Industrial workers were 
convinced that they could not get rich by working more, only 
by taking part in the game. We are still living in a society 
where modernity is present in every detail, but the elements 
seem to be exaggerated.

It might be argued that modernity contains specific notions 
of the past; the early phases of industrialisation were seen 
in terms of inferior technologies, class conflicts and poor
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living conditions. There was nothing worth memorizing in 
the early epochs of industrialisation, and an early industria
list like Henry Ford made it clear via articles in the Dearborn 
Independent, a paper he bought, that people must learn to 
forget. Culture-building became an objective process; the 
main road pointed towards the higher civilisation. The 
American Harrington Emerson’s principles for industrial 
evolution became a natural order and metaphors such as 
anthills and beehives explained the nature of labour 
division.

It is hardly impossible to understand these ideas from the 
early decades of 20th century in a late modern context. The 
picture has changed; keeping the memory of the past alive 
seems more important than ever. On the global scene there 
are contradictory processes of heritage-making. An import
ant question is how individuals refer to a collective ethos 
when conceptualising their strivings and the difference bet
ween them and the Other. The global sociodrama of www 
pages has charged personal presentations with energy, like 
the image of the Other. Without a notion of culture we 
could hardly exist. It does not mean existence in itself, 
rather realities that provide us with ideas about the en
vironment and the surrounding world. It is perceptions of 
who we are in relation to others. A common precondition 
for all cultural and social investigations is that people are 
creating our different life worlds. We have learned from 
heritage conflicts in today’s world that ethnic cleansing 
seems like a logical operation when the Others are presen
ted as non-humans - the essential elements are the cognitive 
and ontological models of reality, that specify the nature, 
purposes, technology, control and resources that constitute 
the interests of the majority.

Referring to the span between self and the Other, iden
tities seem a bit problematical. The critique against earlier 
sociological models, that one person can only represent one 
identity, is that we are living in a complex world, dominated 
by an expansive information industry. Such discussions will 
nullify any one-identity model, and bring the theoretical 
emptiness into light. The individual is the bearer of a whole 
set of origins, heritages and identities. The creation of 
imagined borderlines and distance markers between self 
and the Other makes it easier to make a picture of who you 
are. The discussion of multiple identities leads to a society 
with multiple borders and cultural markers, like the suburbs 
of the big cities in Europe; the communication of identities 
belongs to certain places, times and situations in daily life; 
the individual has to navigate and hopefully avoid conflicts.

We know that homogenisation and particularisation of cul
tural identities run like forces, functioning at the same time 
and through different means. The complexity of identities 
in everyday life and the processes of identity-making in 
order to ‘be somebody’, will make it profitable to under
stand the notion of culture analysis, commonly used in ethno
logy. It represents a critical perspective on communication, 
narrative elements, languages and rituals.

The Other on the world scene

Some years ago Mercedes introduced ‘China, the family car’, 
meant for distant consumers. In many perspectives, western 
civilization represents the standards of a world civilization 
that is capable of defining the Other, and transforms high 
cultures, like India or China, into development programmes.

So-called antisystem movements are related to shifts in 
the world economy; they are linked to the rise and decline 
of nations. They comprise an emotional body of identity 
feelings, patriotism and strivings for the value of pure 
otherhood. Such particular movements on the world scene 
emerge from the fact that they have no interest in con
trolling the world. They concentrate on the construction of 
absolute identities, non-disputable heritages, and ‘being 
somebody’. It might be a question of being anti- the trans
national flow of identities and heritages and a longing for 
exile.

Heritage is like a bound container of goods. So also are 
identities. The many tools selected from advertising, media 
and film that can be used in the construction of an identity 
and a history will be examined continuously.

The traditional focus on industry and the classical inter
pretations of the subject’s world of works in western societies 
have moved to a much broader field of investigations. It is 
the experiences of virtual environments that confirm a dra
matic shift in our notions of self, other, machine and world. 
It is a change from the outlines drawn by generations of 
industrial psychologists to a multi-dimensional understanding 
of man's role in relation to the electronic media revolution. 
In that perspective, the impact of cultural identities and the 
orientation towards a mediated global community is of 
great interest.

Some people find it interesting to spend 365 days inside 
a house, monitored round-the-clock via a couple of dozen 
web cams that put their life and times on the Internet. An 
emerging global community of communication does not
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necessarily mean a worldwide understanding between indi
viduals, nor does it lead to a homogenisation of cultures and 
languages. The idea of a culturally mainstream development 
as an outcome of the IT revolution might be fateful.

The narration of identities on the net, the cultural puzzle 
of a self, the multiplicity of identities, belong to this field of 
investigations. There are two main objects for future con
cern: First, exploring identity making under the effects of 
globalisation. Second, uncovering the construction of cultural 
realities in a changing new World.

feeling of a rapidly changing society that affected the intel
lectuals in the first part of the 19th Century. We have also 
invented a computer technology that could be used for 
democratic or totalitarian forces, like heritages. We know 
that heritage can serve the struggle for a better future, even 
as it can be misused in the wrong hands to promote ethnic 
cleansing and violence.

Therefore it is more important than ever before to stress 
the necessity of combining heritage with the profound idea 
of human rights.

The feeling of sameness

One could never be somebody only by putting elements 
together, nor will it be possible to construct the uniqueness 
of oneself - others must define it. Not unexpectedly, social 
theory is dominated by this double view. Identity-shaping is 
an ongoing process in interaction with others.

The web is impregnated with voices. It is clearly a world 
of essasy and texts; classical conflicts in the real world will 
have to grow in order for the advance on the net, since 
technology is so derivative of the real world process. For 
although IT may feed identity-making, technology is 
steadily changing the way we present our own identities, 
how we think of others, and what it means to be a ‘user’. 
Tools have always done this, the national mail services, the 
telephones, the meetings in the streets, but in the last few 
decades we have been more aware of our tools.

Globalisation is working at different levels. What is being 
effectively globalised is time; everything now happens 
within the perspective of real time: not only IT users but 
also cultures are supposed to live in a ‘one-time system’.

The global distribution of cultural models for presenting 
and re-presenting identities will make physical distances and 
surfaces irrelevant. Some economic theorists argue that there 
is a counter-factor working in this, a culture of locations, 
and therefore the term ‘global’ might be better understood 
as ‘glocal’.

Clichés about people’s characters and work capacities 
are common and generally addressed to people in poor 
countries. The exploitation of local loyalties is crucial to the 
strength of big corporations such as the car industry. Thus 
localities become hard facts and are measured by global 
standards.

We are once again entering a phase of development that 
we explore in terms of movement, and experience the same
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i was there: 111

Aedeen Cremin

Lars Hjertberg

"To be honest I didn't have very great expectations for the 
conference. People who take part in conferences are 
often so polite, far too polite to get anything useful out of 
the experience. But this time, nobody got away with 
simply flashing a series of overhead slides..."

The conference participant from the farthest corner of 
the world, archaeologist Aedeen Cremin from Australia, 
could be seen bending over her notebook, time after time 
- steadily taking notes, constantly concentrating, and 
often making critical comments.

"My notebook is French-made, the same model that 
the famed travel reporter Bruce Chatwin used," Aedeen 
Cremin tells me about the book she can hardly be without.

"After a journey as long as this one, it's impossible to 
remember things and keep them straight if I don't take 
notes," she says. After Sweden, the next stop on her 
itinerary is the Jewish community in Berlin. After that, 
she's off to Portugal, a country she visits once a year.

Aedeen Cremin is pleased as she summarizes the 
conference, sitting in the back seat of the coach from 
Falun to Örebro, where she is staying.

"I've been to plenty of conferences in the last 20 years, 
but no one as well-arranged as this one."

She was impressed by the Falun mine and the fact that 
its exports are still considerable, and she admires the trade 
unions' interest in protecting their history and surroundings.

"Furthermore, the lecturers at the conference were 
well chosen. I especially enjoyed Michael Shanks, whom 
I've only read and heard about before. His observation 
that 'the past is here now' appeals to me."

You can count on those words turning up in Aedeen 
Cremin's notebook when she returns to Australia.

Read more about School of Archaeology, University of
Sydney: http://archaeolgy.usyd.edu.au
Susannah Clapp: With Chatwin. Portrait of a Writer (1997)
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■___i was there:

Håkon With Andersen

Lars Hjertberg

"You have to see to it that you make the most of every
day experiences, and I enjoy combining business with 
pleasure. As I was driving south to get here and the weather 
grew warmer, I felt as though I was racing through spring 
in one afternoon. Where I live, there is still ice on the fjords."

On weekdays, Håkon With Andersen is a professor of 
modern history at the Norwegian Science University in 
Trondheim, the second largest in the country with its 
20,000 students. But whenever an opportunity presents 
itself, he switches identities to become a leather-clad 
motorcycle driver, mounted on an 1100 cc BMW. 'Identity' 
is the topic he came here to debate.

"It's interesting to examine how ponderous the con
cept of 'identity' seems. What do we actually mean when 
we use the word, and how do we acquire 'identification'?"

"As I see it, identity is something that helps us under
stand ourselves and who we really are. And if, by 'identi
fication', we mean a tool that can help us develop such 
understanding, then it's fine with me. But identity is not 
something that should be defined by experts."

"Democracy, Force, Identity - they sound like the 
typical EU vocabulary to me: a potpourri of political goals 
and professional terms."

"These are abstract words, and when they're applied, 
the results are often equally abstract. But considering 
what I expected from the conference, I must say I'm 
pleased with it," Håkon With Andersen told me early Satur
day morning just before beginning the 850-kilometre trip 
home that would only by interrupted by an overnight 
stop at a hut just across the border.
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Anneli Randla

i was there: MMM

Lars Hjertberg

Estonia's young Chief Custodian of National Monuments, 
Anneli Randla, declares at once that she doesn't consider 
herself an expert on industrial heritage.

"Far from it," she says, and continues:
"At first I found the themes of the conference rather 

controversial; few of them seemed to target practical so
lutions. But I feel I got something constructive out of the 
conference anyway."

"I realise now after visiting Degerfors that steelworks 
can offer many possibilities. They can be a source of aesthe
tic enjoyment or even sen/e as entertainment sites."

The first Estonian regulations dealing with cultural heri
tage were enacted in 1666, during the reign of the Swe
dish king, Karl XI. Since then, history has goaded the two 
countries towards different fates, but Anneli Randla is 
content.

"It's comforting to realise that the problems in Swe
den are similar to what we're experiencing in Estonia. We 
also have industries that are closing down."

The bonds between the countries have grown stronger 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union. One of several 
joint projects that Sweden and Estonia have undertaken 
resulted in the information centre Kalamaja, Tallinn. The 
centre serves as an example of how wooden houses can 
be restored with piety and respect.

"A good many of the members of today's Estonian 
parliament are people who have a background in the cul
tural heritage sphere. It hasn't been difficult for them to 
rally to the cause of freedom and their Estonian heritage," 
says Anneli Randla, who nevertheless does not entertain 
any political ambitions for her own part.

Read more about Estonia's National Heritage Board: 
http://www.muinas.ee
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i was there:

Gabriella Olshammar

Lars Hjertberg

It's late Thursday afternoon when, quite by coincidence, I 
run into Gabriella Olshammar - building antiquarian and 
doctoral student in urban architecture - on a local bus 
back home in Gothenburg. She has just given a lecture in 
Malmö, and now her impressions of the conference on 
industrial heritage are slowly beginning to fall into place.

"After the closing discussion I was mostly confused," 
Gabriella admits, and goes on to describe how it feels 
when a great many new impressions are contrasted with 
old ones, and have to be processed before they can be of 
any real value.

"What sounds reasonable and constructive at first 
might otherwise be things that only confirm what you've 
been thinking yourself."

"I particularly appreciated Gösta Arvastson's and 
Gregory Ashworth's opening speeches. Nicholas Falk's con
tribution to the democracy session was just as interesting 
as I had thought it would be, and Michael Shank's lecture 
in Nora was very good," says Gabriella. During the de
mocracy group's closing discussion, she found herself 
wonder-ing whether the participants' efforts to justify the 
importance of cultural heritage work might simply stem 
from their need to defend their own personal interests.

"In all honesty, I had expected the conference to be 
more like a seminar, even on the days when lectures 
were being given. And maybe I felt that more emphasis 
was put on preservation than on recycling."

"But I got a lot out of it, to be sure. I also got the 
chance to discuss various topics with people whose work 
I'd only read or heard about before. Besides, it gave me 
the opportunity to get up to date with recent research."

Read more about the architecture section at Chalmers: 
www.arch.chalmers.se



i was there:

Solveig Åberg

Lars Hjertberg

Singing in a choir is just about as Swedish as eating a crisp- 
bread sandwich with spiced fish roe. Ask Solveig Ågren at 
the Örebro College of Music - she knows.

"Choral singing is a national movement. According to 
current estimates, there are roughly 600,000 organised 
choral singers in Sweden and there may be just as many 
singing in less formal groups," Solveig says. She teaches 
not only solo and choral singing but also conducting.

"As these students step in to take choral singing further 
as part of our cultural heritage, it's important that they're 
trained in choral conducting as well," she says.

When Solveig Ågren and her students in the four-year 
music education programme performed on the opening 
night of the conference, their primary goal was to give the 
audience a sample of Swedish culture.

"The men's choir opened with a few traditional tunes 
celebrating spring. We then continued with a section in a 
'folk' mode, and rounded off with something more modern. 
The kulning - a special singing technique used by herders 
in mountain pastures to call their animals - proved to 
work as well on the conference guests as it does on cows."

"As soon as we'd finished singing, we ran over to the 
school to rehearse Brahms," Solveig tells me. In July, 
she'll be taking her choir to Wernigerode, Germany, 
where they will enter a singing competition.

The choir has already won the three international com
petitions they have entered so far. After having heard them, 
the guests at the conference certainly know why.

Listen to kulning: Lena Willemark:
När som gräset det vajar (Amigo, AMCD 742)

Read more about Örebro College of Music: 
www.oru.se/org/inst/musik/index.html
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1 dinner:

Dinner in Örebro

Förrätt
Quornfilé marinerad i grön curry 
och cocos på spett. Serverad med 

en creme på gurka, koriander 
och ingefära i en tartlett

First course
Quorn fillet on a skewer, marinated 

in green curry och coconut milk. 
Served in a tartlet, with a creme made 
from cucumber, coriander and ginger

Varmrätt
Kräftfärserad Hjälmargös å la Cajsa Warg 

med gräslökssås och duchesspotatis

Main course
Hjälmare pike-perch with minced Crayfish å la 
Cajsa Warg, chives-sauce and duchess potatoes

Dessert
Glassbomb med choklad och chili

Dessert
Ice cream bomb with chocolate and chili

Menu Örebro

Above: The "Big" Hotel - Stora Hotellet - in Örebro was one 
of the first buildings erected after the great fire in 1854. It took 
only six years before the grand opening ceremony. The hotel 
soon became the No.l watering hole of the local high society. 
Ironmasters, wholesale dealers and businessmen in general 
met there for Hindersmässan, the town's annual market. 
Spectacular deals were made at tables loaded with food and 
drink, all accompanied by clinking glass. It is only appropriate 
for the hotel to have its own ghost, so please look out for 
ladies in black! Illustration from a lithography, ca. 1860.
Above right: Bengt KÅ Johansson, chairman of the National 
Heritage Board and Birgitta Dahl, speaker of the Parliament. 
Right: Musical entertainment.





__ IDENTITY LECTURE:

Lodz - our space - our identity?

Bartosz Walczak 
University of Lodz, Poland

There are no real landmarks in Lodz. There is no medieval 
city centre, no castle, no river, no railway or motorway 
junction.

In Lodz there was only industry, but now even the textile 
manufacturers have disappeared. Only the rough-faced, 
red-brick mills are left.

Lodz is Poland’s second largest city and home to the 
biggest complex of surviving 19th century architecture in 
Poland. One of the most important groups of buildings of 
the period is the textile factories. Every morning, drivers 
crossing the centre of Lodz in their cars pass dozens of 19th 
century mills. This is not surprising considering that buil
dings which formerly served as industrial premises occupy 
one fifth of the centre of the city.

Lodz is a city that was built over a relatively short period 
of time, in less than a century. In the 1820s, when Man
chester was the biggest cotton-manufacturing town in all of 
Europe, Lodz was a small agricultural town, buried in the 
forest, inhabited by fewer than 800 people. It was only as 
the century progressed that the town became a leading 
textile centre in what was then called Mitteleuropa. In fact, 
there is no analogy at all between the development of Lodz 
as a city and that of the other great textile industry 
centres such as Manchester, Lyon, Lille, Milan, and 
Chemnitz.

The growth of these cities as textile giants began in the 
Middle Ages, whereas the development of Lodz started 
after the introduction of the industrial manufacture of 
cloth. It is almost impossible to find any other city of this 
size that grew solely on the basis of a single ‘town-making’ 
factor.

Between the years 1800 and 1910 the population of Lodz 
increased six hundred [sic!] times, while the populations of 
other European cities increased up to twenty times. Living

in Lodz in those days must have been like camping on a 
permanent construction site!

The 19th century textile mills 
during the Communist era

The conclusion of World War II brought a dramatic change 
in how the State was governed. State control of the means 
of production caused changes not only in terms of property 
ownership, but also in the organisation of industry. The Com
munist authorities saw Lodz as the creature of capitalism, a 
city built on the ‘sweating of Polish labour by German 
entrepreneurs’. Thus they sought to break with the past. 
The Communist version of the modern city was built as a 
band of development skirting the city centre, in which all the 
19th century buildings (not only the mills) were in a perilous 
state. Only the industrial monuments of the late 18th and 
the early 19th centuries were given any real protection, 
while the late 19th century buildings were largely ignored 
until the early 1970s. Moreover, the city was criticised for 
its purported lack of historical values, and its industrial 
image was considered its most pejorative feature.

Fortunately, major modernisation did not take place and 
investments were largely made in the new industrial pre
mises on the city outskirts. Moreover, Lodz was exempted 
- as were many historical Eastern and Central European 
cities within the Communist sphere - from international 
competition over a period of some 50 years.

The value of land did not play a role in urban develop
ment, and property rights were virtually non-existent. Thus 
one fortunate side effect of the Communist reign was the 
nearly perfect preservation of old industrial machines and 
buildings.
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The industrial heritage of Lodz 
during the post-Communist era

The political changes begun by ‘Solidarność’ (Solidarity) 
and the collapse of the Communist regime in 1989 brought 
with it the romantic belief that democracy would be the 
panacea for all our problems. On this wave of enthusiasm, 
the new plan for the development of the city of Lodz was 
passed in 1993. This was the first plan of its kind to be fully 
elaborated and passed under the new economic and 
political circumstances that obtained in Poland, and in all 
fairness, the planners have tried to meet new challenges. 
Vigorous attempts have been made to approach city plan
ning in a comprehensive way by introducing elements of 
economic restructuring and by focusing on the cultural and 
historical values of the city - for the first time, one might 
add. To this day one of the common stereotypes sur
rounding the image of Lodz is that everything of any 
significance there can only be found along the main street, 
Piotrkowska, and everything else is of no value whatsoever.

The 19th century textile mills
in the process of economic transformation

The idealistic vision of Lodz’s development had to compete 
with the realities of economic transition. In the decade that 
followed political change, the local community of Lodz 
faced serious economic problems. The most important in
dustry of the region, textile manufacture, was gradually 
collapsing; the formerly state-owned factories, plagued by 
under-investment and over-employment, had to compete in 
the international and local markets with the modern, more 
fashionable and cheaper products of other manufacturers, 
especially those based in the Far East.

Today, the old 19th century factory buildings, put to sleep 
during the fifty years of the Communist, state-controlled 
economy, are the subject of uncompromising development 
by the ‘new’ capitalism. Many ill-advised and hastily executed 
development projects have threatened to destroy the unique 
heritage of the industrial architecture in Lodz.

There are, however, signs of a change in attitude towards 
Lodz’s industrial heritage.

The progress of land development at the Technical Uni
versity of Lodz is a good example. The university, which 
was founded just after the end of the war, was granted 
substantial space for expansion in what used to be the

Rosenblatt factory complex on the outskirts of the city 
centre. Most of the 19th century buildings were pulled 
down to make way for the new university. Only a huge, 
multi-storey mill was spared. At present, however, the 
development of the university continues on the premises of 
two more factory complexes that were secured under the 
current plan of land development for the purpose of higher 
education, and the approach to these buildings is different. 
‘Sympathetic conversion’ has replaced demolition as an 
alternative, and the mills are being carefully restored and 
converted to house modern educational facilities. The first 
developed phase was ready for use in 1997. Since then, the 
proven utility of this approach has justified the decision to 
adapt the mill to serve the teaching and research needs of 
the University. In the opinion of the public as well as the 
authorities, the mill serves these purposes well. Moreover, 
this approach has been shown to be a more cost-efficient 
way of investing public funds .

The largest newspaper in Poland, ‘Gazeta Wyborcza’, has 
also chosen a mill to house its local branch, and young 
people in the city enjoy ‘hanging out’ in the numerous pubs 
and clubs that have been established in small factories in 
the centre of town. In addition, the fame of Lodz’s vibrant, 
fashionable nightclub scene is spreading throughout the 
whole country - even yuppies from nearby Warsaw prefer 
the carefree night life in Lodz’s factory district.

Every town, even one with distinctly industrial origins, has 
a heritage - physical qualities that gave it a special character 
and personality. But the question is not whether or not a 
town has a heritage, it is how much people appreciate it 
and use it as a creative force. Only successful mill conver
sion will help the citizens of Lodz find their way back to 
these magnificent buildings where they can identify with 
their heritage.

The professionals and politicians have not yet arrived at 
consensus on a policy for preserving the industrial heritage, 
but the regeneration process has already started. Numerous 
private companies have been attracted by the chance to 
acquire cheap industrial premises in the centre of town. 
Although their occupancy sometimes destroys the unique 
architectural features of the mills, there are nevertheless a 
growing number of good, sound renovations, proving that 
what is most needed to put the mills ‘back to work’ is 
perception and imagination - money is simply not enough.
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„ IDENTITY LECTURE:

Factory and identity

Håkon With Andersen
professor, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway

Victims, products or patients

A good friend of mine, an economics historian, once visited 
a factory, one of those industrial sites that was abandoned 
and had been so for many years. In its heyday from the 
1920s to the early 1960s, it had been a lively site with 
hundreds of workers. The place was very isolated and loca
ted in the southern hemisphere, but too far south for local 
temperatures to be warm. The cold climate had preserved 
the factory halls in rather good shape even if they had been 
without maintenance for over 30 years. Broken windows 
gaped from rusty frames, and the debris of human activity 
lay scattered around. However, what caught my friend’s 
interest was a new activity that had taken over the old plant. 
Inside the rusty halls the air was filled with a terrible smell 
and strange noises - deep bass rumbling. To my friend’s 
surprise, giant elephant seals had found a nice home for 
themselves in a place where some decades ago their own 
ancestors and numerous whales were turned into oil and 
other useful products for the international market.

Of course this scene symbolises the obvious: that factory 
production is a thing of the past - an idea promoted most 
enthusiastically by those who embrace the post-industrial 
society. The building is there, the machinery is in place, 
activity is going on, a culture is thriving. But elephant seals 
in a factory building is an idea that makes no sense.

First and foremost, a factory is a setting for human en
deavour, and as such must be interpreted as a human insti
tution of tremendous importance to our history, as well as 
an important part of our culture. That being the case, a flock 
of seals squatting in a factory reminds us of something in 
our culture that has been lost. Besides symbolising the demise 
of the industrial age, it shows Nature reclaiming what was 
taken from her in the name of modern-age human hubris.

Another picture: A small hospital in the mountainous 
region in the heart of Norway. It is Wednesday, and the 
‘production line’ for left knees has already been set up early 
in the morning. Slowly the line starts moving as the first pa
tients are transferred from the reception area to the waiting 
room to be prepared for treatment. In a sense, this queue is 
indeed a kind of conveyor belt on which the products - that 
is, the patients - are moved along one by one in beds on 
wheels. This method of containerising operations saves a 
lot of time, as each patient advances from workstation to 
workstation until he or she is finally removed from the line, 
completely treated for the time being. Who said the factory 
was dead?

The backpack of meaning

Is this significant at all - and what does it imply? Let’s 
approach it from another point of view. In his book, Land
scape and Memories, Simon Shama has tried to convince us 
that there is no such thing as a culture-free landscape. Of 
course he does not imply that pristine Nature does not exist 
or that Nature does not develop according to its own laws 
etc. His main point is that human beings usually approach 
Nature with, to quote his words: ‘...all the heavy cultural 
backpacks that we lug with us on the trail.’ To see the 
landscape, we must have a cultural reference. Regardless of 
whether we view this thinking from the perspective of the 
Classical period, the Renaissance, the Age of Enlightenment 
or the Romantic period, the landscape has always been 
assigned meanings and myths that allowed for its inter
pretation by contemporary society.

Human intentions and actions do not proceed from the 
raw material of nature, but from how this material is inter
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preted based on what is contained in our backpack of 
culture. I suppose my friend had a lot of mixed feelings as 
he viewed the elephant seals in the old, abandoned factory, 
just as the Norwegian patients must have had as they were 
moved along the production line. The factory is no longer 
the institution it used to be. To people in today’s Western 
world, the factory is beginning to acquire an aura rather 
like that of the wilderness - a fantasy setting - sublime or 
diabolical - that few have actually experienced except on 
film or television. Factories have become places where 
music videos are shot and rave parties held.

To me a factory has two main characteristics apart from 
the business of production: it is a social institution and a 
cultural unit. As a social institution the factory is linked to 
other institutions in different ways. First, it is linked to the 
world market for its output. Second, it is tied to the State 
as regards legislation and politics, labour relations and edu
cation, just to mention a few things. As a cultural unit it 
derives meaning, and thus identity, from several cultural 
and societal groups and sub-groups: blue-collar workers, 
white-collar staff, the local business community, people 
who live nearby, etc. They all conceive the factory in 
different ways and will have some form of relation to it. 
However, as newer cultural studies insist on the idea that all 
aspects of human life and experience are embodied in cul
ture, a new problem arises: If culture claims priority, how 
can we then treat culture and society as interdependent 
spheres? Antony Giddens has tried to develop a concept that 
may be a way out, even though it gives structure the upper 
hand. He likes to think about the process of structuration. 
This concept is a solution to the problem of conceiving 
people as structured by culture, institutions etc, but at the 
same time capable of preserving their ability to act.

Tales about the factory

‘Factory’ - the word itself invokes a whole range of images: 
noise, smoke, dirt, machines, physical work, hierarchy. An 
idle factory is, it seems to me, more likely to be turned into 
an industrial museum than anything else, although as a 
museum, the factory will be cleaned to eliminate the smoke 
and the dirt, and being idle, it will produce no noise. The 
factory is a part of history and as such it is a part of a 
process of change. Usually we analyse this process in the 
form of a narrative. I will try to sketch some of the standard 
narratives and try to relate them to the factory. This is a

risky endeavour, and I will not claim that my categories are 
the best, only that they represent one way of looking at things.

Let us start with the story of the factory that focuses on 
either the product or the process technology. In the 
traditional history of technology, this story was narrated as 
an example of ‘progress’ based on technological deter
minism: the triumph of the spinning jenny over human 
labour.

Another narrative is that of the entrepreneur or inventor, 
his intentions and ideas. Ideally, this type is represented by 
Thomas Edison or the Krupp family. While setting up a 
system for supplying power, Edison had to create a number 
of factories to produce installation equipment, wires, gene
rators etc. We learn that the factories are there, but we get 
to know little about them as factories.

Then, of course, there is the social history or the class- 
struggle approach with its variations. This often fits into 
some ‘post-Braverman’ tradition involving struggles against 
Taylorism, Fordism or welfare capitalism. Again, the factory 
serves as a background, in this case for the class struggle.

As a parallel, there is another kind of social history: 
anthropological history or the cultural history of localised 
factory communities. In this narrative, the factory is often 
a core institution, but the focus is not on understanding the 
factory as an institution, but rather as a stage for local 
societal dramas.

Still another category is business history, in which the fac
tory is seen as an economic agent and the focus narrowed 
to its management and owners, their rationales and goals 
and their links to markets and institutions that are not local.

A more recent type of narrative is the environmental 
history that emphasises nature and its legacy in interaction 
with the factory, a human creation. My introduction to this 
paper might be an example of this - that is, Nature taking 
back what she had previously possessed.

I do not claim that all these stories in which factories play 
a part have to be cast in any single one of these forms. 
However, all these stories might be true at the same time! 
The historical sources will not tell us which of these is the 
most plausible story - only our own questions will do that. 
And as we know, our questions are definitely contemporary.

Identity

How should we interpret and present the industrial heritage 
to avoid a nostalgic descent into myth? What sort of
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identities and processes of identification should we foster, if 
any? How can we give people a feeling of multiplicity in 
these contexts so that they may feel free to create their own 
identities and make their own choices, based on their 
familiarity with the industrial society, in the context of 
democracy?

I think there are two ways of pursuing these goals: one 
that focuses on particular factories and another that focuses 
on timeless problems that require our knowledge of history 
if we are going to be able to answer questions relevant for the 
future. In the case of the particular factory, one approach is 
to present multiple stories as described above. It is important 
to show how different levels - local, regional, national and 
global - relate to one another in each of the stories, in order 
to avoid too much ‘localism’. The other approach is to raise 
more or less timeless questions and then try to relate arte
facts and buildings to them. The question of dealing with 
risks and safety could be used as an example: how have 
these factors been handled over the years in relation to the 
factory community? Another example could be the integra
tion of large technical systems, like communication, energy 
systems or information systems. Other candidates might be 
the role of science, or of gender. The list can be made much 
longer.

In the end I think these perspectives show that we don’t 
have to end up with a simple notion of local identity or 
‘identity politics’ when we discuss the industrial heritage 
and its importance to people today. On the contrary: the 
industrial heritage is an example of a concept in which a 
multiplicity of identities come together. Let us not reduce 
them to the simple, essential notion of local identity.
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IDENTITY LECTURE! ■.

Industrial heritage preservation in time of transition 
- experience from northern Poland

Waldemar Affelt
Technical University of Gdansk, Poland 

Beginnings (until 1945)

Legal protection of cultural property in Poland is based on 
a law adopted in 1962 and thereafter amended on a few 
occasions. The Central Inventory of Monuments contains - 
among other things - the Register of Industrial Resources. 
In Poland, the preservation of evidence of material culture 
started during the period of the Second Republic after the 
Versailles Treaty.

Feliks Kucharzewski, Honorary Professor of Mechanics 
at the Technical University of Warsaw, was a pioneer who 
implemented the idea of documenting, as history, industrial 
buildings during the thirties, a task he undertook under the 
auspices of the University’s Faculty of Architecture. In 
1934, his efforts resulted in the conversion of the early 
metallurgical factory in Sielpia (in operation since 1842) 
into the Museum of Industry and Technology, the first of its 
type in Poland. This work represented an early approach to 
the methods applied in industrial archaeology.

The era of socialism (until 1989)

After 1945, when new regions became Polish territory, their 
technical heritage was not recognised as being specifically 
‘national’, therefore it was not considered belonging to the 
national heritage, and did not receive the same funding for 
preservation. On the other hand, the existing working-class 
ethos that had been so useful in socialist propaganda obliged 
the authorities to support works converted into museums, 
craft collections, and numerous halls in which industrial 
tradition was preserved.

The Society of the History of Technology was established 
in 1983. Over the years, Polish representatives have been

active in the both the TICCIH and the ICOHTEC, and in 
Poland the recently reorganised National Committee for 
TICCIH is now open for membership.

Ten years of transition (1990-2000)

At the global level, the Third Republic of Poland has con
tributed to the preservation of cultural heritage by ratifying 
the Cracow Document of CSCE States in 1991. The docu
ment expresses the importance of culture and heritage issues 
to founding a common European sphere of democracy and 
freedom. It confirms that the cultural heritage of every State 
‘constitutes an inalienable part of their civilisation, their me
mory and their common history, to be transmitted to future 
generations. The complete and lasting documentation of sites, 
structures, cultural landscapes, objects and cultural systems, 
including historical, religious and cultural monuments, as they 
presently exist, is one of the most important legacies to the 
cultural heritage that can be provided for future generations.’

Unfortunately, the attention paid to industrial heritage is 
rather weak, and the tone of the document illustrates a lack 
of understanding of the needs peculiar to the preservation of 
industrial heritage, as well as - to some extent - a lack of 
respect for the subject. During the ensuing years since the 
document’s ratification, Poland underwent a rapid process 
of economic transformation that resulted in the sale or closure 
of State-owned factories. Thus industrial sites, buildings, 
facilities and infrastructure were soon abandoned.

Among the artefacts, objects and sites that are part of 
Poland’s industrial heritage, there are winners, including 
the grain elevator in Gdynia Port which continues provid
ing basic services, and institutions such the Elblag-Ostróda 
Canal, Salinas in Ciechocinek, and the power station in
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Gdansk, all of which have been successfully converted to 
serve other purposes. Then, too, there are losers, such as the 
meat factory in Gdansk, which has disappeared from the 
realm of industrial culture. Last of all, there is a waiting list 
which includes the bridge over the Vistula River in Tczew, 
the Gdansk shipyard, the depots of Granary Island in 
Gdansk, the Railways Maintenance Workshop in Gdansk, 
and the passenger terminal in Gdynia - all in all, a most 
challenging set of cultural resources.

Why are so many industrial heritage resources falling 
into rack and ruin? Is there no way to solve the question of 
their protection and preservation? Will we allow this heri
tage to vanish forever? The mainstream of the Polish con
servation ‘school’ can be described as an intractable entity, 
stubbornly concentrating only on ‘artistic’ values.

This situation can only be improved if people are en
couraged to develop a piety for the material remnants of 
human development, quite apart from the fine arts. It 
should be our aim to encourage this kind of piety.

Conclusion

In our time, local populations usually do not perceive the 
industrial heritage - as represented by architectural features 
in their surroundings - as a source of social identity, although 
in the past such structures may have played a key role in a 
given area’s historical development. The local people are 
usually far too busy trying to satisfy the basic needs of 
everyday life. On the other hand, those who have most 
lavishly reaped the benefits of the new order, i.e., the bureau
crats, and the business and political classes, are themselves 
too busy taking advantage of their new-found prosperity to 
be bothered caring for the cultural landscape that repre
sents the industrial heritage. Communications media-bombard 
the public with the icons of the MacDonald’s/Disneyland 
culture, breathing life into the myth of consumerism as a 
fundamental freedom - the freedom to consume. There is a 
danger that this type of thinking can change our architect
ural environment irreversibly by tempting society to reject 
the remains of the historical material culture. The heritage 
of industrial and civil engineering is being neglected in spite 
of the doctrine of sustainable development so often mouthed 
by the politicians. It is worth pointing out, though, that the 
paradigm of sustainable development does, in fact, legiti
mise preservation of our technical heritage. And for all the 
politicians’ talk about globalisation as the answer to all our

prayers, localism - in the form of sage courses of action taken 
by local societies to protect their identity as a community - 
has yet to become a driving force in preservation programs.

If we examine the current status of industrial-heritage pre
servation in Poland and the Western European countries, 
we arrive at some critical conclusions. Among the weak
nesses we have noted are the following:

• Cultural issues are not prioritised or recognised by 
political leaders at either the local or national levels.

• The heritage of technical, industrial and civil engineer
ing is often neither understood nor identified as being an 
important part of the cultural heritage at either the national 
or European levels.

• Realsozialismus and the ethos of the working class in 
the industrial era do not enjoy pride of place in today’s 
collective consciousness.

Taking into account the comprehensive nature of these 
constraints, which combine political, economical, cognitive 
and social ingredients, it seems that the solutions most 
likely to challenge them should arise from educational pro
grammes that adequately emphasise the cultural value of 
industrial heritage. Programmes of this type should be 
based on international co-operation between institutions of 
higher learning, and should underline the knowledge-based 
potential of the following:

• Already established and well-maintained national re
gisters of technical heritage resources

• National networks that link together regional centres 
for the research and study of cultural heritage

• The increasing interest in industrial heritage at the 
academic level, judging from the interest shown by related 
conferences and publications;

• An entry dealing with ‘industrial archaeology’ will be 
published for the first time in the Great Encyclopaedia 
PWN (Polish Scientific Publishing House), Warsaw 2001.

With any luck, scholarly promotion of the value of indust
rial heritage may help to give our society regained identity, 
even in the grasp of market economy. The structures and 
installations that embody proven cultural values should be 
made to survive and serve new purposes. On the other hand, 
these structures might also serve as the raw material for 
environmentally friendly recycling. The challenge that we 
face is that of making these issues well known throughout 
society by vigorously articulating them in our dialogues 
with local authorities and politicians at various levels.
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DEMOCRACY LECTURE:

The industrial heritage
and movements for its preservation

Annika Alzén
University of Linköping, Sweden

The content of the cultural heritage is going through long
term changes. In the process, questions reoccur concerning 
new objects and subjects outside of fields for which the 
heritage institutions have already accepted responsibility. 
Who decides what should be regarded as cultural heritage? 
In what ways can popular opinion and the initiatives of 
laymen make a difference? How do we convey to the public 
and volunteers that the cultural heritage of particular histori
cal contexts and eras seems to be of special value and worthy 
of preservation? On what grounds does public commitment 
rest?

At different times in its recent history, Sweden has seen 
several public movements with more or less antiquarian 
motives. The first time was at the turn of the 20th century, 
when there was a great upsurge of folklore societies. 
Another was in the 1970s when the so-called ‘dig where 
you stand’ movement blossomed for a short time. A closer 
study of these past movements might give us a deeper 
understanding of how and why public movements grow and 
why - as did the ‘dig where you stand’ movement - they 
suddenly fade out and die. My lecture will focus on the ‘dig 
where you stand’ movement in order to give a deeper in
sight into the democratic aspects of the cultural heritage - 
not only as regards people having access to this heritage, but 
also with respect to their opportunities for influencing it.

The most characteristic trait of the digger movement was 
its ambivalence. There were no leaders, no members, no 
organisation and no minutes were taken. But the different 
activities, such as popular research, study circles, writing, 
staging of exhibitions, putting on worker’s theatre and so 
forth, constituted a large and important part of the lives of 
many people at that time. The history of industrial society 
was then an essential part of the public dialogue, in news
papers, magazines, radio and television.

The ‘dig where you stand’ movement has not been the 
object of many studies. It reached its peak between the 
middle of the 1970s and the middle of the 1980s, before 
disappearing almost without a trace. Popular interest in the 
industrial heritage apparently took other routes, which is 
hardly surprising as the movement was rather diffuse and 
loosely connected from its very beginning.

The underlying causes for the rise of the digger movement 
are quite numerous and in part contradictory. The inspi
ration for its founding seems to have arisen neither from 
persevering work by heritage institutions, nor as a result of 
Government cultural policy, nor out of the academic work 
being done at the universities. It took root elsewhere in 
society, it had many points of departure, and it was driven 
by other incentives than the preservation of artefacts such 
as objects or buildings.

To understand the growth of this movement you must 
examine the economic, political and cultural climate of the 
age. Events in the surrounding world were more or less 
crucial to the birth and the rise of the digger movement. 
One important impetus was the large-scale changes that 
took place in Swedish industry during the 1970s. Several 
central sectors, chiefly shipyards and the steel and forest 
industries, were restructured and rationalised. Closed, 
abandoned factories and unemployment were fundamental 
to the rise of the digger movement.

Another important element was the current of left-wing 
radicalism that had spread over the Western World during 
this period. Severe criticism was levelled against Western 
industrial society for its obsession with rationalisation and 
effectiveness. In the words of the age, the capitalist society 
had itself laid the foundation for a transfer of power 
through its exploitation and exclusion of people from the 
labour market. The losers in this system, the oppressed, had
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to be liberated, whether they were farmers in North Vietnam 
or workers in a northern Swedish factory threatened by 
closure.

Working people had to seize power themselves. In Sweden, 
as in many other countries, several small political parties 
appeared, far to the left of the governing Social Demo
cratic Party. The winds blew strongly from the left during 
the 1970s.

The political agenda also affected the cultural sector, and in 
the beginning of the 1970s the bureaucrats and politicians 
began turning their attention to this sector. The concept of 
culture was widened to include an increasing number of 
subjects and groups of people. At the same time, the decent
ralisation of culture was the topic of much discussion. To 
some degree the digger movement can be seen as a response 
to the Government’s call for decentralisation, democrati- 
sation and the active participation of new groups.

The movement was heterogeneous and broad-based. The 
actual purpose of digging was to search for new knowledge 
about history - directly from the sources. At that point there 
was agreement about the aim of the movement. However, 
two different approaches could already be perceived within 
it; two outlooks that proceeded from separate starting 
points but often converged into a whole in everyday prac
tice. The basic difference was in the view of history: history 
as power or history as memory.

History as power: Perhaps this was the most well-known 
feature of the digger movement. This line had a strong left- 
wing signature. Its colour was red. It strongly criticised the 
establishment, specifically professional historians and anti
quarians, claiming that they neglected the study of industrial 
society and workers’ conditions. The aim of the ‘history as 
power’ advocates was to dig for new and previously hidden 
knowledge, thereby making it possible for these sources of 
information to form the basis for far-reaching reforms of 
society. History would be used as proof in this work. 
Knowledge and power over the cultural heritage was seen 
as a revolutionary political force.

History as memory: This was the other driving force of 
the digger movement. This line, which concentrated on local 
history, had its power base in the districts and communities. 
In this case, green is probably the appropriate colour. The 
intention of this faction was to uncover the workers’ hidden 
history for the sake of fairness; their history was certainly 
just as important as any other group’s. (It is easy to see 
similarities between this line and today’s approach to 
gender research, which emphasises and analyses women in

history). To understand the present and act in the right way, 
you had to know where you came from.

Is it possible to conceive the digger movement and its focus 
on the history of industrial work as a force in the demo
cratic society? The democratic aspect of cultural heritage 
concerns, on the one hand, people’s access to cultural heri
tage and their real prospects for partaking of it. On the other 
hand, it concerns their right to have an influence on the 
selection of what is to be designated ‘cultural heritage’. The 
digger movement focused on the class perspective in Swe
dish history, or rather the lack of it.

Another trait common to the movement was that its 
intense activity waned after a couple of years. Membership 
dwindled and eventually only a small group of hard-core 
enthusiasts remained, and no fresh recruits arrived. There 
were several reasons for this decline. One was political: the 
political winds changed when Sweden voted in a govern
ment led by conservatives. Then too, the settling of accounts 
with the Swedish left as well as within it meant that the red 
faction of the digger movement faded out, even if it did not 
disappear altogether. The green faction, whose efforts were 
primarily directed at working locally to preserve history as 
a memory for the future, has continued its work. Its 
direction, though, has changed. Regional work focused on 
trade, business and the survival of the community has now 
got the upper hand.

The success of the movement, as well as its stagnation, 
may be explained by the fact that it took its energy in part 
from people’s determination to save the industrial heritage 
from annihilation, and in part from people’s desire to make 
themselves heard as a conscientious collective. Nevertheless, 
by ultimately being more or less fulfilled, the movement’s 
goals became institutionalised and the driving force of 
public commitment ebbed out. The new generation has 
other things to think about than digging where they stand.
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DEMOCRACY LECTURE".__

The Halland model: a tool for democracy

Christer Gustafsson
Halland County Museum, Sweden

I work with a project called the Halland Model, and I’m 
going to talk about what we are doing in the Baltic Region, 
especially in terms of democracy. But first I’d like to tell you 
about a journey that I made to Kaliningrad.

The first time I went to Kaliningrad I didn’t know what 
to expect from the place, and I thought it was horrible. When 
I came home and tried to explain my experience to my 
family, I couldn’t find the words. I’d been to Gdansk, I’d 
been to Warsaw and I’d seen the people living in those 
towns after the destruction of the Second World War. I 
think it was the quest for identity that drove the inhabitants 
of those towns to rebuild them. But in Kaliningrad the 
situation was different. It was originally built under poor 
conditions with bad materials, and when I first saw it a lot 
of houses were more or less falling down. The city was never 
cared for. The Soviet Union leaders didn’t want the people 
in Kaliningrad to remember Königsberg, the name of the 
city in the past, and so along with the name they took away 
their history.

When we were there, we discussed what we had done in 
Poland. The people and politicians in Kaliningrad were very 
interested in collaborating with us. They were thinking in 
terms of democracy, identity and regional development.

So what have we done in Poland? Well, our goal was to 
see if we could implement the project we’d been working 
on in Halland (a region on the west coast of Sweden) for 
the last ten years, a project called the Halland Model. We 
started this project in 1992 as a combined labour policy and 
building conservation project in order to save jobs and buil
dings. In the first place, we wanted to engage unemployed 
people in traditional crafts, especially young people and 
apprentices. After a year, we realised that this involved 
much more than the conservation of buildings, so we wrote 
two reports entitled The Halland Model - a Contribution

to a Regional Identity, and The Halland Model - Building 
Conservation as a Catalyst for Regional Development. And 
for the last few years we’ve been looking more closely at the 
democratic aspects of the project.

Since 1993 we’ve restored around 80 buildings in Halland. 
In the course of the restoration process, we’ve trained some 
1000 of the 4000 construction workers in the region. Today, 
in a region that in 1993 had only three trained craftsmen, 
1000 workers have been trained in traditional building 
techniques.

In the context of this project we plan not only which 
buildings will be restored but also which activities will take 
place in them after restoration. I, as a conservator, have a 
completely new role to play in Halland. Instead of pro
tecting things and saying ‘No!’, I can now play a part in the 
planning of the region and be a part of the action - as 
opposed to the reaction.

But as I said, our primary goal was to explore whether 
building conservation could be a part of regional develop
ment. We did this by looking into how we could work 
together with other sectors. The more sectors and projects 
that can be linked together into one project, the more 
money you have to distribute. And that’s what it comes 
down to: We need more money. The cultural sector is still 
very poor.

Basically, what we are trying to do is to create cross- 
sectoral, problem-oriented networks.

When the prime minister of Sweden met the prime 
minister of Poland in 1997, they decided to allocate three 
million euros to this project to see if we can implement it in 
Poland. What made them interested in the project was that 
it concerned cultural heritage, of course, but also that it had 
the potential for creating new jobs and making ‘poor’ 
regions more attractive to live in.
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The first thing we did when we started collaborating with 
Poland was to create a steering committee made up of people 
from various sectors so that all the local authorities in the 
region - around one hundred local authorities - could apply 
for money to restore buildings. That meant that the whole 
region was involved in the project. Three buildings were 
then picked out as objects for restoration.

The first of these objects was a Jugendstil villa, or manor 
house, that was in very bad shape. After some discussion, 
we decided to use it as an ecological centre. It’s now owned 
by the county museum and used as a centre where young 
people from the whole region can receive training in ecology.

The second building was a castle that had been outfitted 
with a horrible heating system that was more or less 
destroying the building, turning it completely black. We 
dismantled the polluter and replaced it with a gas heating 
system. Today the castle is an international centre for youth 
culture.

The last object was an ordinary dwelling house that had 
last been occupied by Jewish families until the Second 
World War. Today it is the regional Baltic Sea centre.

When we wrote our reports we used three headlines, all 
more or less similar to what this conference is about. I have 
already mentioned two of them. The part that was about 
democracy was entitled The Halland Model - a Tool for 
Democracy. It was written by Mikaela Larsson, who for ten 
years was Sweden’s cultural attaché in Warsaw. She pointed 
out two things about this project: First, that it is problem- 
oriented, which was something new in Poland; second, that 
it is cross-sectoral. It’s still very rare in Eastern Europe that 
different sectors co-operate at a horizontal level. For some 
of the civil servants, it was the first time they had ever met 
their colleagues from the other sectors - they had been used 
to going through Warsaw whenever they had questions for 
each other. It was of course crucial that they meet and dis
cuss the issues together.

Because the participants had such scanty experience of 
working in flat organisations, each of their different roles 
had to be defined: the role of the public sector, the role of 
the politicians, etc. In the course of this partnership, I think 
the most important meeting I attended was the one at 
which we discussed these problems and made sure that 
everyone involved could agree on the direction of the 
project.

We recently had a conference in Kaliningrad where we 
explored the possibilities for working in similar cross- 
sectoral, problem-oriented networks. But representatives

for Kaliningrad could not make such a decision by them
selves - they had to ask Moscow. And so we went to Moscow, 
where - happily! - Kaliningrad’s participation in the project 
was granted.

The Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs travelled to 
Kaliningrad to discuss this collaboration with the chairman 
of the steering committee for the Halland Model. They came 
back yesterday very pleased with the results, and I think we 
have found a way to start the project. Starting this project in 
Kaliningrad, giving young construction workers meaning
ful training, and restoring buildings so that they can be put 
to good use for the community, are our most important 
tasks today.
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Volunteering: the British experience 
of industrial heritage conservation

DEMOCRACY LECTURE!__

Professor Marilyn Palmer 
University of Leicester, U.K.

In the last year in England, the term ‘the historic environ
ment’ has been increasingly used in government circles to 
embrace the study and conservation of all aspects of heri
tage - buildings, landscapes, archaeology etc. The historic 
environment has been defined as ‘what generations of people 
have made of the places in which they lived’. A survey has 
suggested that some 98% of people in England believe that 
the historic environment is a vital educational asset, a means

for the understanding 
of history and of their 
origins and identity.

Industrial heritage is 
a vital element of the 
historic environment in 
that it is derived - more 
than any other aspect 
of heritage - from the 
lives of ordinary people 
who lived and worked 
in the past. Nowhere 
has this been better put 
than by David Smith, a 
historical geographer 
who wrote ‘The In
dustrial Archaeology 
of the East Midlands’ 
in 1965:

‘Industrial archaeo
logy is ultimately con
cerned with people 
rather than things: fac
tories, workshops, hous
es and machines are of 

Volunteer at steam train, Nora. interest only as products

of human ingenuity, enterprise, compassion or greed - as 
physical expressions of human behaviour. From whatever 
standpoint the subject is approached, man is the basic 
object of our curiosity.’

Industrial heritage could be described as the collective 
memory of people at work over the centuries, although we 
usually confine our time period to the last two centuries or 
so. But we need to ask how far present-day working people 
are interested in this collective memory. It has sometimes 
been the case in Britain that working people prefer not to 
be reminded of the sweated labour, exploitation, poverty 
and hardship which undoubtedly accompanied some stages 
of the process of industrialisation, and have not supported 
campaigns to preserve local industrial buildings and sites.

However, although working people may not be overt 
political campaigners for preservation, they are the group 
above all who maintain old machines in working order, dig 
out canals, run steam railway engines and, in general terms, 
form the backbone of the volunteer movement in industrial 
heritage. Britain is a nation of volunteers. A recent survey by 
The National Trust showed that 48% of adults volunteer in 
the UK, a larger percentage than those in paid employment.

An important activity undertaken by volunteers until the 
1990s was the survey and recording of industrial buildings. 
The term ‘industrial archaeology’ was born out of an edu
cational body known as the Workers’ Educational AssocT 
ation or WEA. It was the evening lectures on the industrial 
revolution given to a WEA group in the Black Country of 
the British Midlands in the early 1950s by Michael Rix that 
led his class to suggest that they stop talking about 
industrialisation and go out and look at what remained of 
the heavy industry associated with their area. The term 
‘industrial archaeology’ was first used in print by Michael 
Rix to describe this experience. From then on, industrial
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archaeology was taught in many evening classes, to ordi
nary people with an interest, not to those studying for a 
qualification. These evening-class students learnt not just 
the history of industry but also the techniques of recording 
buildings and machinery. My own groups from Leicester 
University and those of Michael Lewis from the University 
of Hull worked on mining sites in Wales, where machinery 
was fast disappearing for scrap. These volunteer groups 
experienced many problems; they lacked equipment and 
often expertise. Some did not publish their results, and so 
others have often unknowingly repeated the work. Above 
all, the coverage was very patchy. But they undertook an 
extremely valuable task at a time when professional interest 
in the industrial heritage was sadly lacking.

So, volunteer effort in the British industrial heritage 
movement has concentrated on two objectives: recording 
local industrial structures and maintaining and operating 
historic sites and machinery. However, it is uncertain how 
long this will continue. Most of the volunteers are over 50 
years of age, and 40% are retired people. Few younger 
people become involved in working with industrial heritage 
sites for reasons we could debate at length, but which are 
probably a mixture of the longer working hours most of us 
have to undertake these days and other pressures on leisure 
time.

However, one of the major reasons for the decline of 
voluntary activity in industrial heritage is a feeling that 
voluntary involvement has been edged out by the profes
sionals. The increased interest in industrial heritage on the 
part of national and local authorities is one of the major 
changes in the last decade. The English Heritage report 
revealed that many professional site managers would prefer 
not to work with volunteers, although the reasons why 
were not specified.

There is one other threat to volunteer activity in indust
rial heritage or, more specifically, in the recording and 
excavation of industrial archaeological sites. In 2001, the 
UK signed up to the European Convention on the Pro
tection of the Archaeological Heritage (commonly known 
as the Valetta Convention). It is, in many ways, an excellent 
document; it recognises the holistic nature of the historic 
environment and seeks to protect all aspects of it. However, 
Article 3 of the Convention requires authorities to ensure 
that archaeological work is carried out by qualified, spe
cially authorised persons in order to guarantee the scientific 
significance of archaeological research work. If carried out 
to the letter, it would exclude the volunteer from such

activities. English Heritage are looking at ways of developing 
voluntary codes of practice in conjunction with some of the 
major organisations in order both to meet the requirements 
of the Convention and also to enable the voluntary sector 
in heritage work to continue to exist.

What is needed is a compromise between the concern for 
the integrity of the industrial heritage which is rightly felt 
by professional archaeologists and heritage managers, and the 
equally understandable desire on the part of many people 
to be involved in decisions about what is after all THEIR 
heritage, not just that of the government and professionals. 
Volunteers need to feel that they are part of any project; 
they need to be involved in decisions about what happens, 
not just told what they are to do. They also need training if 
they are to work alongside professionals - although what is 
also perhaps needed is training courses for professional mana
gers on how to work with volunteers. It is essential that 
skills no longer in common use, such as driving steam railway 
locomotives or stationary steam engines, understanding the 
workings of a coal mine or waterwheel, are passed on to 
the next generation, and this above all is where the volun
teer is so important - they are usually the repositories of 
these skills.

The antithesis of democracy is autocracy, normally exer
cised in the past by the government, the Church or the 
social elite. Today, however, autocracy can all too easily be 
the creed of professionals and exercised over the demo
cratic force of the amateur, who takes part in some heritage 
activity because he or she feels it is important to the quality 
of life or the maintenance of identity and tradition. The 
challenge now is to seek a balance between autocracy, re
presented by the professionals, and democracy, represented 
by the volunteers.

The industrial heritage is the heritage of working people. 
They built the railways, lived in the houses, and worked in 
the factories, blast furnaces, and forges. They may not have 
financed their construction but they provided the labour for 
it. Yet, on the whole, they are nameless - the people we 
remember are the inventors, the entrepreneurs, the men of 
business; not those who built or drove locomotives and 
bridges or worked in the cotton mills. Conservation of the 
industrial heritage must embrace the holistic nature of 
industrial sites, as has not always happened in the past, and 
preserve the memory of the workforce alongside the monu
ments to technological innovation.
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FORCE LECTURE: I

The force of creativity 
in contemporary industrial heritage

Dag Celsing
Municipality of Norberg, Sweden

This lecture focuses on two principal questions: Whether or 
not the industrial heritage can be a force for social change, 
and how a renewed and revitalised cultural heritage can re
lease greater force.

Can the industrial heritage be a force for social change? 
Yes, the industrial heritage is a force for social change. But 
is social change needed or even wanted? Let us confine 
ourselves to the idea that social change is needed, and par
ticularly in regions with a long tradition of heavy industry. 
In Bergslagen, the old mining and steel industry districts of 
Sweden, ideas of what constitutes work and community are 
represented by the tenacious structures that dot the land
scape. A real job makes your hands dirty. The responsibility 
for all public matters lies with the State or local authorities, 
neither of which finds these matters that simple today. The 
configuration of economic life has changed radically. Most 
new jobs are created in businesses where your hands don’t 
get dirty, and more and more public matters are managed 
by a growing civil sector or by public and civil sectors to
gether in new forms of co-operation.

But at the same time the collective mentality of the region 
is slow in catching up. The fact that the structures of eco
nomic life and the mind-set of the public change at different 
rates of speed creates a tension that forces social change. 
Social change includes changes in thinking and behaviour 
at the collective as well as the individual levels: a change in 
outlook on life, in capacity for coping with new problems, 
in willingness to participate in the transformation of society 
and in entrepreneurial endeavour in the widest sense of the 
word. Social change of this kind might not be explicitly 
desired by the local society, but the industrial heritage could 
facilitate the process.

At the same time, social change is necessary to the 
management of the industrial heritage. Although the in

dustrial heritage is of public interest, this does not imply 
that it must be formally the responsibility of public autho
rities. The scope of industrial heritage is so wide that its 
management depends heavily on human enterprise in local 
communities. In other words, it depends on a growing 
social economy. This is, I think, a good thing.

What then is social economy? If we stick to the re
cognised Swedish definition, the social economy consists of 
organized activities that are independent of the public 
sector but have, nevertheless, a primarily public purpose. 
Thus it is obvious that much of the industrial heritage be
longs to, or could belong to, the social economy. And this 
is nothing new; much of our industrial heritage is already 
part of the social economy and has been for a long time. 
Thousands of small museums and sites are managed by 
non-profit local organisations.

The management of the industrial heritage is not just a 
question of economic resources. You must also have the 
spirit! In the long run the responsibility for the industrial 
heritage must depend on co-operation between the public 
and private and non-profit organisations, thus ensuring 
that the relationship between industrial heritage and social 
change is reciprocal: Social change is necessary to guarantee 
the long-term maintenance and management of the in
dustrial heritage. And, in a broader context, social change 
is necessary if industrial heritage is to be of any use and 
benefit at all over the long term.

Let us now take a closer look at what is perhaps the most 
characteristic feature of the physical industrial heritage, 
namely that it encourages creativity. Here I would like to 
differentiate between the contemporary industrial heritage 
and its antique predecessor. The most universally recognised 
segment of the industrial heritage is the antique segment, 
the one that distances itself from us in terms of time. It
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consists of factories, workshops, mines, blast furnaces, rail
ways, canals, etc., from the 19th century or earlier. The 
preservation of these monuments seldom causes any con
troversy; it is accepted and often has strong local support.

But the potential force for social change that is offered by 
the contemporary industrial heritage is far greater for two 
reasons. First, the question of whether or not these complex 
industrial plants should be preserved - and if so, how - is 
often controversial within the local community. Second, 
their crude and brutish physical aspects provoke and often 
yield unexpected and divergent creative processes.

Heated local debates on whether to demolish or to 
preserve contemporary industrial heritage are often pre
sented under the pretext of rational argumentation: The 
structure is dangerous, it is going to collapse, it is too 
expensive to preserve, etc. However, a closer look may well 
reveal that, in the first place, the real problems are neither 
technical nor economical. On the contrary, local resistance 
to preservation might be rooted in an emotionally charged 
lack of trust between the citizenry and the politicians. The 
preservation of an industrial plant that has become a 
symbol for the decline of the local community can fire up 
emotions - sorrow for the loss of what once gave meaning 
to life, and fury at the loss of a source of livelihood and 
prosperity. The intensity of preservation debates indicates 
that these controversial objects are loaded with a potential 
force for social change.

Contemporary industrial heritage provokes creativity, 
which arises in the meeting between creative people and the 
structure itself. It is important to note that the content of 
new creative processes may have no other connection to the 
local culture than the physical structure - a defunct factory, 
say. This granted, we are obliged to question the import
ance of local culture and the notion of local identity, two 
components that we often overestimate. However, the value 
of local culture lies in its relation to creativity.

This leads us to still another question: If creativity is 
desired in and necessary to the processes of local develop
ment, how it is possible to strengthen the force of industrial 
heritage in community planning? It is neither feasible nor 
desirable that creative processes be ordered by official fiat, 
nor that creative people be regimented to serve some 
official grand design. Therefore we can only draw the con
clusion that public management of the industrial heritage 
should focus as keenly as possible on supplying the physical 
and mental space in which creativity can take root and 
thrive.
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IT WAS there:

The Unica Box

Lars Hjertberg

You don't necessarily have to be an industrial worker to 
have special feelings about the Unica Box, but it helps. 
During the first half of the 20th century it was the stan
dard working man's lunch box, with space for a few satis
fying sandwiches, a cold beer and some refreshing coffee. 
Everybody knew it and used it.

"Unica fibre has the strength and firmness of metal, 
and the elasticity and toughness of horn," was the mar
keting claim advanced by the box's manufacturers, AB 
Tidan, a company in a town called Mariestad.

It all started in 1898 at Tidan's parent company, the 
Katrinefors paper mill in Mariestad, when director Gustaf 
Grevilli managed to produce a paper based on cotton 
rags. This material, known as 'volcano fibre', was marke
ted under the trademark 'Unica'.

The Unica box was soon so popular that what had 
started off as a trademark soon became the generic name 
of the product. The same has happened to products in 
other countries, for example the trademark 'Hoover' in 
the UK, where almost everyone now speaks of 'hoovering 
the floor'. The name has grown and taken on a wider 
meaning with use.

The Unica material was cheap, durable and very useful. 
Even though the lunch box was the most well-known 
product made from it, a whole range of other things were 
produced as well, including small chests, bags, baskets, 
tables and helmets.

Soon after the end of the Second World War, the export 
of Unica products grew vigorously, but by the fifties, 
competition in the market - particularly from plastics - 
was becoming more and more difficult to ignore. The 
Tidan factory closed down in the late 1950s. The battle 
against plastic was lost, but the concept of the Unica box 
was here to stay.

Above, left to right: Ivar Eklöf, NHB, Gabriella Olshammar and 
Marianne Lundberg, NHB, savouring the contents of the Unica 
Box, displayed below.
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M force lecture:

Preserving the mining heritage 
at Mina de Säo Domingos

Helena Alves
University of Lisbon, Portugal

The mine called S. Domingos is located in the south Portu
guese Zone, which is a part of the Iberian Pyrite Belt. From 
the massive sulphide ore the concessionaires extracted cop
per and sulphur in a nearby metallurgical plant. The ore was 
exported through the port at Pomaräo-by-the-river-Guadiana. 
The ore was transported from the mine to the piers by 
railway. The railway was owned by the mining company 
and started in 1862. The mining town lies in the south of 
Portugal, province of Baixo Alentejo. Remains of Roman and 
more ancient settlements as well as artefacts also related to 
mining activity have been found through the years.

The mining town was founded and built by the company 
and maintained its typology from the second half of the 
19th century until the mining works ceased in 1968. The 
concessionaires then abandoned the place. Some of the 
older miners and some of the already retired miners stayed, 
together with their families. Most of the workers had to 
move with their families to work in other mines in Portugal 
or abroad. Some of these groups created associations and 
meeting points in the new places as a way to preserve and 
restructure their social context and cohesive (lost) identity. 
The remaining inhabitants reshaped their lives and space 
according to their cultural and material aims. This became 
more visible after 1975 when the revolution put an end to 
the dictatorial right regime that had ruled the country since 
1926. It was a time of freedom, since the company had left 
and the local and central authorities had no interest in ma
king changes. The villagers slowly began to introduce new 
building styles and materials to the households and public 
places, revitalising some and abandoning others. From the 
prolonged discussions between the local authorities and the 
owners the former were allowed to provide the households 
with electric light and running water (circa 1990). More 
recently the local authorities have prepared a plan of

rehabilitation for the urban area between S. Domingos and 
Pomaräo. But again these projects and directives are subject 
to the criticism and disapproval of part of the population.

This case study aims to focus on the importance of change, 
not only of the built heritage, but also of the human 
landscape. The local population is therefore analysed as a 
dynamic and active agent of the global process interacting 
with the built environment. As social actors they are also 
regrouped within different social-professional classes, pro
ducing different cultural traces or cultures. The diachronic 
perspective focuses on some major moments - correspon
ding to the development and restructuring after the closing 
of the mining activity - and stresses the different points of 
view the local population express on the landscape as heri
tage and the different strategies found to preserve their 
identity. These crystallised moments prove the way in which 
groups find strategies to embody the space with their own 
characteristics. The research done in different times also 
shows how identity traces may change according to the his
torical time and personal time.
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FORCE lecture: ■.

Football in Degerfors

Eva af Geijerstam, writer

I'm happy to stand before you as a layman in the study of 
industrial history and its preservation. It might sound odd, 
but my happiness stems from being a football lover, al
though some people may refer to me as a football freak.

But being a football enthusiast also makes me a bit of a 
worrier. All over Europe I see sports grounds - big and small, 
commonplace and classical - rotting away and being replaced 
by huge, not to say gargantuan stadiums, far away from the 
city centres. These horrid, claustrophobic structures are being 
built as part of the ‘entertainment’ or ‘experience’ industries, 
constructed as money machines and surrounded by vast 
parking lots, with everything geared to fast, intensive con
sumption. Either that, or I see traditional sports grounds 
being modernised without any thought given to historic or 
architectural considerations, or even to the enjoyment these 
structures provide simply by being available and accessible 
to everyone in the local community, regardless of race, 
creed, age, sex or social standing.

This doesn’t just involve the outsized national emblems 
such as Wembley in London, which struggles to perpetuate 
colonial-age grandeur, or de Meer in Amsterdam. No one 
seems to know whether these stadiums should be torn down 
or modernised. Demolition and modernisation also threaten 
small playing fields, such as Eyravallen in the Swedish city 
of Örebro, a beautiful structure from 1923 lovingly called 
‘Old Wooden’ by the locals. With all due respect for the com
fort and safety that plastic seats might afford, have a caution!

I really believe that these changes, implemented with a 
singular lack of reflection, have some bearing on the vio
lence that frequently accompanies big-business football today.

Today we’re gathered in Degerfors, and this morning 
we’ve seen one ventricle in the town’s heart. But in order to 
know where you are, you need to examine the other ven
tricle as well. Football in Degerfors, with its ups and downs,

is a serious and uplifting game that is closely intertwined 
with the quest for self-assurance and identity. Certainly, it's 
always just a game, but it has social repercussions and 
serves as a force for culture - equal perhaps to theatre, and 
Shakespearean in that the audience forms a ring with the 
drama at its centre.

The history of football in Degerfors follows the same 
pattern as everywhere else in Sweden, the difference being 
that the local team was to become unusually successful - 
taking into consideration Degerfors’ comparatively small 
population - and remarkably tenacious in maintaining its 
position in the Swedish Top League, where it competes with 
first-class teams almost exclusively from the big cities.

The Degerfors Sports Club (DIF) was founded in 1907. 
Like many other similar organisations around the country, 
the club was organised with the support of local industrial 
magnates. The owners’ reason for setting up DIF was - of 
course - partly their lively interest in sports, and partly their 
commitment to keeping the workers loyal, fit, and above all 
sober. This first surge of enthusiasm for organising clubs and 
building playing fields at the beginning of the century was 
stimulated and supported by the very cream of society.

We are well aware of the benefits - in terms of a good 
game result - that arise from loyalty, solidarity and team
work. Swedish football is still nourished by it. However, the 
more complicated or even sinister aspects of the ‘company 
team spirit’ that was supported by the factory owners 
remain to be studied.

Anyway, like the clubs themselves, the construction of 
new football grounds usually had the support of the leading 
local industrial circles. The 1909 yearbook from ‘The 
Swedish Association for the Furthering of Sports’ (Central
foreningen för idrottens främjande) published a list of sports 
grounds. Very few of them were built or kept by the foot
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ball or sports clubs themselves. Instead, the local regiment, 
the city or town government, or the most benevolent in
dustry owner provided the necessary land or money or both.

For this movement to develop into a more democratic and 
independent structure, two things were required: First, the 
1921 statutory eight working hours for industrial workers 
and, years later, the government decision to nationalise the 
pools and filter money back into the sports associations so 
that they would be less dependent on outside patrons and 
could thus have, themselves, a greater say in how they were 
run and organised.

One of the reasons for the unparalleled success of Deger- 
fors IF was the decision made by their industry patrons in 
1935 to merge the two competing clubs on either side of the 
Letälven River (which runs through Degerfors). This meant 
that the clubs, which represented quite different social back
grounds, were obliged to join forces if a new and better 
football pitch was to be built. The new pitch, which is still 
standing where it was erected, was called ‘Stora Valla’. The 
word ‘vail’ or ‘valla’ is common in the names of Swedish 
football fields. Not only does it derive from a word meaning 
a piece of flat ground, a field, it stands for something more 
- specifically, an open place in the middle of a community 
or district that is used for public purposes, such as markets. 
In olden days, people met at the vail to hold informal coun
cil meetings where disputes were settled and judgements 
handed down, and in still more ancient times, the vail was 
a cult site given to worship of the gods.

As the saying goes: ‘Put the church in the middle of the 
village’ (so no one will have an unfairly long way to go to 
hear the sermon). And the same goes for football, although 
I suspect that whoever was first inspired to use the word 
‘vail’ for a playing field probably had somewhat more 
Olympic-scale visions and dreams than, say, I do.

For whatever reason, the football pitch was usually lo
cated at the centre of town for everyone to visit and enjoy. 
There were no dress codes, and no one was expected to 
conform to any rule - except, of course, the universal inter
diction on interfering with the game.

But in Sweden today, every football field (sometimes used 
for bandy as well) stands for special memories that enrich 
the present and encourage the potential of the future. If 
they disappear, so will a great deal of the meaning of the 
game itself, including all the hours of non-profit work that 
build character, all the social history that builds identity, 
and most of all, the fun! Let's never forget the fun, which is 
football’s ultimate purpose. Indeed, it is one of the few al

most Dionysian pleasures that have been left to us in our 
tightly controlled, modern and commerce-oriented society!

I'm sure a Brit would know what I'm talking about when 
I rail against the destruction of the old structures, called 
‘parks’ in the UK. By definition, the concept of a park im
plies openness and easy public access. But is easy public 
access provided when the new parks are built far away, well 
out of walking distance from the local pub or bus? When 
they offer little or no standing room and exorbitantly 
priced seats? Anyone living in Örebro can relate to my 
argument in the light of Old Wooden’s pending fate. And 
any Stockholmer can identify too, what with the threat of 
the football-and-bandy field at Zinkensdamm in the middle 
of the city being sacrificed to make way for new, high-rise 
apartment houses - a threat that may yet become a reality. 
Not to speak of the native of Degerfors. How would he react 
if someone whispered in his ear: ‘Say, why don't we move 
Stora Valla somewhere else...’

Thus in terms of heritage, what might seem insignificant 
is not. A hot dog stand, say, from the thirties; a narrow 
road barrier from the fifties; a piece of old-fashioned decor
ation by a local carpenter; an iron gate wrought in the long- 
departed past. Not to mention the landscape, the trees, the 
lawns and the stones. Without them, what would Örjans 
Vall in the centre of Halmstad be? Certainly we could do 
without the holy name of St Örjan, but could we forgo the 
magnificent chestnut and the equally impressive maple that 
stand in one of its beautifully curved short sides, shading a 
delicately terraced grassy plot where spectators can stand?

I believe that’s one of the reasons why the spectators at 
Örjans Vall are considered the most tranquil and well- 
mannered of any followers of the All-Swedish Top League.

Even as much of European football is becoming big-time 
business, there are also telltale signs that even the biggest of 
the big elephants are fearing that they’ve outgrown them
selves. Both Juventus and Torino are planning to leave the 
desolate and often half-empty Stadio delle Alpi (built for 
the World Cup in Italy, 1990) to move back into the city. 
Juventus is renovating Stadio Communale, while Torino is 
rebuilding its old Filadelfia stadium, and, remarkably enough, 
both of these arenas offer less seating capacity.

For other, poorer clubs and smaller arenas time is run
ning out. They, as well as their history, need to be kept 
alive. If not, at least in Sweden, we’ll never understand the 
most important elements of our history, or what we have in 
common, or what differentiates us. Nor will there ever be 
another World Cup bronze medal.
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i was there:

Johan Stranddahl

Lars Hjertberg

"As soon as I saw people trying to figure out how to use 
the piano and the chairs, I knew all the work had been 
worth while," says Johan Stranddahl at the Örebro Aca
demy of Art. He has spent two and a half months pre
paring a musical installation (involving a piano and some 
chairs) which he will present for the conference parti
cipants at the steelworks in Degerfors.

Fifteen minutes or so before the guests arrived, he 
finally stopped holding his breath: Almost everything - 
the borrowed piano, the 24 vinyl-covered chairs, the car 
battery, and the wires leading to each chair - was in 
place.

"At a gallery, everyone knows the code from the be
ginning, but in a context like this, getting through to the 
audience is a challenge. An important part of creating is 
being able to see how your product is received."

The installation - called 'Ebony and ivory live together 
in perfect harmony' - was named after a song by Paul 
McCartney and Stevie Wonder.

" I conceived this installation as a 'democratic piano' in 
action. There is no pianist, and the listeners themselves 
decide how the music will sound."

"I'd like to get a recording deal for this system, and I've 
already got some promising connections. If I succeed, I'd 
be able to record the music performed at exhibitions and 
sell it commercially," Johan says. At the moment, he's 
trying to think up a name for his system.

Maybe he'll have hit on a good name in time for the 
next performance, which will be held to greet freshmen 
at the Royal College of Art in Stockholm. Beginning this 
autumn, Johan will be teaching there for a few years. He 
also plans to continue exploring social contexts, hierar
chies and the roles people play.

Read more about the Örebro Academy of Art: 
www.orebrokonstskola.t.se
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IDENTITY LECTURE:

Europe, a common heritage:
European cooperation on industrial heritage

Nuria Sanz
Council of Europe, France

In the 1950s, Manchester became the setting in which the 
concept of ‘industrial archaeology’ was coined. Whatever 
had not been destroyed by the war or forgotten in the wake 
of new forms of production was synthesised into an inert, 
lifeless phenomenon, a context fit only for archaeological 
analysis.

Industrial history started being written at the same time 
as concern was arising for the industrial past as heritage. 
This history was not an archaeological relic, on the contrary; 
it examined a subject very close to our own time. The recent 
but no longer useful forms of production of the first and 
second industrial revolution were gathering moss with the 
passing of time, a harmful effect that threatened to erase the 
traces of the recent industrial past from the face of Europe.

This very recent memory had created an archaeological 
context, which compared a Bronze Age tomb to a steelwork. 
There was no documentation with detailed information on 
the development of, say, a railroad station or a steel plant. 
Experimental archaeology played an important role in 
defining the chains of production and their technological 
evolution. The small inventions and achievements of crafts
men helped industrial production advance, and archaeo
logy had to reread the leaps of the manufacturing processes. 
The collections of machinery, the means of transportation 
and the industrial products further increased the need for 
protection, and at the same time it was surmised that the 
huge dimension of what had been constructed would re
present a serious inconvenience for conservation. Functional 
perfection would be converted into an aesthetic virtue at 
the time of construction, yet these kinds of utilitarian mo
numents would in due time create insoluble problems for 
the policies regarding conservation of monuments.

Even if in many cases we were faced with an archaeolo
gical context, right from the outset these monuments were

also recognisable as unsuspected spaces of social proximity. 
An essential characteristic of this form of heritage was that 
citizens were very conscious of it, and that this awareness 
materialised in their capacity to create an associative struc
ture for its defence and protection that was capable of 
overcoming obstacles in public opinion. We should recall that 
when these monuments were beginning to be protected 
within an institutional framework, those who were most 
concerned with the protection of nature pointed to industry 
as responsible for all the evils of humanity. Industry stal
warts were able to overcome these obstacles already in the 
’60s. We can readily assert that citizens’ emotions and 
associations played a key role, as perhaps they did with no 
other kind of heritage.

We were also dealing with a discipline that calls for trans- 
disciplinary objectives. Therefore it was never well received 
by university circles, which showed no interest in training 
professionals in this area. Economics, engineering, architec
ture, archaeology, metallurgy, arts and industrial crafts did 
not go well together. However, the first professionals and 
amateurs in this field clearly attempted to obtain legitimacy 
from universities. This problem still remains at least partly 
unresolved. There are still no agreed standards for profes
sional profiles or professional training.

Over the past 30 years, the curators who made inven
tories of machinery have turned themselves into managers of 
industrial landscapes. While there was, in the initial period, 
a profusion of museums focusing exclusively on the first 
industrial revolution, today the museums are a part of large 
industrial complexes ranging from varieties of the open-air 
museum to developments more along the lines of theme 
parks.

Over the past 25 years, great attention has been focused 
on the conservation and preservation of industrial com
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plexes. Perhaps the time has come to ask: What is in the 
public interest, and what is the social and cultural sig
nificance of this undertaking? This is no longer a time of 
exceptions. From the Council of Europe’s view, there is no 
more urgent heritage priority than the definition of the 
social and cultural significance of this theme. Today, we are 
asking how the remains of a great European civilisation, yet 
to be discovered, analysed and preserved, can be converted 
from landscapes of industrial archaeology to areas of social, 
cultural and economic prosperity.

This discussion within the framework of the Campaign is 
a significant opportunity to rethink the selection criteria for 
this heritage:

How can its importance be guaranteed for the future? 
On which basis? How can the industrial heritage guarantee 
the future interest of Europeans in their cultural heritage?

In 1978, the International Committee for the Conser
vation of the Industrial Heritage met in Stockholm. This 
meeting served as a salutary shock for the Council of 
Europe, urging it to establish the first framework for re
flection on the theme of the first industrial archaeology. In 
the first Recommendation on this theme, adopted by the 
Parliamentary Assembly in 1979, we can read: ‘Modern 
society can, through the study of its industrial heritage, 
reach a deeper understanding of its immediate origins and 
many of its present social and industrial problems.’

The fullness of perspectives and ambitions was already 
defined by 1979; a co-ordinated rapprochement between 
disciplines, the need for academic legitimacy, guidelines for 
selection, preservation and maintenance, educational goals, 
and appeals to local authorities and private interests were 
already on record in 1979. From sociology to technology, 
policies which had until then been pioneering were urgently 
sought. Reuse, the role of museums, the need to value the 
connotations of human relationships in the new societies of 
industrial work completed the line of argument. The frame 
of reference was firmly set up. Today we have among our 
participants - and this is a great honour - some experts that 
participated actively in these discussions. From this medium- 
term perspective we can attempt to see where results have 
been obtained following these first steps.

Time passed and the advocates of this discipline were 
involved in systematic discussions of how to draw up limits 
with regard to this field, how minimum standards of con
servation and international co-operation could be ensured, 
and how agreement could be reached on typology and the 
specificities of Northern and Southern Europe. Industrial

design, the architecture of modern transportation and other 
evidence of historical engineering, such as bridges, light
houses and harbours - which in many cases preceded the 
industrial revolution - were added to mines, food produc
tion, transportation, metallurgy and textiles.

The Council of Europe has always tried to emphasise as 
a whole all the connotations implicit to the cultural heri
tage, historical and cultural as well as artistic and emotive. 
We hope that the Campaign may encourage public discus
sion of the industrial society as heritage and not limit itself 
to rethinking the heritage of the industrial society. While 
industrial heritage has certainly been recognised as an 
essential component of our history and our culture, it is our 
aim to analyse why citizens, professionals and society as a 
whole need to recognise - or recognise a part of themselves 
in - the industrial heritage.

Why is this something that goes beyond the melancholy 
sites and the erudite interests of conservation professionals? 
What is the message? How can we respond to this message 
as Europeans? Why is a reorganisation of European co-oper
ation necessary? On what basis? With what professional 
profiles? With what norms and standards?

Nuria Sanz
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HI IDENTITY LECTURE:

The industrial landscape of Norrköping: 
some reflections on museum authenticity

Professor Karl-Olov Arnstberg 
Södertörn University College, Sweden

If you go to Gene, a town outside Örnsköldsvik, you will 
find what is described as an iron age village, an open-air mu
seum where the chief’s long house has been reconstructed. 
The village, which is open daily during the summer, is a po
pular place to visit for school classes as well as other groups.

This is my subject: museum authenticity. If I wanted to 
make to make things easy, I would stop right there, because 
there is no such animal on earth. Museum authenticity is an 
oxymoron.

Once this village was undoubtedly both authentic and 
alive, but for many hundreds of years it slept the sleep of 
the dead. Today the ‘life’ to which it has been awakened is 
something completely different from its origins, a sheer 
fantasy. The iron-age village is only authentic in its role as 
a pretender; a kind of historic theme park.

I do not however wish to make a moral judgement. Very 
often the inauthentic life that artefacts enjoy in museums is 
a better one than their previous existence afforded. That 
which is authentic and univocal is not by definition better 
than the replica. Modernity cannot be said to be better than 
post-modernity.

Luckily, by the time they come under the loupe of 
museum curators, most artefacts have lost their original 
authentic life. It is possible to say that, in a way, museums 
are life-givers. They do not save life, they give life. They are 
capable of making - to use a word from our own time - cy
borgs. The commission assigned to museums involves casting 
something new in an existing mould.

I now wish to turn to the industrial landscape of Norr
köping. This landscape represents the remains of an original 
univocal place, which is to say something very authentic. In 
the fifties this industrial estate told about poverty and hard 
labour. Until recently the factories in Norrköping were a 
reminder of the difficult childhood of our modern welfare

society. However, these unfair conditions are fading into the 
shadows of yesteryear. In 1987, one could read the fol
lowing about Norrköping’s industrial landscape. It is a lovely 
memory, published in Dagens Nyheter, the biggest morning 
paper in Sweden:

’For a few years my walks to and from school took me 
straight through Norrköping, past the Motala River and its 
strange industrial landscape. Most of the time, I dawdled a 
while before I went on my way.

There was something extremely suggestive about the 
mighty brick buildings that descended abruptly into the 
water - indeed, about the whole roaring, noisy area, where 
over the centuries the factories and the water had worked to
gether. The area lay like an island in a city of stone, through 
which a grid of lookalike streets stretched towards the four 
points of the compass.

The first thing that hit you was the sound, the refreshing 
sound of flowing water. But just as palpable was the thun
dering presence of industry - the pulse of the city. And in 
the evening when the lit-up factory windows glowed, the 
light danced in the eddies of the river. I used to lean against 
the railing and let the experiences of the day sink in. It was 
a moment of peace in my life.’

Obviously, this girl had never experienced the hardship 
that so many other people had undergone within the walls 
of these factories. To her, they only represented something 
beautiful, a vision reflected in the whirling eddies of the 
river. Please note that this is an objective narrative, the pure 
admiration of a young girl. On the other hand, a subjective 
narrative would probably focus on some aspects of work
ing life from the perspective of someone who has lived it, 
which would be quite different to the musings of someone
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just passing by. A subjective narrative might even focus on 
the demise of the factories, telling what it was like to experi
ence the end of their dominance. The following recollection 
makes that point: ‘Everybody knows today that Norr- 
köping’s textile era has come to an end. In the fifties and 
sixties the looms and spinning machines were silenced, and 
more than 6,000 workers lost their jobs. Many human 
tragedies were acted out.’

But how much power can a narrative of this kind exert 
over our imagination? Is it possible for the value of sub
jective experience to reach a level that demands that 
everything and anything from that era be preserved without 
question? How much money could the concept of ex
ploiting the now-defunct industrial landscape be expected 
to attract? We can begin by discussing one of the finest 
industrial buildings ever built in this country. Built as late 
as 1917, it was praised by the sculptor Carl Milles as being 
Sweden’s most beautiful industrial structure. Ultimately, as 
anyone might guess, it became a museum on working life. 
But this was only the beginning. Actually, as many as twelve 
new museums were proposed, in addition to the museum of 
working life and the city museum.

This represents a quite interesting shift in meaning. The 
industrial landscape is well on its way to acquiring a cul
tural status of its own. New labour is not interesting, but 
old labour is. In fact, old industrial history is culture.

The question is whether the industrial landscape can 
actually aspire to the status of the high culture installed in 
museums, and the answer is: Yes, indeed it does. But its 
historical value should not be turned into a commodity and 
handed over to the market to once again be milked for pro
fit. As a man living in Norrköping so tersely put it: ‘Here 
we have the chance to give new life to a rather dead town. 
But a new life for Norrköping will not be generated by 
building new factories or apartment houses for the rich in 
the industrial landscape. New life will only be generated 
through cultural activities.’

The battle has begun, and there are three main protago
nists: Mr Wasteland, Mr Market and Miss Culture. To Mr 
Wasteland the industrial remnants cast a pall over the 
future; they are a sinister memory, something the inhabit
ants of Norrköping could be well rid of. Mr Market, on the 
other hand, is interested in rentable floor space. How many 
square meters of floor space can be allotted for housing? 
How much for offices? Unlike Miss Culture, Mr Market 
does not think in terms of architectural beauty or individual 
uniqueness, but that doesn’t mean his ambitions are con

fined to making money. He and his companions talk about 
turning the area into a hi-tech Mecca, a centre of post
industrial know-how, a place for the development of artifi
cial intelligence and the encouragement of technical creativity. 
Mr Market would not want, say, a museum about the 
experiences of the disabled unless disabled people would be 
willing to pay for it. Instead, he sees the commercial potential 
in an electronics park or a village for researchers. Already 
in Sweden there are several forerunners: Electrum, Auro
rani, Uminova etc. He dreams of what he calls ProNova.

What happens if Mr Market takes the lead? In a way he 
has already won, because he owns the property, and as far 
as he’s concerned, Miss Culture is as good a tenant as any 
as long as she pays her rent. Besides, she has access to tax 
money, which Mr Market does not. Miss Culture is also a 
highly respected member of the community - with her as 
his tenant, Mr Market might enjoy a boost in prestige. One 
day, Miss Culture gets a proposal of marriage from Mr 
Market, and she lets the chief of the town museum answer 
for her:

’Once the factories here were at the cutting edge of the 
Swedish textile industry. By building ProNova, we will once 
again be at the cutting edge, this time in the field of 
artificial intelligence. We who represent the city’s cultural 
interests regard ProNova as a very positive venture in this 
unique industrial landscape.’

Thus the industrial landscape is placed into a narrative 
framework that not only gives it cultural value but market 
value as well. It evokes a strong sense of place and affirms 
that here is indeed something so valuable that several quite 
different interests and sponsors might join forces to benefit 
from it.

Together, Miss Culture and Mr Market can make some
thing positive happen. Aesthetic values are not kept distinct 
from cash values, and what we now have is a clear-cut 
symbol for powerful interests in Norrköping. Various com
panies begin to take notice, sensing that this is a place to 
which they might be tempted to re-localise in the future.

Today...well, you might as well go there and take a look. 
The industrial landscape of Norrköping is now ready for 
consumption. In my hand I have an expensive little guide 
brochure telling me that this place is unique in Europe. 
Actually, although the industrial landscape of Norrköping 
is not as inauthentic as, say, the log house in Gene, it almost 
is. Still, if you ask me what I think, I’m a child of my own 
time. I like it. The industrial landscape of Norrköping is a 
success, even in my eyes.
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M IDENTITY LECTURE!

Industrial culture: man and material world 
during the process of industrialisation

Erik Nijhof
University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Erik Nijhof

Industrial Heritage and material culture

Industrial heritage is not a scientific discipline, but a com
mon object for concern of a great variety of people in 
different professions and disciplines. Their main concern is 
the registration and conservation, and research on specific 
objects of industrial heritage. This practical approach is of 
great importance in an age of de-industrialisation and the 
rapid disappearance of many industrial remnants of great 
historical interest, and a lot of success has been gained in 
this respect.

However, to create a broader public support for indust
rial heritage, a commonly recognised body of contextual 
knowledge is needed as a way to give meaning to isolated 
and abandoned industrial objects. Therefore a new multi- 
disciplined scientific approach must be formulated that can 
generate this knowledge; industrial archaeology has too 
narrow a scope and cannot do so.

'Industrial Culture'

For such a context, an integration of the material culture of 
the industrial era into the total world of the industrial man 
is needed. To achieve this, a concept of industrial culture 
was formulated/elaborated: ‘all material and immaterial 
vestiges that can be understood as a reflection of social ac
tors of industrial society and as vestiges of industrial society 
itself’ (Nijhof and Scholliers, Het Tijdperk van de 
Machine, 1996, p.18)

The World of Mining

To demonstrate the value of this approach, the world of 
mining is analysed in terms of interdependency of the 
material and immaterial elements, stating that both of them 
can only be properly understood in their mutual relation
ship. What have been the consequences of the rigorous 
elimination of the mining heritage in the Netherlands? A 
short comparison between the policies adopted in Belgium 
and Germany is made.

Conclusion

‘Industrial Culture’ as a modern approach to culture can 
bring together scientists from many disciplines in their 
common interest in the cultural aspects of industrial society 
and thus contribute to the sensitisation of the public by 
stressing the sociocultural meaning of objects related to the 
industrial past.
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DEMOCRACY LECTURE:

Democracy and protection of cultural heritage 
- friends or enemies?

Anneli Randla
National Heritage Board, Estonia

Different aspects of cultural heritage protection: 
a catalyst, school, model and test 
for a democratic movement

During the 1980s the movement to protect cultural heri
tage became the only legal way to demonstrate a nation’s 
attitude towards the official state policy. By the beginning 
of the 1990s, the movement had developed into an exten
sive motivating power and a strong factor in helping to 
restore Estonian independence.

Work with heritage protection gave future politicians and 
state officials the opportunity to learn about and experience 
democracy even as the totalitarian regime was coming to a 
close. Hence protection of cultural heritage, both state and 
voluntary, can be looked upon as a model of democracy, 
given that the majority of future political movements and 
institutions observed how various heritage protection orga
nisations were set up and used their statutes and working 
principles as a ground for future development.

Heritage protection proved to be an important test of 
democracy for a society in a transition period; the formation 
of new structures and new legislation, the rise of economic 
and organisational difficulties as well as the need to take 
the first steps in international co-operation produced several 
paradoxes typical for a society in transition.

Paradoxes

In the post-soviet society, the closed borders, state-owned 
land and centralised economy in Estonia that had typified 
Soviet rule actually simplified the management of heritage 
protection. On the other hand, the openness of the new 
society and the inviolability of private property make it

much more difficult to explain the need for protection or to 
organise protective planning in general.

Although there are organisational discrepancies between 
the interests of local governments and the State, allocations 
for the protection of cultural heritage are made centrally 
and the use of finances is co-ordinated centrally.

State museums and archives operate separate from the 
system of national heritage protection, while at the same 
time staff employed by the museums and archives often 
work closely with heritage specialists on a voluntary basis.

In many cases, contact with the former republics of the 
Soviet Union has been broken off. Instead, Estonia is now 
pursuing active international co-operation with several Euro
pean countries, serving as a party to various international 
agreements, and taking part in conventions and profes
sional organisations.

Because Estonia is such a small nation, there is a shortage 
of trained heritage specialists, especially at the regional level. 
However, the specialists employed in Estonia often serve as 
the driving force in NGOs and other voluntary organi
sations, which makes the co-ordination of heritage-related 
work easier.

A small initiative taken at a personal level is often de
cisive and may result in major achievements. On the other 
hand, many projects rely altogether on the efforts of a par
ticular person; thus, his/her withdrawal from the project 
may mean the end of it.

Manifestations of democracy in the protection 
of cultural heritage in Estonia:

In the light of what I have mentioned above, the following 
situation has developed in Estonia: the legal acts regulating
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heritage protection have been drawn up by heritage special
ists, adopting the strictest parts from the Soviet heritage 
legislation and supplementing them with some aspects of 
the type of legislation common to the western world. The 
result resembles a governmental fiat, which is difficult to 
implement due to the shortage of resources.

Democratic heritage management is guaranteed by involv
ing an independent Heritage Conservation Advisory Panel 
and various councils of experts in heritage protection. 
These institutions secure the participation of a wider range 
of specialists and the public at large to make decisions con
cerning cultural heritage.

The principles for compiling and reviewing listed objects 
and drawing up annual budgets for heritage work are trans
parent. The register of monuments and the archives are 
open to the public, and the rapid development of infor
mation technology has influenced the system of cultural 
heritage protection in a positive way.

Besides becoming a member of several international heri
tage organisations, Estonia has adopted conventions and 
agreements that set a standard for the work of supervision.

In conclusion, the democratic development of cultural 
heritage protection in Estonia is characterised by the 
establishment of new legal acts; by wider co-operation with 
local governments; by better opportunities for education 
and training; by the pursuit of closer contact with inter
national organisations; and by an increase in the number of 
voluntary heritage conservation monitors. Heritage pro
tection in Estonia started out as a non-governmental volun
tary movement that trained and encouraged the people who 
today are politicians and state officials. Today, as members 
of parliament, they realise the necessity of uniting voluntary 
initiatives. As a result, a Council of Heritage Protection has 
been organised in Parliament and given the mission of 
raising heritage protection in Estonia to a higher level.
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DEMOCRACY LECTURE:

Is industrial heritage more 
democratic than cultural heritage?

Bengt KÅ Johansson
Ministry of Industry, Employment and Communications, the Swedish Government

Professor Ashworth said that cultural heritage is elitist, anti
democratic, authoritarian and conservative. To that I should 
like to add nationalistic, and in my speech I will discuss the 
relation between nationalistic and democratic heritage.

One of the really splendid literary works that have been 
produced in Sweden dates from the 17th century. It is called 
‘Svecia Antiqua et Hodiernal A large book, it is filled with 
the drawings of artist Erik Dahlberg depicting contemporary 
and historical sites in Sweden. It is a work that provides 
insight into how people looked upon Sweden in the 17th 
century.

In this splendid drawing, you can see the old castle of 
Stockholm, which was accidentally burnt down in 1697, 
and ships that are quite similar to the Vasa, a man-of-war 
that sank in 1628, but was salvaged in the 1960s and put 
on display in its own museum in Stockholm. The drawing 
is quaint in its way, and it is certainly true-to-life in many 
details. But there are other, less accurate drawings as well. 
This is a picture, for example, of a city that never existed as 
it is shown here - Vänersborg in southwestern Sweden. The 
Norwegians burnt the city as soon as it was built, so the 
artist ventured a guess: 'It must have been something like 
this.’ It is a charming picture, but it bears no resemblance 
to reality.

So why have I shown you these pictures? Of course I agree 
with Professor Ashworth that national heritage could very 
well be separate from democracy. The pictures I have shown 
are some highlights of Swedish heritage, but at the time 
they were created, Sweden was an authoritarian country, 
one that had a long way to go reach democracy.

A week ago, I was in Berlin and Dresden for a few days. 
In Dresden I visited the site where they are trying to rebuild 
the enormous dome that was totally destroyed during the 
fire-bombing of February 14th, 1944. This project, which

is supported by the people of Saxony, has been financed by 
the federal government. I also went to what is called the 
Green Velvet, the treasury of August of Saxony, who also 
was king of Poland. It contains invaluable treasures, some 
of them gifts from kings and noblemen and many of them 
produced by the best craftsmen and artists to be found in 
Europe. Now - of course - both these sites are examples of 
national and cultural heritage, but they have very little to 
do with democracy. You could say that today, because they 
are the property of a democracy, they are thus accessible to 
everyone; but their origins have nothing to do with 
democracy.

What can you conclude from what I’ve said thus far? 
Well, cultural heritage is the mirror of the past, and as such, 
it must also reflect the past’s authoritarian doctrines, abso
lutism and repression. But I will now try to show you that 
heritage can also reflect democratic trends, liberal changes, 
democratic gains and, perhaps, a more pluralistic society.

This little village - Askhult in the southwest of Sweden - 
is one of the few of its kind, perhaps the only one that still 
reflects the patterns of Swedish agricultural life up until the 
middle of the 19th century. In this small community people 
lived close together, with their fields surrounding the 
village. This was common practice in many countries, but 
in Sweden in the early 1830s, most villages were forcibly 
split up by the Crown as a way of intensifying agricultural 
production. Askhult, on the other hand, was one of the few 
that were left intact - probably because it was so small that 
there was no use in meddling with it. During ‘Prescribed 
Partitioning’ (‘Laga skifte’) as this reform was called, the 
peasants were obliged to move from their villages and build 
new houses some kilometres from the original village site, 
the idea being that this would make them farm their land 
more efficiently and intensively. However, the old, tightknit
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villages had plenty of advantages; you lived close to your 
neighbours, you could take care of one another, and to
gether you could play a stronger role in the political system.

Here you can see another example: this is from Bollsta 
Bruk, a sawmill town in Kramfors, further north. This is 
very typical of the way in which workers lived in Swedish 
industrial communities. Small, sturdy houses, a lot of people 
under the same roof - a lot of children of course - and a 
social life that claimed the better part of their spare time. 
Because the workers lived so close together and were 
obliged to co-operate at work as well as in their daily lives, 
democratic movements arose in these communities. This 
little church is one of the ‘free churches’, that is, churches 
that were not aligned with the State religion, Lutheranism. 
The free churches represented one of the most widespread 
popular movements of the time. Even more popular were 
the simple meeting halls known as ‘People’s Houses’ 
(Folkets hus) which were found in almost every larger com
munity. I would say that if the ‘people’s houses’ might not 
have exemplified democracy as such, their existence gave 
strong support to the democratic movements that were 
rapidly arising in Sweden. The social democrats and other 
leftist parties put down their roots in the areas I have de
scribed above.

Should I conclude that industrial heritage in its broader 
sense - as we discuss it today - is more democratic than the 
national heritage as a whole? Prof. Ashworth mentioned 
that ‘...all these pillars with kings and generals and so on, 
are not very democratic,’ and certainly he is correct. But if 
you take a broader view of our national heritage, I would 
say it is democratic There are real popular movements, such 
as the ‘dig where you stand’ movement, and then there are 
the working-life museums, and surely neither of these move
ments reflects the decisions or pursuits of the elite.

But I can express it another way: in the best sense, cul
tural and industrial heritage are like an island in a fast-moving 
stream, something to latch on to when life threatens to 
sweep us along too quickly. Does that link heritage to 
democracy? I think it does. Heritage gives us a perspective 
on a puzzling world, provides us with reference points, and 
gives us the feeling that we’re not alone. This can improve 
our lives and give us the power to tackle our own problems. 
If we have that power, the society of the future will be a less 
autocratic and more democratic one.

But there is yet another aspect - the link between cultural 
heritage and identity. At the time Kaliningrad was founded, 
all the 1.5 million people that populated the city had their

roots in other parts of the Soviet Union. They were herded 
into Kaliningrad, pushed there, freighted there. As you 
know, Stalin deported and redistributed millions of people. 
Why did he do that? Well, to more easily get them to do 
things that they would never have done otherwise. Digging 
canals in northern Siberia, for example. But people were 
also deported to minimise their resistance. The Cossacks who 
were driven far away from the area north of the Black Sea 
are a typical example; when people lose their roots and are 
separated from their past, they will simply be easier to 
manipulate.

A few words about world heritage. Does world heritage 
endorse democratic development? Yes, in the sense that it 
helps internationalism on its way by helping us to under
stand other people and other peoples. Internationalism as I 
see it is a prerequisite for peace, and democracy and peace 
are intertwined. No war has been started by a democracy 
since the American Civil War in 1861.

So my conclusion is simply this: Is cultural heritage 
democratic or authoritarian? Well, it reflects society as it 
was and as it is. So it’s neither. Is industrial heritage more 
democratic than cultural heritage? On the whole, yes; if 
heritage is meant to mirror human activity in the main, then 
it is. Is this heritage valuable? As I see it, heritage strengthens 
the individual, thereby strengthening the democratic factor 
in society. That is my conclusion.
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DEMOCRACY LECTURE:

Industrial heritage and the community

Nicholas Falk 
URBED, London

The decline of traditional industry has left behind a series 
of relics, from large textile mills to dockyard cranes, that 
pose major challenges for the sustainability of the European 
community, for they represent not only an economic re
source (and part of the stock of private property), but also 
an environmental asset, and a collection of social memories, 
which form part of our distinctive social culture. In my 
presentation, I will try to answer three interrelated issues. 
First, how can the conservation and reuse of our industrial 
heritage contribute to urban regeneration, that is, by breath
ing new life into dying areas with substantial populations? 
Second, how can local communities participate in the 
process? Third, what can government do to enable local 
people to benefit from development?

Community involvement and urban regeneration

Urban regeneration is basically about tackling the problems 
and opportunities arising out of economic restructuring, 
which leaves behind a legacy of redundant buildings and 
land. Just as Britain led the world in the industrial revolution, 
we have been in the forefront of losing our traditional 
industries. Over the past 30 years the battleground has 
shifted. Initially, the main problems were in the former 
dock areas, as containerisation made old warehouses re
dundant. Textile mills closed as a result of cheap imports. 
Then heavy industry contracted, and with its shrinkage we 
have seen the demise of steel plants and coal mines. Today, 
similar problems can be seen in many town centres as a 
result of the impact of new forms of retailing, with empty 
shops and upper floors a common sight. No doubt in time 
conferences will be held to consider what to do with obso
lete shopping malls and office blocks!

Faced with seachanges in their prospects, communities 
often feel powerless. Politicians and planners focus on the 
big projects, and often see voluntary organisations as mis
guided idealists who do not understand the practicalities of 
development. Yet regeneration, like recovering after a bad 
accident, is a slow process, and it can take a generation, or 
at least twenty years, before the scars heal and an area that 
has lost one economic purpose can acquire a new one.

Regeneration involves not only tackling fundamental 
problems such as improving access or dealing with decon
tamination or derelict property, but also attracting new 
uses. This means gradually raising the level of demand, and 
hence property values. During this process, communities 
have a series of possible roles to play. Like the colonisation 
of the American West, there are a series of waves:

• First out are the missionaries, who come up with an 
ideology to spread, and who are looking for converts

• Then come the pioneers, who are prepared to get their 
hands dirty, and to take over property others ignore in 
order to get cheap space where they can do their own thing. 
Sometimes the pioneers are artists and creative people. 
Occasionally they are immigrants, a group that may include 
middle class emigres seeking to fulfil a dream

• Later come the settlers and traders, who follow where 
others have pioneered, and who reap the rewards. It is quite 
common for them to get all the credit, as the efforts of the 
pioneers may seem amateurish, and are soon obscured.

Though we often talk of community action, in some sen
ses the concept is naive. In the industrial wastelands where 
much of our heritage is to be found, we cannot expect every
one to get involved at the start or share the vision. It is only 
when there are some results to see that apathy and scepti
cism can be overcome. Regeneration is like winning a war. 
It is important to break projects down into manageable
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chunks, and to go for pilot projects or ‘early wins’ that show 
the way, however small, as well as for flagship projects that 
produce lasting change.

It may sometimes seem a waste of time to over-consult in 
the early stages, until there is clearly a project underway. 
However, if local people are not involved, then they will re
sent what is done, and there will be no sense of ‘ownership’. 
While surveys and exhibitions play an important role, 
probably the best way of involving people is through what 
we call ‘round-table conferences’. These conferences bring 
the key stakeholders and representatives of all the interests 
together to establish a common ground or a shared vision. 
It can also be useful to organise visits to similar projects 
elsewhere, as study tours help people to bond. Incidentally, 
we used both these techniques in dealing with the mam
moth challenge of how to use the redundant shipyards at 
Eriksberg in Gothenburg, with their vast spaces. But what 
has been achieved there would not have happened if it was 
not for the pioneering efforts of local architects who 
showed it was possible to attract small creative businesses 
to occupy some of the empty space in the old offices. A 
similar story can be told in many other places.

Consultation is not enough for many people, and acade
mics have talked about a ladder of participation. Commu
nities that have suffered from the loss of both economic 
activity and jobs rightly ask to share in the benefits of 
development. This is where some form of organisation is 
called for to channel local efforts in productive ways. There 
are a variety of possible models:

• Forums and partnerships: The most common approach 
is to set up a consultative framework on which local com
munity groups are represented, thereby making it possible 
for them to have an overview of how funds are spent. This 
may prove to be an advance over relying on local govern
ment and representative democracy, as it can draw activists 
in, rather than having them outside forever criticising. There 
is also a need to ‘celebrate a victory every six months’, and 
festivals and parties serve a vital purpose in nourishing the 
grass roots.

• Voluntary organisations: There is also a valuable mis
sion for non-profit organisations that can have specialised 
expertise in community involvement. Many organisations 
run by enthusiasts, such as preservation societies, are very 
poor at communicating what they are doing, and it is unreal
istic to expect to rely on voluntary action for everything.

• Development trusts: Possibly the best answer to the 
problem of participation is for locally controlled orga

nisations to take over property at the point when it has 
little obvious value, and use a mixture of ‘sweat equity’ and 
grants to refurbish it. By ensuring that the community ends 
up with part of a major development site, some of the 
conflicts that tend to waste time and resources might often 
be overcome. The community then has an interest in seeing 
the area improve, and there are examples of community- 
based development trusts playing a catalytic role in the 
regeneration of whole areas, as for example with the Coin 
Street Community Builders on London’s South Bank.

• Entrepreneurial developers: The final category, and per
haps the most important of all, is the small developer who 
lives locally, and who cares about the environment. While 
those who have grown up in a neighbourhood frequently 
say ‘the answer is to knock it all down’, there are often 
others who have moved in, and who are in some way mar
ginal, who can see the potential. It is surprising how often 
local authorities despair of being able to attract private 
developers, while ignoring the people who are already 
active in the area. ‘...[A] prophet hath no honour in his own 
country,’ as the Bible says.

The process of successful regeneration

If we review what all these efforts contribute, we can draw 
a number of conclusions that link up with the key factors 
for successful urban regeneration:

• Shared vision: Regeneration needs to be judged not just 
in physical terms, in other words, whether or not historic 
buildings are saved for posterity, but also in terms of whether 
they are used in ways that contribute to local economic 
development, thus encouraging the community’s pride in its 
surroundings. It is therefore important not only to draw on 
expert consultants, but to use ‘action planning’ to help 
shape consensus about the area’s future.

• Phased strategy: It is impossible to develop buildings all 
at once. It is important that planners take stock of the 
available premises, choosing the facilities that will be at
tended to first, and ‘mothballing’ or ‘face-lifting’ those that 
will be attended to later. Workspace for small businesses 
will be available long before an area becomes fashionable.

• Orchestration of investment: Initially most of the funds 
will have to come from the public sector, which requires 
packaging skill to make local funds go further. In time, 
private investments can be more readily relied upon as the 
main risks are removed.
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• Maintenance of momentum: Dedicated management 
will be required, and it will usually help to establish (or use 
an existing) community-based trust to help involve local 
people in the process. This can include providing space for 
community facilities, thus breaking down the divisions 
between ‘them’ and ‘us’.

However it would be naive to assume that everyone can 
be satisfied with, or will applaud, what is done. Development 
is invariably controversial, and whereas poor communities 
may be satisfied with anything that happens, in larger cities, 
particularly where there is a university, securing popular 
support will be much harder. Sometimes an ‘honest broker’ 
is needed, someone who can act as an intermediary between 
warring interests, rather as Kissinger used to do in the 
Middle East.

financing for work to improve the environment, and this 
should cover mothballing and face-lifting buildings of histo
ric interest. There is also a need for venture capital and 
grants towards the cost of bringing the ‘cathedrals’ of the 
industrial age back into use. Just as there is now a system 
for identifying World Heritage sites through UNESCO, so 
it is high time we recognise that our industrial past is an 
important component of our European cultural heritage, 
one whose liabilities can be turned into assets, given the 
necessary vision and guts.

Government and community development

How then can governments help communities appreciate 
their heritage and participate in its reuse? There are a num
ber of policies that could be adopted more widely to ensure 
that buildings are reused before they become derelict, thus 
saving resources and boosting local confidence.

Information on good practice: The first step is to change 
attitudes to our industrial heritage. Too many building 
owners and local authorities believe it is far easier to clear 
old buildings away, or only preserve a few as museums. 
One answer is to publicise what can be done by means of 
conferences and study tours, but also through publications 
and websites, and by identifying demonstration or beacon 
projects.

Development trusts: The second task is to encourage the 
growth of organisational mechanisms that can promote 
appropriate schemes, and here the development-trust model 
is well worth encouraging. These are organisations classed 
as charities that can serve as a third force, acting as entre
preneurs, but in the public interest. Their number could be 
increased by providing fiscal incentives, for example by 
exempting charities from having to pay Value Added Tax 
on building and refurbishment works (a tax that goes to
wards funding the European Union).

Finance: Finally, as we pointed out in Voluntary Action 
and the Environment, places that have suffered most from 
industrial decline will not be able to rely on the private 
sector until many of the risks and uncertainties have been 
removed. It is therefore essential to be able to access public
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M force lecture:

From industrial society to amnesia society

Lars llshammar 
Örebro University, Sweden

To be in possession of an industrial heritage - isn’t that 
evidence that we no longer live in the industrial society? 
That we have entered into the third age, the wonderful new 
era of information? And by doing so, haven’t we also 
abandoned not only the factories, mills and sweatshops of 
the 19th and 20th centuries, but also industry itself as an 
organisational role model for society as a whole? We are now 
free to live our lives not as members of a collective mass 
anymore, but as individuals, entrepreneurs, and free agents, 
exploiting our human capital in the network of ideas.

But let’s stop for a moment. Is this Brave New World 
really a true reflection of today’s world? Isn’t it a fact that 
industrial production is higher now than it ever was back in 
the fifties and sixties? And isn’t it true that many IT com
panies in the new economy are organised after strict indust
rial patterns? Take Ericsson’s and Nokia’s subcontractors, 
for example; they are certainly industries in the original 
sense of the word. And isn’t it true that the industrial 
society today has spread all over the world, thereby invol
ving, for the first time, all peoples and nations in the 
industrial mode of production?

The features of the new society that is taking form are 
remarkably familiar. We should understand its metamor
phosis both as a shift away from and a continuation of the 
industrial past. And in this respect, our industrial heritage is 
still being constructed and created all around us, every day 
and almost everywhere. Here, I approach my first point: 
Isn’t this new industrial heritage worth protecting and 
conserving as well as what remains from the 19th century? 
To put the question a little more dramatically, we should 
invest the same amount of money and energy in preser
ving the offices, floors, buildings and the machinery of the 
new, knowledge-based society, as we have invested in pre
serving the industrial past?

Our industrial heritage can also manifest itself as in
stitutions. The museums, the libraries and the archives are 
certainly not children of the industrial revolution, because 
they were originally founded much earlier in the history of 
mankind. But I think it’s true to say that they flourished 
during the transformation from agriculture to industry. 
When humans cut their links to nature and entered into the 
new artificial world, it became important to remember the 
past. And this is why we can see the formation of numerous 
associations and popular movements such as the Swedish 
Tourist Association with its motto ‘Know your country’ in 
the second half of the 19th century. The old world was 
preserved at the same time as it was abandoned. But the 
turbulent decades around the early 1900s also gave rise to 
museums, libraries and archives all over the industrial world. 
They honoured the new national states with a glorious past, 
and legitimised their aspirations for colonies and their 
rivalry for shares of the evolving world market.

But gradually, they also came to serve as guardians of our 
collective memories. These institutions have been, and still 
are, fundamental to the creation of identities and cultures. 
They are a force for, and a reservoir of, energy that we too 
often have taken for granted. But now, as we are rapidly en
tering the new information society (or the second industrial 
age), they are increasingly being challenged from a variety 
of directions.

First of all, there are the bad storage methods. I’m thinking 
of the hard drives, the floppy discs, the CD-ROMs, that 
certainly are going to lose their information. These new 
electronic or magnetic storage facilities are extremely un
reliable and very short-lived. We have long since become 
used to the fact that information technology is a very un
reliable companion. When we need it most, it doesn’t work, 
or it decides to slash our computer files into digital slices.
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The knowledge we have managed to find or produce could 
just as easily be taken away or disappear into cyberspace, 
never to be found again. And the very same thing can of 
course happen to history and heritage when we scan it into 
bits and bytes.

Second, there is information protectionism. A complex 
process - powered by both ideology and simple corporate 
greed - which is turning information into a commodity by 
means of copyright protection, pricing and marketing. In
formation protectionism means that important parts of our 
heritage are increasingly becoming the property, not of the 
government or of heritage foundations or even of ourselves 
as citizens, but of private corporations that now own them 
and earn money from our common history. When we would 
like to watch a historic picture or read a text, it now comes 
with a price tag. And even public institutions such as mu
seums and archives are charging their ‘customers’ - which 
is what they’re calling the citizenry nowadays - for access 
to our common history.

Third, the phenomena of consumerism and economism are 
also threatening the museums, the libraries and the archives. 
For the first time in history we’re living in a world where 
the shortage of information is not a problem but the abun
dance is. We spend and consume information without any 
thought of the future. And what happens afterwards, we 
don’t care about. The fact that we have stopped worrying 
about archives really tells us a lot about our time and its 
basic ideologies, consumerism and economism. As we all 
know, it’s not only technological development that shapes 
society, but political and economical development as well. 
Seen from this point of view, the problem is not primarily 
digital technology but the fact that history and its preserv
ation don’t create a profit. Archives and libraries have been 
closed down or have had their budgets cut down to a 
minimum. This tells a lot about the value we place on his
tory and heritage - they are simply not productive enough 
for a society in which everything is measured in crowns, 
euros and dollars.

We need knowledge about the past in order to be able to 
navigate in the future. On this, everybody agrees. Without 
history, no past and no future. We can t even imagine 
society entirely without history. But the paradox is that, un
fortunately, preservation of our collective memories is not a 
very profitable affair in a culture where market relations 
have been given carte blanche to invade more and more 
areas of human life. When people some hundred years into 
the future look back on the 21st century, they might very

well judge our society as a civilisation that because of 
stupidity and short-sighted demands for profit destroyed its 
own heritage. My point here is that our collective memory 
is threatened today in quite another way than it was a 
hundred years ago when storage facilities were better, and 
the guardians weren’t sleeping or looking the other way, or 
being forced to surrender to the market what they were as
signed to protect. It really was better in the good old days, 
at least in this specific respect.

Today we can see a societal amnesia taking form. I’m 
saying this not to try to scare you, but to make us all aware 
of the magnitude of the problem, which is rapidly increas
ing. If we are to take on the challenge of fighting societal 
amnesia, it’s important to focus not only on technology, but 
also on the fact that we must work together to change 
society’s view of history. History must be appreciated as 
cultural nourishment, not looked on as an unnecessary frill. 
Only if we succeed in that mission can we call out ’all 
clear’. For that reason, the struggle against societal amnesia 
is above all a fight to preserve the heritage of the past in all 
its different forms, digital as well as analog. The museums, 
libraries and archives and their storage facilities form an 
infrastructure as important to society as railroads, motor
ways and broadband. This is really an industrial heritage.
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FORCE lecture:

Meeting local challenges 
- mapping industrial identities

Tiina Valpola
National Board of Antiquities, Finland

I want to start by telling you about the Children’s Fac
tory, one of the most challenging tasks I have encountered 
in the field of industrial heritage.

During the summer of 1998, a large cross-cultural child
ren’s event - the Childhood Space - was held in an old factory 
area in my home community of Karkkila in southern Fin
land. The aim of the event was to offer a concrete, positive 
response to the deep depression of this small industrial 
town, which has drastically lost its identity and economic 
base in the last two decades due to structural changes in 
industry.

The scene of the event was a huge vacated engineering 
workshop next to an foundry still in operation. The idea 
was to show that all kinds of activities - such as refining 
materials either by hand or industrially, or simply in the hu
man mind - are CULTURE. This basic message was directed 
not only at the children but also at their parents.

The children’s workshops were certainly not a way of 
killing time. The main theme of the event was ‘learning by 
doing’. The children made real things: they prepared paper, 
coloured cloth and felted wool. They could even cast small 
metal objects using the same method as the nearby foundry, 
except that iron was replaced by tin in their experiments. 
The most high-profile feature of the event, which lasted the 
whole summer, was the ‘Children’s Factory’, a large inter
active arts exhibition and forum for meetings between 
children and artists. In connection with the exhibition there, 
a total of 160 different activities were carried out: perfor
mances, workshops, courses and international art camps.

The old industrial site offered not only an exciting scene 
for the event but also a concrete perspective on local roots. 
Excursions to the old blast furnace (which is currently 
being restored) gave visitors a glimpse into the history of 
the Högfors ironworks that lies in the heart of Karkkila.

The iron plant, which uses iron ore from its own quarry, 
was established in 1820 in almost virgin woodland. By the 
1890s a modest rural plant had become the largest foundry 
in Finland, and over the following decades its trademark 
became familiar in every Finnish home. The enamelling 
plant, the first of its kind in Finland, produced its famous 
bathtubs successfully up until the 1970s, when production 
was abruptly discontinued. The structural changes in Hög
fors were rapid and profound: in little over ten years 1,000 
employees - more than half the staff - were made redundant. 
It was a hard blow for a town with 8,000 inhabitants. 
When the factory was sold to a small family enterprise in 
1985 only 500 workers were left.

Some 60,000 square metres of partly vacated industrial 
space in the heart of a small town would be a problem for 
any municipality. In Karkkila, however, the new ownership 
saved the factory from complete closure. Collaboration bet
ween the company and the town resulted in a preservation- 
and-reuse project, catalysed by cultural activists, for the 
factory. This meant centralising industrial activities to the 
east bank of the river and integrating the factory buildings 
of the west bank into the town centre. The factory offices 
were moved into the old factory premises alongside the 
production facility. The original offices were modified to 
become Karkkila’s town hall, while the town library was 
moved into the old factory halls. The reuse process was 
characterised by a respect for history combined with unpreju
diced solutions, and the use of experts in both conservation 
and planning.

At the same time, however, Karkkila became known as 
the ‘Crisis Community of Finland’. In an attempt to attract 
enterprise, the town, represented by an entity called ‘The 
Industrial Park Corporation’, had built a complex of new 
industrial sheds, but the attempt failed. The too-rapid
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expansion of this municipal enterprise and the foreign loans 
it had incurred brought the town to political and economic 
near-bankruptcy. The depressing situation caused great stress 
in the community and divided political parties from within. 
Many people could not distinguish the town’s economic 
crisis from the revitalisation of the old factory area.

At this point, some people began to realise that some
thing would have to be done to improve the cultural image 
of the town. Fortunately, for some years a group of heritage- 
oriented people had been training themselves by preserving 
and renovating the residential areas (threatened with demo
lition in the 1970s and 1980s) that had housed the former 
factory workers. Throughout that project local volunteers 
worked closely with an architect and conservators to ensure 
that traditional, ‘gentler’ renovation methods would be 
used. For me personally, this process has meant twenty 
years’ work at both the voluntary and professional levels.

Like many other people in Karkkila, the activists did not 
want to be seen as opportunistic johnnies - responding on- 
the-spot to the crisis on a whim. They wanted to emphasise 
that despite its economic problems the town had an active 
cultural life and many flourishing industries. Several big 
events were organised - international scientific conferences, 
art exhibitions, theatre productions, music performances and 
film showings (even a cinema was built in the former factory 
through voluntary work). The factory owners supported all 
these events by providing free premises.

The events staged in the factory garnered a good deal of 
positive visibility for the town. The most successful event, 
though, has been the Childhood Space, because it succeeded 
in bringing together different social and age groups. Entire 
families spent hours in the Children’s Factory and returned 
frequently. Of the total number of participants at the fac
tory events, 18,000, 70% visited the Childhood Space. Its 
success was guaranteed by extensive work done at basic 
levels, local as well as regional. Professional artists, crafts
men, children’s art schools, local schools and day-care centres 
participated in creating the exhibitions. Also, a large thematic 
network was created. Organisations, museums, universities, 
educational and other institutions set up exhibits in the 
factory or took part in arranging the events.

Is this part of a bigger success story - ‘All’s well in 
Karkkila’? Certainly not! The importance of the cultural 
input of the factory owner and the formidable voluntary 
work of the local activists is not generally understood. The 
town has abolished the posts of town architect and cultural 
secretary, and new decision-makers occupy the old seats. To

them, new industrial parks are still an attractive option, as 
are hypermarkets and vast car parks, even if it means lo
cating them in the old factory area. At the political level it 
is not easy to communicate how important it is that the 
town’s special and genuine character be regarded as an asset 
deserving of development.

The world and the industrial heritage it holds are con
tinuously changing. What role does history play in these 
changes? As an architect, I have found that the correlations 
between quality and identity, and between quality and 
democracy, have kept my mind busy. Who defines ’good 
environment’? In Finland, the new Building Law (2000) has 
increased municipal self-government. However, the muni
cipalities often lack the necessary expertise. Can local de
mocracy in general recognise or appreciate identities? Who 
defines the goals of a municipality - and, even if decision
making conforms to democratic procedure, are the 
decisions democratic in the end?

As a young student of architecture in the 1970s, I took 
part in the preservation project implemented in my home 
town, Rauma, on the west coast of Finland. The local 
decision-makers wanted to demolish the town’s large tim
bered centre built in the Middle Ages, which they con
sidered an eyesore, symbolic of underdevelopment and 
poverty. (In Finland there are only five medieval towns!) 
Though as a student I played only a small role in the large 
Nordic network that ran the project, even my relatives re
ceived criticism from the town council. Today Old Rauma 
belongs to the UNESCO World Heritage List, and both the 
townspeople and the decision-makers are proud of it. But 
without the active involvement of several experts and 
enthusiasts this successful outcome would never have been 
possible. The same goes for Högfors, a historical industrial 
area that would be totally different today without the work 
of dedicated experts and volunteers.

There is a concept known as ‘proximity blindness’. If 
something is too close or too familiar it cannot be seen clearly. 
Every generation seems to depreciate the layer of history 
immediately before its own time, and wants the world to be 
a reflection of its own values. 1 maintain that there is a need 
for expertise in society - and that it is not elitist to speak up 
for quality, authenticity and historical values. But how are 
these concepts to be integrated into the democratic practice, 
and how can fruitful projects evolve into a larger process? 
It is a matter of education and training - work, in other 
words, which must always start from the beginning.
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__ FORCE lecture:

May the force be with you...

Keith Wijkander
National Maritime Museums, Sweden

I have given my lecture a title that perhaps looks a little 
unusual for this kind of a seminar - ‘May the Force be with 
you’. But I will start by discussing the key word of this 
seminar, ‘heritage’. In what way can we think of the heri
tage of the industrial society as something that is a force? 
What are the ideas behind this concept, what associations 
does it awake, and to what references - perhaps not always 
clearly - does it connect?

If we start with the word ‘force’, and give it a little extra 
thought, we will immediately find that we are dealing with 
a very peculiar word. If we turn to science, and especially 
physics, we find that the word ‘force’ seems to represent 
what science is all about. That’s because the total concept 
of the world as pictured by Western science, at the macro- 
cosmic as well as microcosmic levels, is based on the idea 
that there are just a few forces in nature and that those 
forces direct the universe.

The most important steps in the history of science have 
been taken when science has been able to identify and de
scribe these forces. You could say that the history of science 
can be summarised as its awareness of various forces. It 
started with Copernicus’s hypothesis on the planets’ move
ments around the sun, with Kepler’s laws of the elliptical 
movements of the planets, and with Galileo’s laws on how 
bodies move on the earth’s surface. But the great hero is of 
course Newton who found out that it was possible to 
explain the movements of bodies on earth as well as the 
movements of the planets by identifying just one force - 
gravity.

The next step was taken by James Clerk Maxwell, who 
in the 1860s was able to show that electricity and magne
tism were just two aspects of one force, electromagnetism. 
Besides gravity and electromagnetism, modern science 
reckons with two more forces - weak nuclear force and

strong nuclear force. In 1967 Weinberg and Salam pub
lished theories proposing that even weak nuclear force 
could be identified with electromagnetism.

Today physicists dream about formulating the Grand 
Unified Theory - the GUT, which will combine all natural 
forces into one. But it still remains to be seen what that force 
really is. Identifying and describing a force is one issue, 
explaining it is quite another. What, for instance, is gravity?

Now let’s turn from science to art. It is easy to understand 
that the attraction of the GUT goes far beyond the borders 
of pure physics. Because if there is just one force, why 
should we stop by letting it explain just the physical world? 
Why shouldn’t it also explain the moral world, or for that 
matter, even the world of being? And that is what art loves 
to do.

I think that the most widespread and best-known example 
of the ‘widened GUT concept’ is the Star Wars film series. 
Perhaps you can even call these films the most consistent 
example of working artistically with the GUT idea. This 
series speculates on the question of ‘The Force’, and that is 
obviously a question that fascinates not only scientists but 
the layman as well.

But let’s examine these films. In the first one, the narrator 
introduces the film by saying: ‘This is a story that happened 
long ago in a far-away galaxy.’ If we study these films care
fully, we soon see that each screenplay is awash with every 
imaginable reference; there are allusions to and allegories 
on everything Western culture has to offer in the way of 
archetypal symbols, myths and fairy tales. So we wind up 
concluding that the ‘far-away galaxy’ mentioned by the nar
rator of the first film probably isn’t very far away at all. In 
fact, it is probably the world of our unconscious minds.

And what about the Force? Well, we know basically two 
things about it. First, it governs the whole galaxy. Second,
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it consists of a dark, evil side, as well as a bright, benevolent 
side, both of which are very closely connected with each 
other. As a matter of fact, the Force must be both evil and 
good, since it is an example of a GUT.

These characteristics of the Force, do we recognise them 
from somewhere else? Of course we do. We know them 
from the pure Gnosticism in the Mediterranean basin during 
the time of and after Christ. We know it from the Catarrhs, 
or the Albigensians, in the south of France from the 
eleventh century and onwards. We can even recognise some 
ideas collected from Gnosticism in the Nazi ideology.

Now, where do we find this type of ideas today? An 
obvious answer would be in the New Age movement, but 
even better academically established movements such as 
hermeneutics are hardly free of Gnostic influences. Perhaps 
you could put it like this: The basic idea - the concept of 
questioning Christian duality, with the clear split between 
good and bad, between God and the devil - is alive today 
in our culture. At the same time modern literature discus
sing the connections between the world of physics and that 
of being includes a wide range of works, much broader 
than could be called ‘New Age’.

Perhaps the simple background to this is that in our so
ciety it has become more difficult than ever to make simple 
distinctions between good and bad forces.

Flowever, it’s high time we dealt with the topic of industrial 
heritage. What can apply to it from the brief analysis above?

First, I am convinced of the significance of the fact that 
our culture is now abandoning industrialised society - in 
other words, today’s society is acquiring other main charac
teristics than yesterday’s. This means that what we call the 
industrialised society is now fading into our cultural history 
and becoming a part of our past. This will correspond to a 
process of symbolisation, which means that since we all are 
guided and directed by our past and our cultural heritage, 
we have to, in some way, summon up that heritage. We 
have to absorb it to be able to cope with it.

Second, the ‘Gnostic’ idea, so to speak, about the impos
sibility of singling out good from evil, sticking to the good 
side and shunning the bad, also seems relevant for the ques
tion of cultural heritage. Cultural heritage is not a question 
of good and evil, or more rightly, it is a question of both. 
Politicians really want to say: ‘We endorse everything good 
and we reject everything bad’. But you just can’t deal with 
heritage on those terms, and not with art either for that 
matter. You have to take the good with the bad, simply 
because they are inseparable.

Third, my conclusion is that heritage and its symbols are 
necessary to a healthy society. So let us be proud and happy 
over our rich cultural heritage. Let us preserve it and pro
tect it from destruction. Let us use it for our individual as 
well as our social growth. But at the same time, let us be 
aware that that heritage is not a toy. It has its dark side and it 
might come to play a destructive role in our future history. 
But that is no reason to deny it.

So, what is the Force? I don’t know. But I find it in
teresting to note that natural science seems occupied with 
describing the forces of nature, without being able to ex
plain them. Cultural science and art, on the other hand, have 
a strong tendency to make assumptions about different 
forces in society but show very little interest in giving those 
forces clear descriptions. Thus, here at this conference, most 
of us are occupied with questions and problems related to 
how the cultural heritage can be maintained and preserved. 
We ask ourselves and each other what we shall do with the 
cultural heritage of the industrialised era.

Perhaps we should ask ourselves as well what our cul
tural heritage is doing to us.
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i was there:

Malin Westling

Lars Hjertberg

"To tell the truth, we were doubtful at first whether any
one could really make something of this," Malin Westling 
admits, looking out over the somewhat unconventional 
restaurant setting in the Degerfors Ironworks.

Since she and her colleagues put so much effort into 
decorating the place appropriately, Malin knows very well 
that something can be made of it. They, Malin and her 
colleagues from the Restaurant Academy at Grythyttan, 
Maria Stiemström och Johan Hyltner, managed to achieve 
a splendid piece of work. Furthermore, it was an eye- 
opener for the guests as well as for the ironworkers in 
blue who started the rolling mill at 10 p.m. sharp, as the 
last notes played by the ironworks orchestra faded out.

"The overall visual concept is important to the dining 
experience," says Malin, who'd like to learn even more 
about the decorating side of the culinary profession.

When I ask Malin and her classmates what they aimed 
for in trying to give the dinner a theme, they say they had 
set their sights on freshness and newness.

"We covered the floor with four tons of grass to make 
the hall greener and more hospitable," Malin tells me, 
denying that she and her crew had swiped a penalty area 
from Stora Valla, the local football arena. Nevertheless, 
the rumour went around the table where expert football 
com-mentator Thomas Nordahl was sitting.

Grass, garden cress and herbs, including rosemary, basil
ica and thyme, helped set the atmosphere in the other
wise Spartan industrial environment. The garden cress 
was taken from the balcony of Malin's and Maria's dorm 
room in Grythyttan.

Malin and Maria will soon be moving to Stockholm with 
the dinner's chef, Johan Hyltner. The leading restaurateurs 
of the country are fighting to sign them on.
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Degerfors and football

Lars Hjertberg

Mention Degerfors, and any Swede who has the least in
terest in football gets a spark of happiness and nostalgia 
in his eye. Early on, when British textile workers intro
duced the sport on Sweden's west coast in the late 19th 
century, the game was intimately linked to industry. The 
distance between the factory and the football pitch was 
rarely longer than a free kick.

"In Degerfors, iron and football amalgamated into a 
unique alloy," as Dixie Eriksson puts it. Eriksson is the for
mer culture editor at Nerikes Allehanda, the region's most 
important newspaper.

Starting in 1941 and for the next 25 seasons, the red- 
and-white-clad Degerfors team were in the top league. In 
their first few seasons, the team boasted a centre player 
who would later become famous, Gunnar Nordahl. In 1954, 
he wrote in his autobiography Gold and Green Arenas:

"Degerfos has an advantage compared to many other 
clubs in that virtually all the players work at the iron
works. That allows them to practice together in daylight. 
I worked shifts, either from 4:00 a.m. to noon or from 
noon to 8:00 p.m."

After Gunnar and his brothers Bertil and Knut secured 
a gold medal in the 1948 Olympics, he became Sweden s 
first expatriate football professional, distinguishing 
himself among Italy's goal-scoring elite five times. His son 
Thomas has followed in his footsteps. Still, Degerfors 
most famous contribution to the football world was made 
in 2001, when Sven-Göran Eriksson and Tord Grip be
came the leading duo in the English top league. Their 
collaboration dates back to the 1970s and Stora Valla, the 
classic arena in Degerfors.

Tomas Nordahl giving a speech at the dinner in Degerfors.
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1 dinner:

Dinner in Degerfors

Drink

Menu Degerfors

Mat Dryck

Förrätt: Sparris/nässlor/al Friskhet

Varmrätt: Varkyckling/primörer/tryffel Elegans

Dessert: Hallon/vanilj/pistage Sprudlande

First course: Asparagus/Nettles/Eel Freshness

Main course: Spring Chicken/Early vegetables/Truffles Elegance

Dessert: Raspberries/Vanilla/Pistachio Sparkling

The old Steel Mill at Degerfors Ironworks was 
built in 1883. The same year most of the site 
had been destroyed in a devastating fire. The 
Steel Mill was built in the prevailing industrial 
style. A typical trait is that the building has gone 
through many changes when its function has 
been altered. The greatest change came in the 
1950s when the roof was raised. Today parts of 
this great building house the rolling mill. Except 
when it is a banquet hall...

Above: A work of art displayed at the exhibition 
greeting the dinner guests.





I lecture:

The future of the past 
in post-industrial Society

Professor Michael Shanks 
Stanford University, USA

I have been asked by the organisers to comment upon the 
proceedings of our conference, and particularly to consider 
futures, to consider what comes next. Our topic has been 
the significance of the industrial past in contemporary 
democratic society. I will begin with a question and a theme 
which are intimately connected and which, I propose, are at 
the heart of that question which has been behind so much 
of the last few days - what is to be done with the remains 
of recent, contemporary history.

The question I put to each of us - what is your role? 
Where do you stand?

Some of us see ourselves as the custodians of ‘heritage’, 
public servants perhaps, and/or professionals - experts able 
to decide on these cultural matters proposed important, or as 
educators of a public or constituency in matters of the value 
of the past, or as politicians with an agenda or policy vision.

An anthropologist and cultural critique

Myself? I am not a public servant. As an archaeologist, I 
work upon what is materially left of the past. (And this 
definition is central to what I have to say this morning.) As 
an academic, I take very seriously that turn to reflexivity, 
that critical awareness of intellectual and cultural location 
which has come to be such a concern to the academy over 
the last thirty years. (And my opening question of role is 
precisely about location.) As an anthropologist, I emphasise 
that the apparently simple acquisition of a body of know
ledge is no longer possible. It never was. It is no longer pos
sible for an anthropologist of whatever kind to take the role 
of the distanced observer, looking at others and acquiring 
knowledge of them, for them and delivering it back to them. 
The anthropologist is located, implicated and accountable.

(And I hope it is clear that this critique applies to all of us 
here in our deliberation about collective policies applied to 
pasts - personal as well as shared.)

My role then? That of the cultural critic. In a tradition of 
archaeological critique, I see my aim - and I would like to 
put this to you not just as my aim, but something for us all to 
think about -1 see my role as one of unsettling and challen
ging familiarity, moving us away from easy, accepted, com
forting notions of the past and its remains. Fundamental to 
this critique is juxtaposition - as James Clifford puts it, the 
role of the cultural critic is to juxtapose, to put unfamiliar 
things next to each other, and in so doing provoke reflection.

Agendas old and new

I propose that such a role is worth thinking upon not least 
because I am concerned about an underlying and unvoiced 
position, standard or agenda behind much discussion these 
last few days. I think many of my colleagues here happily 
uphold this position because it fits with how they see them
selves and their role.

I will be blunt and use caricature so that you might position 
yourselves more easily with respect to the political agenda.

It begins with a defining and archaeological feature of the 
social fabric - things wear out, are superceded and become 
candidates for discard and disposal. Our simple question - 
what is to be done with these old buildings and machines 
associated with a relatively recent industrial past? Some 
people, and it is an issue who these people are, propose they 
know that some, or maybe even all of these remaining 
buildings and machines should be preserved, conserved, 
sympathetically converted for an alternative use, whatever. 
Various reasons may be given why this is considered good.
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Perhaps it is considered culturally responsible not to lose the 
past. It is often connected with identity (‘this is our past’). 
Our conference has tabled the issue of a connection between 
industrial heritage, the conservation/preservation of these 
buildings and machines, and democratic futures.

I have heard no scrutiny of this basic ‘conservation ethic’ 
- that old things matter and it is good to hold on to them. 
It seems that many who see themselves as professionals and 
politicians are convinced of the validity of the conservation 
ethic and want to convince everyone else.

In this I hear business as usual for most state conservation, 
preservation, and heritage programs. A simple novelty pro
moted here is that the candidates for conservation and pre
servation are not castles, prehistoric monuments, or works 
of art whose ‘cultural value’ might be more easily argued. 
They are often seen as dirty, ugly and rusting relics, and 
some are not that old.

The second novelty is that these industrial relics are being 
connected with democratic values, though it has been poin
ted out several times over the last few days that heritage is 
usually of interest to cultural elites and remains within their 
control, whether in cultural discourse or institutions like 
museums services.

The third new condition is that this modified conservation 
ethic is being proposed for export from enlightened regions 
and groups already practising the conservation of industrial 
heritage. This is a European-sponsored and international 
conference. Policies, practices, experiences and legislation 
modelled in (certain parts of) Europe are proposed for 
export abroad. Many of us may be familiar with this con
text of globalism.

My concern is that we address the assumptions within 
this agenda. A danger is that we might otherwise lapse into 
a kind of self-congratulating and introverted closure that 
would take the question and its answer as given - Of course 
it is good to conserve the industrial past like any other past. 
“We” know. Listen to us - it will do you good!’

To try to open up possible futures I want to unpack three 
of our conference themes. I will now consider democracy, 
industry and identity.

Democracy

The question again. What are we to do with these (not so) 
old buildings and machines? Now, I think, I hope, we have 
accepted that a democratic response does not lie simply in

asking people what they want, perhaps by questionnaire, a 
head count of support for particular options. This, however, 
is not the place to argue the inadequacy of such an ap
proach to popular sovereignty. Nevertheless we need a 
definition of the democratic appropriate to our specific and 
manifold roles. Here I can only sketch some ideas.

In these few days others have argued the case that an 
appropriate and democratic aim is to avoid fixing things 
down. I think this is the kind of thinking we should adopt 
in formulating a conception of the democratic in relation to 
cultural heritage. In our concern with communities and their 
relationship to substantial social and cultural change and 
its material effects and affects, there is a need to be sensitive 
to plural and different interests, and to respect a right of 
perhaps very small groups or individuals to their own pasts, 
respecting their cultural agency in taking up what is left of 
the past in their own way.

Thus our aim, I suggest, should be to let as many people 
as possible share cultural creativity. But this will emphasise 
how democracy is rooted in the provisional. It is awkwardly 
messy. You don’t get neat answers. It is partial in every



sense of the word, so imminently dislocated. Positions con
stantly need to be argued for and against. And people will 
always disagree.

As a corollary to this pluralism and dislocation, the demo
cratic is not simply the popular, or to do with ‘the people’ 
(the demos). I certainly have heard this simple equation 
made in our conference as a convenient argument for the 
preservation/conservation of industrial heritage - a celebra
tion of people’s history, the history of the industrial working 
class. This potentially occludes pluralism and diversity.

Conventionally the project of supporting democracy 
throws emphasis upon the effective management of plural 
interests. It also throws into sharp relief the role of pro
fessionals, individuals and groups skilled in dealing with 
the past in the public sphere. I am faced here today by mostly 
professionals and policy makers. You are not going to like 
a lot of what people say to you and want to do. Many may 
well not even care about the material past. It is not going to 
be comfortable. It is going to be unsettling. And this is the 
way it should be.

The reason why I am emphasising the democratic as in
complete, unsettling, provisional and partial is to highlight 
the concerns I have mentioned in regard to the role of the 
professional, the expert and the politician. First I ask that 
we beware of the easy knowing authority that may 
accompany these powerful positions. In caricature it may 
sound like this - ‘we know and they should listen because 
it will be good for them’. The role of social engineer is not 
a democratic one in relation to cultural heritage.

Second, I suggest we beware of the easy and comforting 
narratives that accompany cultural heritage. They are most 
often centered on the nation state and its related forms. Cul
tural heritage is so often reduced to support for ideologies 
of national identity, and those regional identities dependent 
upon the nation state - whether it’s the orthodox history of 
the Swedish state, a region here like Bergslagen, the nation
states of Europe in crisis, or whether it’s the European super 
state. The comforting feelings of unity and a history that 
makes easy sense do no justice to real contested and pluralist 
histories of a Europe internally divided, internally colonised 
and endemically diverse.

Industry

I suggest, in dealing with our question of what to do with 
old buildings and machines, we try to see around this cate

gory, unpack and lay it to one side, while being aware of its 
significances and connotations.

With respect to the argument for the conservation and 
preservation of specifically industrial heritage, the term in
dustry is used variously to refer to the relatively recent past, 
certain features (and ‘postindustrial’ futures) of modern 
society, and, as in the field of industrial archaeology, may 
involve a quite fetishistic attitude to certain kinds of buil
ding and machinery (steam engines, blast furnaces, railway 
stations, pump houses...).

In these uses of the term I see three fundamental issues.
The first is that of the temporality of cultural heritage, 

whose preservation/conservation is of concern to us. Our 
conference is part of a wider expression of the value of the 
recent past, as well as the more distant and obviously ‘his
toric’. It is captured in the archetypical question of the value 
of a factory building whose economic life is over. On one 
side it may be argued that it should be discarded/demo
lished because its usefulness has ended. On the other we 
have the argument for its cultural value or significance, for 
an extension of its usefulness.

These arguments may involve questioning whether the 
factory is ‘historic’ or not - whether it transcends somehow 
the mundane quotidian recyclable or disposable. Implicitly 
or explicitly this is about the demarcation of certain cultural 
materials and spaces. Is the factory ‘historic’? Does history 
begin only 50 years ago? Or 30, or 20? Can archaeology 
and history, as disciplinary fields and practices, be applied 
to contemporary society? For me this is to raise the much 
more interesting question of the character of history as his
toricity, which I define as our sense of who we are, where 
we are placed, and the scope of our agency in that temporal 
fluidity of pasts, presents and futures. For that factory, and 
whatever it may become, may be seen as contributing to such 
a sensibility. In this issue of industrial heritage I suggest we 
think of historicity.

The second fundamental is the question of the value of 
cultural heritage in relation to the category of industry. Here 
the term again needs contextualizing. Industry is not best 
understood as referring simply to certain features of manu
facture. It is intimately associated with definitions and expe
riences of modernity. It is again about historicity, a sense of 
what it means to live in (post)industrial society. Industry is 
wrapped up in conceptions of the rural and the urban and 
how they have interacted and changed - complex cultural fields.

So I suggest it might be better for us to think of our 
question of what to do with old buildings and things as a
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particular form of the matter of the contemporary past. For 
to stress historicity over a simpler notion of history avoids 
the awkward issue of where history begins and ends. It is 
all around us, only partially is defined by its chronological 
date, and as a sensibility orients people culturally as well as 
temporally.

The third fundamental is the matter of fetishism and 
things. An identification of industry with certain features of 
manufacture can lead to a fetishism where machines and 
buildings are turned into things that stand on their own. 
Industrial archaeology is notoriously fascinated with 19th 
century Victorian heavy industry. It is a limited argument to 
hold that a particular steam engine or oil refinery should be 
preserved because it is intrinsically beautiful or inherently 
represents ‘good design’. Much more effective, of course, is 
reference to context - the people’s lives that intersected with 
things, buildings and material environments.

But let me nevertheless take up the emphasis upon things 
themselves that we may associate with the term industrial 
heritage. The fetishism of industry raises for me a fascina
ting and broad question of our contemporary relationship 
with goods, the material constitution of the social fabric. 
The topic of industrial change and decay prompts a sen
sitivity to social and cultural change and the emergence, in 
the developed world at least, of postindustrial societies. 
This very conference is an expression of a re-evaluation of 
the significance of material goods and environments. At its 
best the cultural heritage movement can involve a reassess
ment of the alienation of working life in industrial capitalism, 
the remobilization of artefacts for new and creative ends.

Identity

Let me recapitulate - the remains of the past, let them be 
called heritage, have been widely promoted as a means of 
forging a sense of identity. The intimate connection bet
ween archaeology and nationalism, for example, has been 
very well researched and firmly established. But listening as 
a cultural anthropologist, I have only heard at our conference 
the beginnings of a critical engagement with this question 
of identity. We are in the early stages of finding ways of
working with this cultural energy.

It is a complex concept, like culture, so essentia ant yet 
so difficult to specify. Of course, identity is a out w o we 
think we are. But, like culture, identity is better treated less 
as a specific phenomenon and more as a ie o iscourse

- something that people argue over and around, precisely 
because they think it is important. It is therefore inappro
priate for me to be programmatic about definitions. Let me 
be more pragmatic and say instead that identity is a po
sition or location invoked in response to questions like who 
are you, where do you come from, where do you live, what 
are your beliefs, what is your community, who do you want 
to be, how do you see yourself? Answers to such questions 
depend upon context and may make reference to place, 
experience, essences, narratives, collectivities, property, and 
other individuals. Identity is thus, in this position, fluid and 
constantly changing; and this a priori.

At the heart of identity are two fundamental and closely 
connected cultural gestures - representation and categori
sation. The (re)presentation of self and others; and the 
ordering of individuals into groups. Both involve a range of 
political and discursive strategies - such as T am this, 
therefore I do that/own that/have these rights; you are this, 
therefore you should do that/own that/have those rights’.

Let me also mention here two anthropological truisms 
and their implications: identities are inherently multifaceted, 
and identities are syncretic. Identities are acts of cultural 
construction, often the result of a cultural bricolage, formed 
piecemeal. They are temporal processes, located and 
needing constant work and maintenance. Thus the notion 
of an essential identity is an ideological proposition, not a 
given.

And as with the democratic, I urge us to beware three 
typical impulses in dealing with identity.

The first is an existential impasse arising from the mani
fold complexity of cultural identity - ‘we don’t really know 
who we are and can hardly hope to in contemporary post
modernity’.

The second is the celebratory gesture and its export or 
imposition upon others. To feel you belong somewhere and 
assume that this is what identity is about and that others 
should share the feeling. Identity here seems currently to be 
attached to the notion of region and neighbourhood as much 
as nation-state - ‘it’s good to be from Degerfors; it would 
be good if everyone had a similar sense of belonging’.

The third impulse is the imposition of identity upon self 
and others - ‘this is who you are - believe me, I know’.

All three assume identity as a given. All three, however 
well-meaning, close down the issue of identity and curtail 
the cultural creativity and openness that I have been empha
sising as central to our role in the management of industrial 
heritage.
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So, in unpacking these con
cepts so important in our 
discussions this week, I am 
concerned to maintain a cri
tical openness as we consider 
what might be done with 
those old buildings and ma
chines that form the core of 
industrial heritage. Openness 
too because I have sensed 
that some colleagues are 
quite closed to alternatives. 
They are convinced that 

they have the right answer, even in this most murky of 
cultural fields; their task is to promote, to convince, to 
impose, to control. To repeat their simple scenario - times 
are changing, people are dislocated, they need a sense of 
identity and the conservation of the past can help this; and 
the past needs preserving because so much is being lost in 
these fast-changing times.

I will now move on to some practical suggestions as to 
how we might respond to the question of what is to be done, 
while maximising cultural creativity and agency. This will 
not be a list of recipes however - I am not going to illus
trate what I see as current good practice in the management 
of the contemporary past. I wish instead to see through 
issues of democratic practice, industry and identity to three 
more abstract parameters - people and things, temporality and 
historicity, and place or location. I hope that I have already 
indicated how these are implied in our trio of democracy, in
dustry and identity. I will try to look to the future of archaeo
logical heritages in a speculative, visionary and even utopian 
way. The practices? How pasts are selected and arranged; 
the acts of informing, persuading, educating, entertaining and 
shocking, writing and speaking of the remains of the past; 
who is doing it and for whom; and potential opportunities.

I will propose no universals, that what I have to say 
applies in all circumstances. I refer you instead to my own 
location as a classical archaeologist and cultural anthro
pologist living and working in the heartland, Silicon Valley, 
of a new ‘postindustrial’ economy.

Cyborg culture

Prosthetic knowledges in the world: cyborg culture. The 
cyborg is the intimate articulation of person, personhood,

and thing or machine. But the concept is not simply one of 
science fiction. Much of our knowledge and agency is loca
ted in the material world; I think here of the fascinating work 
of the cognitive scientist Don Norman. We’re inseparable 
from things. Take away things and you have nothing. You 
don’t have, somehow, an underlying set of social relation
ships and cultural values, set in and interacting with the 
physical world of science, industry and technology. The 
thing-world is not simply inert material for human ma
nipulation, natural, providing props and setting for the 
human drama. No! The two worlds of people and things 
are inseparable. That is the significance of the term cyborg. 
The cyborg is thus the machinie nature of our selves. We are 
all already cyborgs.

To put it another way, and as Bruno Latour points out - 
aircraft don’t fly, airlines do. Aircraft don’t fly themselves. 
They need pilots and everything else that goes with them. If 
there were not the pilots and their training, the manage
ment systems, the air-traffic control systems, the computer 
systems, the check-in desks, everything that goes with that, 
the technology to give you a ticket, travel agents, ground 
transportation to get to the airport, you wouldn’t have 
flying. Think of flying as a machinie assemblage - intimate 
articulation of people and things. This is the scope of the 
concept of cyborg.

And there have been cyborgs for as long as people have 
been aware and have made use of a material environment.

Proposition - these machinie assemblages are growing in 
scope and complexity. The distinctions between people and 
things will lessen even more. This is a context for that im
pulse to conserve the material past.

Extension

Again with respect to people and things. The sociologist 
Anthony Giddens calls it time-space compression, those 
features of contemporary globalization which connect 
people, goods and places so readily - from transportation 
to information technology through language and cultural 
uniformities. And the global market and commodity form.

A fundamental paradox of this economic and cultural 
extension is between the universal and abstract commodity 
form, according to which everything is exchangeable with 
everything else, and the particular located points of pro
duction and consumption of each. The paradox is that of a 
global economy within which there are unparalleled
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assertions of local identity. It is, in some ways, encapsulated 
in the universal icon of American culture, Levi 501 jeans, 
available identical everywhere, yet also somehow signifying 
the discerning stylistic consciousness of the individual wearer 
or consumer.

Think of extension as this growing interconnection or 
combination of people and things, this unification of things 
through an abstract form, the commodity. Think of it as 
reach. Because reach is always located, from one specific 
place to another. Proposition - extension as reach is increas
ing, abstractly and concretely, as real and virtual mobility 
and the potential of disparate articulations unthinkable 
only a few decades ago.

and ontologically directly dependent upon well over a cen
tury of industrial experiment, research and manufacture 
across the globe, present in the very design. To doubt the 
connections is to question the reality of the vehicle - it 
simply could not exist now without what went on then.

In this liquid history what makes a place specific, local, 
somewhere or something that we may wish to engage with 
specifically, is its unique topological folding. That is the 
percolating time, creating a unique locale in relationship to 
a wider environment.

Proposition - cyborg articulations and increasing cultural 
extension will create ever more opportunities and aware
ness of the creative potential of new routes through these 
folded topologies.

Percolating time and liquid history

My colleague at Stanford, the philosopher Michel Serres, 
puts it like this: time doesn’t flow, it percolates. This ex 
perience of temporality as a bubbling around oneself is at 
the heart of landscape studies in archaeology. A typical cul
tural landscape of various human interventions and relation
ships, buildings, farming systems, environmental impacts, 
forms a complex palimpsest. Many archaeologists see it as 
their task to unravel and forge a linear chronological narra
tive out of the fragments - this happened here, then that 
over there. But such landscapes might equally be experienced 
as multitemporal articulations — the neolithic stone quarry 
reused as sheep fold, the nearby medieval farm later re
modelled as modern holiday home. In these contemporary 
pasts time indeed does not flow but connects. Serres also 
uses the metaphor of chiffonage - a folding and crumpling 
like a scarf, a topological folding and crumpling of time as 
disparate events collide and coexist.

It is a cultural topology of experiences and emotions too, 
intimately associated with memory. Things come and go 
Time bubbles around you. This room in this old hotel 
where we are today doesn’t have one single date. From its 
first building things have come and gone and kJ* their 
trace, here and in what people have taken away with them.

It k important to realise that this is not to deny the reality 
of linear chronology, but only to quest,on its primacy. Nor 
is this somehow a confusion of linear time, as is conceived 
by those archaeologists unravelling their palimpsests Thi 
hotel room is a collocation of many dates and du 
physically present in their traces and effects upon the roc . 
tn the same way my 1999 Audi automobile is necessarily

Interfaces

Our conference is dealing with connections between pasts 
and presents. I think that seems quite self-evident. These 
connections between past and present can be conceived as 
interfaces.

In that temporal chiffonage I have just outlined, there are 
interfaces between a house of this date and place and a cairn 
of another date, and the movement between the two of an 
archaeologist, of a local, of a visitor, all connecting.

Some of us will be familiar with the design of interfaces 
between people and computers - the strengths and weak
nesses of desktop metaphors, command line or graphical 
user interfaces, user-friendly or not. The field of human com
puter interaction is very conscious of the design issues here. 
Good design can make the difference between a machine 
that works and one that doesn’t.

I propose we extend this use of the term interface to 
material pasts.

How do we interface with industrial heritage? That is 
what we have been talking about. Or rather around, for our 
discussion has been of very limited interactions - primarily 
a distanced respect, interest or wonder (the impulse to con
serve), and the securing of conditions under which interfaces 
might be designed (cultural resource management). The 
term interface prompts us to consider the way the remains 
of the past are worked upon and put to use as an issue of de
sign. Instead of discovering, conserving and recording the 
past, our attention is drawn to the ways we interact with it.

Proposition - such an emphasis upon design will foster 
better interfaces with the remains of the past.
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From media...to modes of engagement

Interfaces are about mediation. Cultural resource managers 
also interface with publics and clients. So I move on to 
media. Conventionally, media include the TV and broad
casting industries, publishing, and film, or indeed museums 
and interpretation centres. While they are conventionally 
distinguished by the physical medium of printed matter, elec
tronic transmission, moving-image photography, whatever, 
these industries are all discursive systems that incorporate 
networks of access and authority, conventions of content, 
standards and qualifications, career paths and management 
systems. (They are cyborg assemblages.) The issue with these 
conventional media is predominantly one of access and con
trol. But I suggest there is a fundamental change occuring 
which represents new possibilities for cultural creativity.

With the emergence of powerful and cheap digital techno
logies, the difference between a magazine article, a movie, 
a TV programme, a photograph, the difference in terms of 
production (printing presses, studios, broadcasting stations, 
darkrooms) is far less important than it used to be. Because 
of the interchangability of information, digitally, you can 
take an image from your camera, put it in your on-screen 
photo album, you can print it out to a conventional photo 
album, incorporate it into an office newsletter, you can use 
it as part of a book conventionally published and distribu
ted internationally, you can use it as a still in your own 
video programme, you can give it to a TV company for 
broadcast, or send it electronically to a newspaper for mass 
circulation. Control and access are still paramount as the 
rolling debates about the internet clearly indicate. How
ever, conventional media are becoming less important than 
the way people interact or interface with these materials. 
Media are increasingly better conceived as modalities or, as 
designer Cliff McLucas puts it, modes of engagement. This 
is another way of thinking of user interfaces.

Modes of engagement - held close in the hand, watched 
and listened to privately; experienced at home with friends 
and family; delivered with amplification in a large public 
space; unfolded in one’s hand, viewed on the side of a buil
ding at a distance; manipulated upon a table-top screen, 
toured on foot alone or in the company of strangers, 
spoken quietly...

So, what do we do? I suggest that one of our tasks in this 
interfacing with the past is to explore and enable different 
modes of engagement in the pursuit of the democratising of 
cultural creativity. Experiments are already underway - on-
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line virtual museums, or the CD-based portable guides in 
the National Gallery in London which the visitor carries 
around the paintings, speaking commentary via headphones 
when desired. Our conference raises the issue of the politi
cal purpose of these experiments.

There is something to learn, from all the commercialisation 
of the past, the growth of the culture industry called heritage. 
On offer are experiences, whether visits to a reconstructed 
past or animated displays, as well as bodies of knowledge. 
The epistemological - ‘we know this happened’ - has been 
supplanted by sensuous experience - ‘this is what it felt like’. 
‘Being there’ has become as important as ‘knowing that’.

While the validity of the claims of heritage to offer empa- 
thetic experience may be challenged, I would relate this shift 
to an ontological interest (‘it was like this’) to some recent 
developments in social theory. Fields like performance 
studies and the anthropology of the senses, as well as broad 
interdisciplinary interest in the body, for example, have built 
upon the theorisation of the social as concrete sensuous 
human practice.

Consider, as an example in historiography, the book ‘In 
1926’ by another of my colleagues at Stanford, Sep Gum- 
brecht. It is a work in the history of the twentieth century 
which nevertheless does not set out to develop an historical 
knowledge of its focus - 1926. It reads more as an assemblage 
of materials, commentaries, ruminations, on topics like 
gramophones, dancing, elevators, ocean liners, revues, roof 
gardens, as well as cultural coding like authenticity and 
artificiality, past and present, sobriety and exuberance. There 
is no attempt to produce a coherent narrative. Reports from 
newspapers, movies, novels, sporting events, accounts of
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Howard Carter’s discoveries in Egypt, are not scrutinised as 
historical sources in an interpretive strategy of reading 
beneath the surface to ascertain what really was going on. 
The selection, arrangement and commentary are instead 
designed to evoke. Being there - in 1926.

Manifestation

It is not that the Colorado miners’ strike of 1913-14 has 
been forgotten. But the historical sources are meagre, and 
the massacre in the strikers’ camp is about to slip from living 
memory. Some of my archaeological colleagues, including 
Randy McGuire from SUNY Binghampton (whose family 
come from Colorado), have been excavating the site and con
necting their finds with original photographs and accounts. 
They have found the tents and pits where the strikers were 
living, and this unearthing has been accompanied by displays 
of the remnants of the strike, culminating in a roadside on
site monument. It’s very simple. It is rooted in conventional 
excavation and archaeological fieldwork. And there is now 
a monument where there was no monument, of something 
that happened, made visible.

I draw attention to the power of this manifestation of the 
past and propose that a key feature is the prominence of the 
interconnection of past and present - these manifestations 
are of and for a particular historical conjuncture. Again this 
is not a case of simple knowledge that something happened 
and is witnessed archaeologically, knowledge for its own 
sake. Manifestation spurs remembrance now and for the 
future. I propose this as an appropriate technique for a critical 
cultural resource management.

Creative fragments

To the official version of the past found in state museums 
and offered in educational curricula, I would contrast the 
personal and intimate detail. It might be the personal arte
facts unearthed by archaeologists at the site of the Colorado 
miners’ strike. Let me illustrate what I mean with another 
example - District Six in Capetown. A museum opened in 
1994 to commemorate the area and honour the people who 
fought against the forced removal of its inhabitants accor
ding to the Group Areas Act passed under apartheid.

A floor map depicting the streets and landscape of the 
old District Six covers the central area of the museum. Ex

residents have inscribed their family names and spaces 
where they once lived on the map. Artists’ prints, paintings 
and poems depicting their experiences in District Six and of 
forced removals border the map. On the ‘memory cloth’ are 
written comments, messages and personal memories - they 
cover 300 metres.

I think this is a testament to the historical power of the 
personal detail.

And they are predominantly, in themselves, fragments. I 
want to say something about fragmented pasts and about 
loss. The conservation ethic has us fear both. Ruin and decay 
- fragmentation as a loss of integrity threatens our hold on 
the past. Archaeologists bemoan their poor and biased data 
sets, dreaming of sites preserved Pompeii-like. My Classical 
archaeology colleagues have, since the 19th century, followed 
a vast project of cataloguing, in their view definitively and 
for all time, the data set of antiquity in great encyclopaedias 
and reference works. Conservationists warn of the massive 
destruction of the past. A determining aim of cultural re
source management is to establish a definitive database of 
those cultural resources it has as its object - sites and monu
ments records, inventories of valued remains. It is, of course, 
appropriate to guard against the unnecessary erosion of our 
access to history, but it needs to accompany the manage
ment of loss. Loss is a simple condition of our being in the 
world. Heritage managers live in the real world of develop
ment and deal with this, but I have a different point about 
the project of management and control. A definitive cultural 
database or catalogue is an illusion. The imperfect and pro
visional data set is the only option. Proposition - we need 
to work creatively with, and not against, the fragment.

This call is not just a rhetorical one. I see it as a rejection 
of those visions of information technology as an answer to 
recording the past, constructing vast databased archives 
along conventional lines, lodged upon a web server rather 
than upon filing cards in a museum store. For me the chal
lenge, not actually yet technically possible, is to design 
dynamic information architectures and interfaces for just 
these messy and provisional collections of fragments.

I will not forget easily listening to the people we have met 
these last few days as they told of their interests in con
temporary industrial history in relation to their own memo
ries and experiences. This is surely another prompt for us 
to enable just this sort of cultural creativity. Its foundations 
are already well established, of course, whether we think of 
family photo albums (memorybooks as they call them in 
the United States), or the interest in family genealogy and
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local history supported by museums, public records and 
libraries. However, to maintain a distinction, we might call 
these personal archives memoryscapes. The underlying issue 
is that of information architecture and its interfaces - mun
dane but vitally important matters of database design and 
tools for searching and recording. The challenge is to main
tain a critical stand, to help people avoid reducing their 
experience to pre-packaged and trivial mundanity, and 
instead to realise their historicity.

How might we enable access to information so that people 
might gather their own resources for building living and 
dynamic personal archives, connecting themselves to that 
liquid history I have spoken of? I propose this as another 
archaeological project for the future.

PlumbDesign, a New York-based company, has developed 
an information interface they call Thinkmap. For the Smith
sonian Institution in Washington USA, the company created 
‘Revealing Things’, an online exhibition devoted to material 
culture. A virtual exhibition without a physical counterpart, 
it deals with everyday items from the contemporary past - 
like a hammer and a Japanese lantern. The Thinkmap soft
ware allows virtual visitors to explore the connections 
engendered by the artifacts through a kind of dynamic flow 
chart. It is an experiment in gathering and navigating. My 
proposal is that such experiment is only just beginning.

Storytelling - against narrative

We are familiar with the repertoire of narratives which make 
easy sense of our lives and experiences. Hollywood mass- 
markets them in its adventures, love stories, tales of tragedy 
and personal struggle. The plots and characters are easily 
recognised; further gratification might be found in the twists 
and variations. Archaeology has become indebted to several 
metanarratives such as cultural evolution, the emergence 
of social complexity, the origins of agriculture, imperial 
growth - grand narrative forms under which may be sub
sumed the vast details of regional histories. Neatly structured, 
these narratives tidy up history and comfort us that ‘things 
have always been like this’, or that it is beyond any one of 
us to do anything about the great tide of history. They are 
part of that strategy of control I discussed above.

In my stand for critical cultural creativity I oppose these 
narratives with storytelling. It is about getting beyond those 
pre-packaged narratives into intimate details that bring 
together bigger pictures and the incidental, the personal, the

everyday, the different. Storytelling is located. In the best, 
the storyteller relates sensitively to their audience. They 
adapt. They get personal. There is achieved a kind of union 
between self and another (embodied performer and spec
tator/listener/witness). It can be a very effective interface.

Performance artist Anna Devere Smith has used em
bodied storytelling to great effect in her work which deals 
with recent events in America’s political history. With Mike 
Pearson, active performer and Professor of Performance in the 
University of Wales, I have offered further experiment and 
reflection in our project Theatre/Archaeology. Proposition: 
let stories (as opposed to narratives) proliferate.

Deep mapping

In sketching potential and trends, I have made reference to 
many spatial metaphors - cultural location, temporal topo
logies, memoryscapes, thinkmaps. Here is another. Deep 
mapping - interfaces for geographies of the imagination 
which bring together everything that might collect around 
locale. From travel writing through local memory to land
scape history. The techniques and apparatus for this map 
making are readily available: I might mention the great 
developments in cultural geography and anthropology as 
well as some aspects of geographic information systems. 
The critique of cartography (its intimate association with 
property rights and imperialism) is also well established, 
enabling a maturity of approach to mapping the local.

Designer Cliff McLucas, based in the United Kingdom, is 
pioneering new digital graphics for deep mapping in his 
explorations of the San Andreas Fault in California and the 
Friesian Island of Terschelling in the Netherlands. Great 
collections of conventional maps, photographs, interviews, 
sound recordings, documents...

Sublime complexity

I end this response to the question of what are we to do with 
the archaeological past of industrial buildings and artefacts 
with a simple phrase, one again borrowed from a colleague. 
In our articulations of people and things, temporality and 
historicity, and place or location, the challenge is to with
stand the simple equations of a controlled and managed 
history through a celebration of the sublime complexity of 
cultural agency and creativity.
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GUIDED TOUR! I

Gyttorp

Raoul Hjärtström
County Administrative Board of Örebro

In September 1998 the County Administrative Board of 
Örebro took a historic decision: Gyttorps Centrum became 
the first Swedish example of postwar town planning and 
Modern Movement houses to be listed, thus guaranteeing it 
the highest level of protection available under the law.

The Gyttorp project - the restoration and classification 
of housing in the town - is clearly the most applauded effort 
in the field of cultural preservation to have been made in 
this county for a long time. The town has played host to 
numerous study visits, and the project has been presented 
from various perspectives in professional journals and in 
the local and national press.

Why this great interest? In recent years, postwar housing 
has become the object of great interest for its architectural 
merit and cultural value. The visitor who looks around will 
see that Gyttorps Centrum is no ordinary residential area 
that is merely an example of elegant architecture. If we 
look more closely we can see a reflection of Sweden’s his
tory during this century, when an expanding industrial eco
nomy generated the optimism and confidence that seemed 
to propel Sweden towards the goal of creating a new and 
better society. In hindsight, we can see that this housing 
constitutes an invaluable part of our national cultural heri
tage, the criterion for classification being that an object must 
be of national interest.

Gyttorp began to take shape in the middle of the 19th 
century when a gunpowder factory was built there. The 
company, called Gyttorps Sprängämnesfabrik, was started 
in 1868. During the First World War it merged with Nitro
glycerin AB, an explosives company founded by Alfred 
Nobel in 1864. Both companies’ production was concen
trated to Gyttorp during the 1920s, and in the period 
between the Great Wars and after WWII, both the company 
and the town developed rapidly.

The houses in the town were built by Nitroglycerin AB 
for its employees. Construction, which took place in stages 
between 1948 and 1961, was planned with a mixture of 
terraced houses and blocks of flats plus commercial and 
other premises. Altogether the area contains 125 blocks of 
flats, detached houses and other buildings. The architect 
engaged by the company was the then relatively unknown 
Ralph Erskine, who had moved from England to Sweden in 
1939. Erskine has gone on to become one of our country’s 
most distinguished architects and today he enjoys a world
wide reputation.

Gyttorps Centrum belongs to a special category of archi
tecture that is characteristic of Erskine’s early period in 
Sweden. It extends and renews old one-industry towns. 
Gyttorps Centrum is Erskine’s first attempt of this type. 
The sense of unity throughout has the clear and unmis
takable stamp of Erskine’s architectural idiom, for which he 
is so highly esteemed internationally. His architecture is 
inspired by a deeply human vision and particularly by a hu
morous interpretation of modernism, spiced with a highly 
individual touch.

The area was completed at the beginning of the 1960s 
with the construction of a school in the form of a pavilion. 
This too was designed by Erskine.

Gyttorps Centrum reflects the spirit of an important 
period in modern Swedish history. It exudes the optimism 
and confidence of the postwar period, whose ideal was the 
welfare state, a welfare state which would offer security, 
safety and solidarity to the vast majority of its people. In 
the creation of the welfare state, housing would be a visible 
manifestation of this new era. At that time there was real 
status in designing public housing.

The postwar period’s economic upturn created the con
ditions for social housing projects, an ideal that radical
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politicians and architects had been working towards in this 
country since the 1920s and ’30s. At that time, Sweden was 
seen as a leading country in this field, which is one of the 
reasons why Erskine chose to move here.

Social housing is often associated with public ownership 
and political will, especially the public housing associations 
that were created in the 1940s. Swedish industry was also 
very committed to finding solutions to the housing problem. 
In many places factories and companies built their own 
housing with ambitious architectural and social goals. In 
these cases the modern architectural style came to stand for 
industrial expansion, new thinking and faith in the future. 
The traditional one-industry town, characterised by the social 
and cultural responsibility of the owner, was still at that 
time a fundamental element of Swedish society. Gyttorps 
Centrum is an excellent example of these two ‘cultures’.

Erskine has himself told the story of how he was com
missioned. Torsten Edlund, a managing director with an 
interest in the arts and architecture had read about him in 
one of the magazines on architecture and interior decoration 
of the time. As a test, Erskine was asked to design two de
tached houses, both of which were found to be satisfactory, 
and he was given the task of designing the whole area.

The Nitroglycerin Company sold the area in the 1970s. 
Having had a number of different owners over the years, it 
was put into receivership at the beginning of the 1990s after 
a renewal project then under way had been abandoned. For 
a long time the receivers negotiated with the local council 
in Nora about selling the entire area to them. During the 
spring of 1995 the Municipality of Nora and the County 
Administrative Board began discussing the possibility of 
starting a restoration programme that would ensure the con
servation of all the buildings in the area.

The County Administrative Board brought the subject up 
with the National Heritage Board, especially during a visit 
by the director-general in 1995. These discussions resulted 
in a decision to classify the buildings as being of national 
importance and to give them protection by listing them as 
historic buildings. Having been informed that the govern
ment would grant funding, Nora bought Gyttorps Centrum 
in 1995, and a project for restoration and renewal was 
started immediately. On 22nd August the newly restored 
Gyttorps Centrum was opened by its patron, the County 
Governor, Gerd Engman.

The Gyttorp project’s main aim was to create an attractive 
living space and ensure the survival of the area by im
plementing the necessary modernisation while taking the

greatest possible care to preserve its cultural and architec
tural values.

The standards set for the conservation project have been 
very high - which is only natural when the conservation of 
heritage buildings is financed by a substantial grant from the 
State.

Great efforts have been made to identify and restore the 
original colours. Gyttorp is the area where, for the first time, 
Erskine used coloured faęades, as opposed to the white 
house fronts that modernism decreed. His choice of colours 
proved to be extremely varied and sophisticated. Seventeen 
different colours were applied to the plaster on the faęades. 
Eleven colours were found inside just one building.

Restoration has taken place in consultation with Ralph 
Erskine who, despite his advanced years - he is over 80 - is 
still active as an architect. It is rather unusual for an archi
tect to take part in the restoration of one of his own buil
dings. Erskine was clearly pleased that Gyttorps Centrum 
had been rehabilitated and protected, especially since it is 
not uncommon for architects to see their buildings dis
figured. Discussions with Erskine have cleared up a number 
of questions regarding the design of the area.

Erskine takes a surprisingly critical and distanced attitude 
to his buildings. He fills in the background both to the 
work as a whole, and to the details, objectively and with 
disarming humour. The explanation as to why things look 
the way they do is often different from what might be 
expected. He has always enjoyed experimentation and im
provisation. His attitude to his own buildings reflects an 
important element in the ideology behind modern archi
tecture. Function is very important - changes that improve 
the quality of the buildings for the residents are always a 
good thing - even within the framework of a restoration. 
After careful consideration certain modifications have been 
made in the kitchens and bathrooms.

Gyttorps Centrum is the first example of this type of 
restoration of modern architecture in this county. Moder
nistic architecture is characterised by the clever interplay 
between carefully thought-out forms and details which, taken 
together, create an apparently simple whole. Decorative 
elements in the traditional sense are not used; they are 
replaced by functional details which create, through their 
design and placing, a total impression. Light fittings, door 
handles, the banisters on staircases etc. provide contrasting 
detail when seen against well-proportioned faęades and 
rooms. Great care regarding all the details is crucial to the 
satisfactory restoration of this type of building.
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The restoration of a residential area is not an isolated 
event in a preservation project. It is also a fundamental 
proactive effort on the part of local government efforts to 
generate belief in Gyttorp’s future. The council’s effort has 
become a symbol of a view of the historic and cultural 
environment as a resource for the economic and social de
velopment of the town. The project has also received support

from the EU’s structural fund because of its importance to 
the economic development of the region.

Industrial heritage is not only a question of preserving fac
tory buildings and machines for the production of goods, it 
is more complex than that. It is about honouring a whole 
social structure and a way of life, and Gyttorps Centrum is 
a superb example of it.
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■ dinner:

Dinner in Nora

9
Menu Nora

Rökt lax och rödingsmousse med kräftstjärtar och gräslökscremefraiche 
på pepprig salladsbadcl.

Rödvin och timjanmarinerad älgbiff med rårörda lingon, smörsvängda rotfruktsstavar 
smaksatta med bladpersilja, rosmarin och en örtöverbakad potatis- och 
palsternackstårta (små krustader fyllda med gräddstuvade toppmurklor) 

Pyramidbagarens hårda bröd, Bredsjö blå ost och hjortronvin å la Grythyttan 
Rabarbersorbet med kompott och flarn samt chokladtorn i jordgubbsscolli

Mousse on smoked salmon and char with crayfish tails 
and chives creme fraiche on a peppery bed of salad

Beef of elk marinated in red wine and thyme, preserved raw lingonberries, staff shaped 
buttery root vegetables flavoured with parsley and rosemary and a herbaceous 
potato and parsnip cake (small croustades filled with morels cooked in cream) 

Pyramidbagarens crispbread. Bredsjö blue cheese
and cloudberry wine å la Grythyttan 

Rhubarb sorbet with compote and thin biscuits, 
together with a chocolate tower In strawberry scolli

Nora is classic ground for anyone with an interest in 
old railways. A standard-gauge railway connected the 
town to Örebro already in 1856. It was built mainly to 
handle transportation for the iron industry. The station 
area in Nora grew rapidly. Today's banquet hall started 
out as a tool factory, and soon turned into a carriage 
work-shop. The building is slightly more than 100 
years old and the architecture is a child of its time.
A mixture of styles was the prevailing mode and the 
workshop contains both Renaissance and Gothic 
elements. Presently the workshop is in use for main
tenance and repairs by Nora Bergslag Veteran Railway.
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i was there:

AnnaKarin Landin

Lars Hjertberg

"Food is just as important as the mortar between bricks," 
reflects AnnaKarin Landin, thus expressing in one brief 
sentence why the role food plays in our daily lives re
sembles other expressions of culture, even the industrial 
heritage.

On weekdays, AnnaKarin Landin works as a food and 
nutrition advisor at the County Dinner Society in Örebro 
County. She educates the public by conveying knowledge 
about food and everyday eating habits. Much of her focus 
is on the potential offered by local produce and food 
products.

"In Örebro County we've got all the prerequisites - 
lakes, woods and farmlands,", she says, but she admits 
having been rather taken aback when she was asked to 
prepare a dinner for 200 guests.

"And when I found out that the dinner would be held 
in the engine sheds in Nora, I was fairly at my wit's end," 
she says, laughing. All the same, she couldn't resist the 
temptation to lend a hand, knowing that it would give her 
still another opportunity to promote the local delicacies 
of the region.

Students from the Allé School in Hallsberg and Lernia 
in Örebro helped serve the meal that Chef Johnny 
Johansson - a master chef with experience from many a 
Nobel dinner - had cooked.

"But the rhubarb for the desert came from my own 
farm in Viby, a couple of miles outside Örebro," says Anna
Karin. She confirms that this collaboration with the National 
Heritage Board has whetted her appetite for more events 
in this vein.
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GUIDED TOUR!■ ■■

Falun copper mine

Lars Hjertberg

When the young museum lecturer Tommy Forss was 
recruited to the Falun Copper Mine from Culture in Lund 
in 1970, his family wondered if he really knew what he 
embarked upon.

"I never expected I'd end up here," Forss says, more 
than 30 years after the journey up north. But one thing 
led to another and when he now gets a glimmer of 
retirement, he knows he's been standing in the midst of 
a remarkable piece of Swedish industrial history with 
connections a thousand years back in time.

"And if it turns out as we hope it will, and we're put up 
on the UNESCO list of world heritage in December, it 
would also feel like a great accolade for our work," says 
museum director Forss, who regards the mining district 
as an almost sacred place.

The mine that produced two thirds of the world copper 
supply in the 17th century was functioning as long as 
until December 8,1992. Today, the business lives on through 
the production of Falun red pigment.

"There are other world heritage sites that use the red 
pigment," Forss notes, making a point that this EU busi
ness doesn't feel too modern for a company that, 500 
years ago, knew how to keep track of the stock exchange 
in Brygge and the copper pricing in Amsterdam.

And the international contacts will hardly be more 
scarce if things turn out the way everybody thinks they 
will at the UNESCO meeting in Helsinki in December.

"Then we'll consider that there are duties as well - 
we'll have to be careful," says the man who's become one 
with the mine.

Photo: Bengt A. Lundgren/NHB



i was there:

Magnus Wetterholm

Lars Hjertberg

When actor and performer Magnus Wetterhelm was 
asked if he'd like to take over the fine parish house in 
Nora constucted by Örebro architect Georg Arn, he was 
doubtful for quite some time before he took te chance.

"It's really an insane project, but I'm filled with en
thusiasm," he remarks on the multicultural enterprise he 
started up a year ago, with the house from 1929 as his 
base.

"I call it Establishment 1 because the capital E's so 
beautiful," Magnus says. He's acted on stages nationwide 
and cultivates his contacts with Europe whenever he can. 
It was therefore with great care he created the artistic 
cupboards that made the international guests at the 
conference smile with recognition. He's particularly fond 
of Vienna, where he's spent a lot of time and discovered 
the public living room of the café.

"It's that feeling I want to bring to the workshops, 
drama groups, dance and song events and the other 
activities here."

Raised in Gyttorp, Magnus Wetterholm is a wellestab- 
lished name in the neighbourhood.
When he and his colleagues play 
extracts from local heroine Maria 
Lang's crime novels for the fourth 
summer in a row, people come from 
near and far to join in, playing po
lice probationers.



How the work progressed

Annika Grälls, conference co-ordinator

As we began preparing the conference, our aim was to 
establish a theme that unified the speakers (conference as 
well as dinner speakers), the various locations we visited 
and the meals that were served. We also wanted the dinner- 
speakers to represent the ‘holy trinity’ in local Swedish 
industrial communities, that is politics, industry and sports 
(usually football). The different locations we used were also 
related to this theme. Thus, on the opening night of the 
conference, we sat in Örebro’s big Community Hall, a buil
ding erected at the initiative of the Social Democrats and 
the trade unions in Örebro. In Degerfors we chose to use 
Berget (‘the Mountain’), where restored woodsheds connec
ted to the workers’ dwellings can be used for conferences 
and seminars.

Besides industrial heritage sites, we wanted to visit places 
in which industrial operations were still in progress. We 
also wanted to show the first listed modernist buildings in 
Sweden, housing that represents the social ambitions that 
obtained when Gyttorp was built. The trips to Gyttorp and 
Pershyttan were integrated into the conference’s theme as 
well; we rode in a train powered by a steam locomotive on 
one of Sweden’s oldest railways.

Furthermore, the food was meant to reflect the theme of 
the conference. The three-course menu of the opening-night 
dinner included a main course based on the concept of 
‘Identity’ - in this case, regional identity typified by local in
gredients such as pikeperch from nearby Lake Hjälmaren, 
and crayfish. In Degerfors, lunch was supplied in a ‘Unica 
box’ containing the traditional working man’s lunch of beer, 
coffee and sandwiches with cheese, a fried egg and falu
korv, Sweden’s favourite sausage. Later that day, dinner 
was served inside the steelworks. The building itself was over
whelmingly impressive, but no one realised that it was still 
in operation until coffee was served, just as the night shift

came on. From the dark reaches of the building, a roaring 
sound could be heard, and new-milled steel rods came rol
ling down the belt through the darkness. The guests could 
hardly contain their excitement! In Nora, dinner was held 
in the old locomotive shed where the Railway Society keeps 
their steam locomotives and antique trains.

The conference speakers were chosen on the basis of their 
perspectives, areas of expertise and research disciplines as 
they related to the theme. We want to thank all of you who 
helped to generate dynamic discussions at each session.

We, a small group from the National Heritage Board, 
were organised to work with the conference, but many 
people from other organisations, companies and local 
communities have become involved and helped us to make 
our ideas a reality. Counting all those who did much more 
than was asked of them, there are some 80 people to whom 
we owe our great appreciation. In the project team we have 
had main responsibilities. Helena Westin has been respon
sible for the content and subject of the conference, as well 
as for preparing the conference material for publication. 
Ann-Catrin Gustafsson was in charge of administration, 
while Tomas Ekman made practical arrangements and pro
vided information. As co-ordinator, Annika Grälls super
vised the progress of the work as well as of the project as a 
whole.
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Democracy, Identity and Force were the 
main themes of the conference 'Industrial 
Heritage as Force in the Democratic Society'. 
The aim was to discuss democratic and 
political aspects on cultural heritage in 
industrial society based on the situation in 
today's Europe. The conference was 
arranged by The National Heritage Board in 
May 2001 as an event during the Swedish 
EU presidency, on The Committee on the 
Cultural Heritage of the Industrial Era in 
Sweden's initiative.

The book gives a broad exposé of different 
attitudes and concerns, problems and suc
cesses, regarding the possible role of cultu
ral heritage in future society. The book also 
includes glimpses from the event and 
a personal view from the conference mode
rator Göran Rosenberg.


